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CONSUMER SPENDING AND FISCAL CONSOLIDATION: 
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A major change of the property tax system in 2011 generated significant variation in the amount of housing 
taxes paid by Italian households. Using new questions added to the Survey on Household Income and Wealth 
(SHIW), we exploit this variation to provide an unprecedented analysis of the effects of property taxes on 
consumer spending. A tax on the main dwelling leads to large expenditure cuts among households with 
mortgage debt and low liquid wealth but generates only small revenues for the government. In contrast, 
higher tax rates on other residential properties reduce private savings and yield large tax revenues. 
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b2bVX qBi? i?2b2 TT2`b- r2 b?`2 M 2KT?bBb QM }b+H mbi2`Biv #mi r2
2KTHQv  /Bz2`2Mi B/2MiB}+iBQM bi`i2;v #b2/ QM ?Qmb2?QH/ bm`p2v /i U`i?2` i?M MiBQMH biiBbiB+bV-
r?B+? HHQrb mb iQ 2tTHQ`2 `2H2pMi bQm`+2b Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv +`Qbb ;`QmTb Q7 bQ+B2ivX h?B`/-  #m`;2QMBM;
HBM2 Q7 i?2Q`2iB+H `2b2`+? ?b 2KT?bBx2/ i?2 `QH2 i?i BHHB[mB/ r2Hi? U2bT2+BHHv ?QmbBM;V +QmH/ THv BM i?2
i`MbKBbbBQM Q7 K+`Q2+QMQKB+ TQHB+B2bX a2H2+i2/ 2tKTH2b BM+Hm/2 1;;2`ibbQM M/ E`m;KM (R8)- ETHM M/
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oBQHMi2 (k8)- _;Qi (j8)- JBiKM (jR) M/ M/`2b 2i HX (8)X Pm` 2pB/2M+2 T`QpB/2b bmTTQ`i 7Q` i?2 MQiBQM
Q7 /2#i@+QMbi`BM2/ ?Qmb2?QH/b Tmi 7Q`r`/ #v i?2b2 i?2Q`B2bX 6Qm`i?-  H`;2 MmK#2` Q7 +QMi`B#miBQMb-
BM+Hm/BM; *KT#2HH M/ *Q++Q (RR)- iiMbBQ 2i HX (e)- JBM M/ am} (kd)- JBM 2i HX (kN)- :mBbQ 2i HX (RN)
M/ SB2HH M/ SBbi72``B (jj) HQQF i i?2 biiBbiB+H bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M +QMbmKTiBQM M/ ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX q?BH2
i?2b2 2`HB2` bim/B2b 2tTHQBi HQ+H p`BiBQM BM ?Qmb2 T`B+2b- Qm` 2pB/2M+2 Bb #b2/ QM T2`+2Bp2/ ?Qmb2 T`B+2
+?M;2b b b2H7@`2TQ`i2/ #v 2+? ?Qmb2?QH/X 6B7i?- CTT2HHB M/ SBbi72``B (kj) }M/ 2pB/2M+2 Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb
K`;BMH T`QT2MbBiB2b iQ +QMbmK2 mbBM;  M2rHv //2/ [m2biBQM BM i?2 kyRy a>Aq #Qmi  ?vTQi?2iB+H
BM+`2b2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2X h?2B` p2`;2 2z2+i Bb BM HBM2 rBi? Qm` #b2HBM2 2biBKi2b M/ i?2 #B@KQ/HBiv
Q7 QM2 M/ x2`Q `2bTQMb2b i?i i?2v `2TQ`i Bb +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? Qm` }M/BM;b Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv +`Qbb i?2 AJl
it2b QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bX 6BMHHv- r2 `2 MQi r`2 Q7 Qi?2` bim/B2b
i?i HQQF i i?2 2KTB`B+H bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M T`QT2`iv it2b M/ +QMbmK2` bT2M/BM; i i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ H2p2H
mbBM; bm`p2v /iX
ai`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 TT2`X a2+iBQM k /2b+`B#2b i?2 BMbiBimiBQMH /2bB;M M/ i?2 +`Qbb@b2+iBQMH p`BiBQM
i?i r2 2tTHQBi 7Q` B/2MiB}+iBQMX a2+iBQM j T`2b2Mib i?2 /i M/ i?2 2KTB`B+H bT2+B}+iBQMb #27Q`2 bb2bbBM;
i?2 `QH2 Q7 Qi?2` +QM7QmM/BM; 7+iQ`bX h?2 KBM `2bmHib QM i?2 AJl it TB/ QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ QM
Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b b r2HH b i?2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb `2bTQMb2b +`Qbb HB[mB/Biv M/ /2#i TQbBiBQMb `2
T`2b2Mi2/ BM a2+iBQM 9- iQ;2i?2` rBi? 2pB/2M+2 QM bpBM;bX 1biBKi2b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi bT2M/BM; +i2;Q`B2b b r2HH
b 7m`i?2` `2bmHib QM ;2- BM+QK2- mM+2`iBMiv- ?Qmb2 T`B+2 2tT2+iiBQMb M/ QM ++QmMiBM; 7Q` K2bm`2K2Mi
2``Q`b `2 i?2 7Q+mb Q7 a2+iBQM 8X >2`2- r2 HbQ T`2b2Mi BM/2T2M/2Mi 2pB/2M+2 7`QK Q{+BH biiBbiB+b QM +`
`2;Bbi`iBQMb #Qmi i?2 bB;MB}+MiHv M2;iBp2 bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M  ?B;?2` `i2 Q7 ?QmbBM; it2b M/  HQr2`
MmK#2` Q7 p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2b +`Qbb KmMB+BTHBiB2bX q2 +QM+Hm/2 BM a2+iBQM e rBi? bQK2 #+F Q7 i?2 2Mp2HQT2
+H+mHiBQMb i?i [mMiB7v i?2 /B`2+i BKT+i Q7 i?2 AJl it +?M;2b QM i?2 AiHBM 2+QMQKv BM kyRkX
kX AMbiBimiBQMH /2bB;M M/ ;2Q;`T?B+H p`BiBQM
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 }`bi QmiHBM2  #`B27 ?BbiQ`v Q7 ?QmbBM; itiBQM BM AiHvX q2 i?2M /2b+`B#2 i?2 bT2+B}+
+QMi2ti BM r?B+? i?2 T`QT2`iv it +?M;2b r2`2 BMi`Q/m+2/ BM .2+2K#2` kyRR M/ }MHHv r2 /2b+`B#2 i?2
p`BiBQM BM i?2 AJl `i2b i?i r2 2tTHQBi BM i?2 2+QMQK2i`B+ MHvbBbX
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kXRX  #`B27 ?BbiQ`v Q7 KmMB+BTH T`QT2`iv it2b BM AiHv
h?2 ǳJmMB+BTH ht QM S`QT2`iB2bǴ UǳAKTQbi *QKmMH2 bm;HB AKKQ#BHBǴ- F ǳA*AǴV rb BMi`Q/m+2/ BM
i?2 AiHBM H2;BbHiBQM #v i?2 Hr #v /2+`22 MmK#2` jjj QM CmHv 11th- RNNk M/ bm#b2[m2MiHv i`Mb7Q`K2/
BMiQ Hr QM .2+2K#2` 30th- RNNkXR h?2 A*A it #b2 BM+Hm/2/ i?`22 KBM +i2;Q`B2b, #mBH/BM;b- #mBH/BM;
THQib- M/ 7`KHM/bXk Pm` MHvbBb QM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 rBHH 7Q+mb QM i?2 ǳ#mBH/BM;bǴ +i2;Q`vX lM/2`
i?2 A*A bvbi2K- i?2 it #b2 7Q` ǳ#mBH/BM;bǴ rb i?2 HM/ `2;Bbi`v pHm2 /2}M2/ b M 2biBKi2 Q7 r?i
i?2 `2MiH pHm2 Q7 i?2 T`QT2`iv rQmH/ ?p2 #22M BM RN33@RN3N- r?B+? rb mb2/ b  #b2 #B2MMBmKX h?Bb
U`Qm;?V 2biBKi2- r?B+? rb b2H7@`2TQ`i2/ iQ i?2 KmMB+BTH `2;Bbi`v #v i?2 #mv2` i i?2 iBK2 Q7 Tm`+?b2-
rb #b2/ QM i?2 HQ+iBQM M/ #mBH/BM; ivT2 #mi /B/ MQi ++QmMi 7Q` Qi?2` BKTQ`iMi /BK2MbBQMb bm+? b
i?2 ivT2 Q7 +QMbi`m+iBQM- i?2 ;2 Q7 i?2 #mBH/BM; M/ KQ`2 ;2M2`HHv 7Q` i?2 +QM/BiBQMb Q7 i?2 T`QT2`ivX LQi
bm`T`BbBM;Hv- i?2 bvbi2K #2+K2 Q#bQH2i2 bQQM 7i2` Bib BMi`Q/m+iBQM #mi rb H27i 2bb2MiBHHv mM+?M;2/ BM i?2
7QHHQrBM; irQ /2+/2b ;BMbi i?2 #+F/`QT Q7 bi2/BHv ;`QrBM; ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX AM 6B;m`2 XR Q7 TT2M/Bt -
r2 b?Qr i?i i?2 `iBQ Q7 i?2 2biBKi2/ HM/ `2;Bbi`v pHm2b iQ i?2 +imH K`F2i pHm2b i i?2 2M/ Q7 i?2 A*A
bvbi2K p2`;2/ `QmM/ jXe Ub22 "Q++B 2i HX (3) M/ AJ6 (kR) 7Q` bBKBH` 2pB/2M+2VX h?2 T`QT2`iv it `i2b
r2`2 b2i BM/2T2M/2MiHv #v i?2 KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mib rBi?BM i?2 `M;2 Q7 yX9@yXd T2`+2Mi- ++Q`/BM; iQ HQ+H
T`272`2M+2bX
h?2 A*A `2KBM2/ bm#biMiBHHv mM+?M;2/ mMiBH i?2 2M/ Q7 kyyd- r?2M i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi H2/ #v S`BK2
JBMBbi2` _QKMQ S`Q/B TT`Qp2/ M BM+`2b2 Q7 i?2 #bB+ /2/m+iBQM Q7 yXRjj T2`+2MiXj h?2 TQHB+v +?M;2
TTHB2/ QMHv iQ it2b QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; rBi?  +T Q7 kyy 1m`QbX 6BMHHv- QM 27th J`+? kyy3- i?2
bm#b2[m2Mi ;Qp2`MK2Mi H2/ #v S`BK2 JBMBbi2` aBHpBQ "2`Hmb+QMB #QHBb?2/ i?2 A*A it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;b
R_2bT2+iBp2Hv, ǳ/2+`2iQ H2;BbHiBpQ RR Hm;HBQ RNNk- MXjjjǴ M/ ǳ/2+`2iQ H2;BbHiBpQ jy /B+2K#`2 RNNk- MX 8y9ǴX
kh?2 A*A Ui?2M AJlV rb  v2`Hv it QM ?QmbBM; r2Hi? b K2bm`2/ #v i?2 HM/ `2;Bbi`v `2MiH pHm2 Q7 i?2 T`QT2`iv U#b2/
QM Bib KBM +?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 HQ+iBQM M/ bBx2VX b bm+?- Bi Bb +QM+2TimHHv UM/ /KBMBbi`iBp2HvV p2`v /Bz2`2Mi 2Bi?2` 7`QK 
i`Mb+iBQM it QM i?2 bH2 T`B+2 bm+? b i?2 "`BiBb? biKT /miv Q` 7`QK  v2`Hv it QM ?QmbBM; b2`pB+2b U#b2/ QM T`QT2`iv
+?`+i2`BbiB+bV bm+? b i?2 "`BiBb? +QmM+BH itX JQ`2 bT2+B}+HHv- M/ /2bTBi2 bBKBH`BiB2b BM i?2 rv i?2 it #b2 Bb BKTmi2/-
 KBM /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 AiHBM AJl M/ i?2 "`BiBb? +QmM+BH it Bb i?i i?2 7Q`K2` Bb  T`Q;`2bbBp2 it +?`;2/ iQ i?2
?QK2@QrM2` r?2`2b i?2 Hii2` Bb  `2;`2bbBp2 it +?`;2/ iQ i?2 Q++mTB2` UBM/2T2M/2MiHv Q7 Bib ?QmbBM; i2Mm`2 biimbVX PM i?2
Qi?2` ?M/- i?2 AiHBM AJl TT2`b +QM+2TimHHv +HQb2` iQ i?2 K2`B+M UHQ+HV T`QT2`iv it r?B+? Bb TB/ v2`Hv #v i?2 QrM2`
QM i?2 #bBb Q7  T2`BQ/B+HHv `2@bb2bb2/ T`QT2`iv pHm2 M/ i?2 it `i2b b2i #v Dm`Bb/B+iBQMb #2HQr i?2 bii2 H2p2HX
jh?2 Hr rb Q{+BHHv Tbb2/ QM .2+2K#2` 24th UǳG2;;2 k9 .B+2K#`2- kyyd MX k99ǴV M/ Tm#HBb?2/ QM i?2 ǳ:xx2ii
l{+BH2Ǵ QM .2+2K#2` 28th Uǳ:xx2ii l{+BH2 k3 .B+2K#`2 kyydǴVX
e
U2t+Hm/BM; i?`22 #mBH/BM; +i2;Q`B2b +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ ǳHmtm`v ?Qmb2bǴ U+i2;Q`v ǳRǴV- ǳpBHHbǴ U+i2;Q`v
ǳ3ǴV M/ ǳ+biH2bǴ U+i2;Q`v ǳNǴVV rBi? i?2 Hr #v /2+`22 MmK#2` Njfkyy3 r?BH2 i?2 A*A it QM Qi?2`
T`QT2`iB2b `2KBM2/ mM+?M;2/X
kXkX h?2 ǳAJlǴ it
PM 4th .2+2K#2` kyRR-  M2rHv TTQBMi2/ AiHBM ;Qp2`MK2Mi H2/ #v S`BK2 JBMBbi2` J`BQ JQMiB M@
MQmM+2/  }b+H +QMbQHB/iBQM THM r?B+? rb K2Mi iQ ǳ2Mbm`2 }b+H bi#BHBiv- ;`Qri? M/ 2[mBivǴX h?2 THM
rb Tbb2/ BMiQ Hr rBi? BKK2/Bi2 2z2+i QM 22nd .2+2K#2` kyRRX9 KQM; i?2 KQbi bBx#H2 BMi2`p2MiBQMb-
i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi `27Q`K2/ i?2 T`QT2`iv it bvbi2K- #QHBb?2/ A*A- BMi`Q/m+2/  bBM;H2 KmMB+BTH T`QT2`iv it
mM/2` i?2 ?2/BM; Q7 ǳAKTQbi JmMB+BTH2 lMB+Ǵ UǳAJlǴV- M/ T`2b2Mi2/ i?2 TQHB+v +?M;2 iQ i?2 Tm#HB+
b M ǳ2tT2`BK2MiǴX ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 Q{+BH i2+?MB+H MQi2b ++QKTMvBM; i?2 Hr- i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i?2
AJl ++QmMi2/ 7Q` i?`22 [m`i2`b Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2 BM itiBQM bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 kyRR +QMbQHB/iBQM THMX
h?2 brB7i BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 JQMiBǶb ;Qp2`MK2Mi AJl `27Q`K UBM H2bb i?M irQ KQMi?b bBM+2 i?2 `2bB;MiBQM
Q7 7Q`K2` S`BK2 JBMBbi2` aBHpBQ "2`Hmb+QMBV- iQ;2i?2` rBi? i?2 7`2[m2M+v Q7 i?2 a>Aq U+QM/m+i2/ BM kyRy
M/ kyRkV- KF2b i?2b2 T`QT2`iv it +?M;2b KQbi HBF2Hv mMMiB+BTi2/ #v ?Qmb2?QH/b U2bT2+BHHv #+F BM
kyRyVX 6BMHHv- BM HBM2 rBi? i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi MMQmM+2K2Mi #+F BM kyRR- i?2 AJl it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;b
Ubm#b2[m2MiHv 2ti2M/2/ iQ ?QmbBM; b2`pB+2b mM/2` i?2 M2r ?2/BM; Q7 ǳhaAǴV rb #QHBb?2/ BM CmHv kyR8 #v
i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi H2/ #v S`BK2 JBMBbi2` Jii2Q _2MxBX
h?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i?2 AJl it bB;MB}+MiHv `27Q`K2/ i?2 T`QT2`iv it `2;BK2 HQM; i?`22 /BK2MbBQMbX
6B`bi- Bi BM+Hm/2/ i?2 HM/ `2;Bbi`v pHm2 Q7 i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; BM i?2 it #b2- T`2pBQmbHv 2t+Hm/2/X a2+QM/-
i?2 HM/ `2;Bbi`v pHm2b U7Q` #Qi? KBM /r2HHBM;b M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2bV r2`2 b+H2/ mT #v M 2tQ;2MQmb 7+iQ`
U?QKQ;2M2Qmb +`Qbb HH KmMB+BTHBiB2b M/ 2[mH iQ RXe 7Q` `2bB/2MiBH /r2HHBM;bV- bQ b iQ BM+`2b2 i?2 it
#b2 #v M p2`;2 Q7 9N T2`+2Mi Ub22 AJ6 (kR)VX 6BMHHv- i?2 AJl bvbi2K b2i i?2 #bB+ it `i2 QM T`BK`v
UQi?2`V `2bB/2M+2b i yX9 UyXdeV T2`+2Mi Q7 i?2 `2;Bbi`v pHm2 #mi HHQr2/ KmMB+BTHBiB2b iQ KQ/B7v i?Bb `i2
rBi?BM  yXk UyXjV T2`+2Mi #M/X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi b2i i?2 #bB+ /2/m+iBQM i kyy 1m`Qb THmb M
//BiBQMH 8y 1m`Q /2/m+iBQM T2` +?BH/`2M H2bb i?M ke v2`b QH/ UmT iQ  KtBKmK Q7 M //BiBQMH 9yy
9Gr kk .2+2K#2` kyRR- MX k9 UTm#HBb?2/ QM i?2 ǳ:xx2ii l{+BH2Ǵ QM .2+2K#2` 27th kyRR- MX jyyVX
d
1m`QbV, r?BH2 KmMB+BTHBiB2b r2`2 HHQr2/ iQ KQ/B7v i?Bb- `QmM/ N3 T2`+2Mi Q7 HQ+H ;Qp2`MK2Mib +?Qb2 i?2
#bB+ /2/m+iBQM Q7 kyy 1m`QbX8 Pp2`HH- i?2 AJl bvbi2K /2i2`KBM2/  b?`T BM+`2b2 BM `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iv
itiBQM, i?2 `2p2Mm2b QM i?2 KBM T`QT2`iB2b BM+`2b2/ 7`QK MQi?BM; BM kyRR iQ 9Xy#M 1m`Qb BM kyRk r?BH2
i?Qb2 QM Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b BM+`2b2/ 7`QK dX3#M BM kyRR iQ RdXN#M BM kyRkX "2ir22M kyRR M/ kyRk- iQiH it
`2p2Mm2b QM `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b BM+`2b2/ #v R9XR#M 1m`Qb +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ `QmM/ yXNy T2`+2Mi Q7 :`Qbb
.QK2biB+ S`Q/m+i U:.SV BM kyRkXe
Pm` MHvbBb 2tTHQBib i?2 7+i i?i BM i?2 kyRk AiHBM am`p2v QM >Qmb2?QH/ AM+QK2 M/ q2Hi? Ua>AqV-
`2bTQM/2Mib r2`2 TTQbBi2Hv bF2/ 7Q` i?2 }`bi iBK2 iQ `2TQ`i i?2 KQmMi Q7 `2+m``2Mi ?QmbBM; it2b TB/ QM
#Qi? i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bX AM 6B;m`2 R- r2 THQi i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 b2H7@`2TQ`i2/
AJl TvK2Mib T2` ?Qmb2?QH/ 7`QK i?2 a>Aq- /BbiBM;mBb?BM; #2ir22M i?2 KQmMi Q7 ?QmbBM; it2b TB/ QM
i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; UBM i?2 }`bi `QrV M/ i?2 KQmMi Q7 it2b TB/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b UBM i?2
b2+QM/ `QrVX h?2 }`bi +QHmKM /BbTHvb i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 #bQHmi2 KQmMi Q7 2m`Qb TB/ r?2`2b i?2
b2+QM/ +QHmKM `2TQ`ib i?Bb b  b?`2 Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ KQMi?Hv BM+QK2X "2+mb2 Q7 i?2 /2/m+iBQMb- kRXe
T2`+2Mi Q7 ?QK2@QrM2`b /B/ MQi Tv i?2 AJl it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ RjXk T2`+2Mi Q7 ?QK2@QrM2`b rBi?
KQ`2 i?M QM2 T`QT2`iv /B/ MQi Tv i?2 AJl it QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bX h?2 AJl z2+i2/ k8X3
KBHHBQMb Q7 it Tv2`b UQ` `QmM/ dy T2`+2Mi Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/bVX h?2 p2`;2 TvK2Mi QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; rb
#Qmi j8d 1m`Qb UQ` R9 T2`+2Mi Q7  ?Qmb2?QH/ KQMi?Hv BM+QK2V r?BH2 i?2 p2`;2 TvK2Mi QM HH `2bB/2MiBH
T`QT2`iB2b rb Ny8 1m`Qb UQ` je T2`+2Mi Q7  ?Qmb2?QH/ KQMi?Hv BM+QK2VX Ai Bb rQ`i? MQiBM; i?i- b b?QrM
#v LQ``2;`/ (jk)- Bi Bb p2`v ?`/ iQ 2p/2 T`QT2`iv it2b BM  ?B;?@BM+QK2 +QmMi`v HBF2 AiHvX 6BMHHv- #Qmi
jy T2`+2Mi Q7 a>Aq `2bTQM/2Mib `2TQ`i2/  x2`Q T`Q##BHBiv i?i i?2 AJl it rQmH/ ?p2 #22M 2HBKBMi2/
rBi?BM }p2 v2`b M/ MQi `2TH+2/ #v MQi?2` bBKBH` itXd
8aQm`+2, ǳA61GǴ UǳAMbiBimi2 7Q` GQ+H 1+QMQKB+b M/ 6BMM+2Ǵ @ ǳAbiBimiQ T2` H 6BMMx 2 HǶ1+QMQKB GQ+H2ǴV /i#b2
U++2bbB#H2 i, rrrXr2#B72HXBifA*AfHB[mQi2AJlX+7KVX
eh?2 /B`2+i #2M2}ib 7Q` i?2 }b+H TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H ;Qp2`MK2Mi UBM i?2 7Q`K Q7 2Bi?2` ?B;?2` /B`2+i `2p2Mm2b Q` HQr2`
i`Mb72`b iQ i?2 KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2MibV iQiH2/ iQ #Qmi irQ i?B`/b Q7 i?2 Qp2`HH BM+`2b2 BM i?2 T`QT2`iv it2b `Bb2/X hQ
i?2 2ti2Mi i?i KQbi KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mib mb2/ i?2 +?M;2b BM AJl `2p2Mm2b iQ `2/m+2 i?2B` /2}+Bib Ub b?QrM #2HQrV-
i?2 +QMbQHB/i2/ #HM+2 b?22i Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H ;Qp2`MK2Mi Ĝr?B+? BM+Hm/2b i?2 M2i }b+H TQbBiBQMb Q7 HH H2p2Hb Q7 ;Qp2`MK2MibĜ
BKT`Qp2/ BM kyRk #v M KQmMi +HQb2 iQ i?2 Qp2`HH AJl `2p2Mm2 BM+`2b2 Q7 `QmM/ yXNy T2`+2Mi Q7 :.SX hQ ;Bp2  b2Mb2 7Q`
i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?Bb BMi2`p2MiBQM- r2 ?p2 +H+mHi2/ i?i  R T2`+2Mi BM+`2b2 BM oh +QmH/ TQbbB#Hv ;2M2`i2  KtBKmK
BM+`2b2 BM it `2p2Mm2b Q7 #Qmi yXk8 T2`+2Mi Q7 :.S- mM/2` i?2 bbmKTiBQM Q7 MQ +?M;2 BM ;;`2;i2 /2KM/X
d"2+mb2 Q7 M K#B;mBiv BM i?2 rQ`/BM; Q7 i?2 a>Aq [m2biBQM .jd- ?Qr2p2`- i?Bb b?`2 Bb HBF2Hv iQ Qp2`@2biBKi2 bB;MB}+MiHv
i?2 T`QTQ`iBQM Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q `2;`/2/ i?2 it +?M;2 b T2`KM2MiX h?2 `2bQM Bb i?i 2p2M `2bTQM/2Mib r?Q 2Bi?2` 2tT2+i2/
 bB;MB}+Mi `2/m+iBQM BM i H2bi QM2 Q7 i?2 irQ T`QT2`iv `i2b Ub b2p2`H TQHBiB+H T`iB2b BM/B+i2/ /m`BM; kyRkV Q` 2tT2+i2/
3
kXjX AJl `i2 p`BiBQM M/ HQ+H #mbBM2bb +v+H2
h?2 p`BiBQM BM i?2 KQmMi Q7 AJl it TB/ +`Qbb ?Qmb2?QH/b bi2Kb 7`QK i?`22 KBM 72im`2b Q7 i?2
Hr, /2KQ;`T?B+b UM/ BM T`iB+mH` i?2 MmK#2` Q7 +?BH/`2M 2HB;B#H2 7Q` /2/m+iBQMV- T`QT2`iv +?`+i2`BbiB+b
UBM+Hm/BM; bm`7+2 M/ #mBH/BM; ivT2- r?B+? /2i2`KBM2 i?2 HM/ `2;Bbi`v `2MiH pHm2V M/ HQ+H it `i2b
U;Bp2M i?i KmMB+BTHBiB2b r2`2 HHQr2/ iQ p`v i?2 `i2b b2i #v i?2 ;Qp2`MK2MiVX AM i?2 a>Aq- r2 Q#b2`p2
/2KQ;`T?B+b M/ T`QT2`iv +?`+i2`BbiB+b #mi ĜiQ T`2b2`p2 MQMvKBivĜ r2 `2 QMHv T`QpB/2/ rBi? i?2 `2;BQM
U`i?2` i?M i?2 KmMB+BTHBivV r?2`2  ?Qmb2?QH/ HBp2b BMX h?Bb BKTHB2b i?i +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` /2KQ;`T?B+b
M/ T`QT2`iv +?`+i2`BbiB+b BM  T`QD2+iBQM Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 +?M;2 QM i?2 BM+QK2 +?M;2 bi2KKBM;
7`QK i?2 AJl it2b /Bb#m`b2K2Mi Bb HBF2Hv iQ BbQHi2 p`BiBQM BM i?2 KQmMi Q7 T`QT2`iv it2b TB/ /m2 2Bi?2`
iQ ;2Q;`T?B+H p`BiBQM BM i?2 KmMB+BTH it `i2b Q` iQ mMQ#b2`p2/ +?`+i2`BbiB+b i?i `2 MQi #bQ`#2/
#v Qm` `B+? b2i Q7 +Qp`Bi2bX AM kyRk- j8XkW U8dXjWV Q7 KmMB+BTHBiB2b +?Qb2 iQ KQ/B7v i?2 it `i2 QM i?2
KBM /r2HHBM; UQi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bV b2i #v i?2 MiBQMH ;Qp2`MK2Mi- rBi? i?2 pbi KDQ`Biv QTiBM; 7Q`
?B;?2` `i2bX AM 6B;m`2b "XR M/ "Xk Q7 TT2M/Bt "- r2 +QMbi`m+i ?2i KTb i?i BHHmbi`i2b i?2 KmMB+BTH
p`BiBQM BM T`QT2`iv it `i2b QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b +`Qbb i?2 MiBQMH
i2``BiQ`vX
hQ BMi2`T`2i i?2 +Q2{+B2Mi QM AJl TB/ b i?2 +mbH 2z2+i Q7 i?2 it +?M;2 QM T`Bpi2 2tT2M/Bim`2- r2
M22/ iQ p2`B7v i?i i?2 ;2Q;`T?B+H p`BiBQM BM i?2 it `i2b rb MQi i?2 KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mi `2bTQMb2 iQ
Tbi HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ +QM/BiBQMbX h?2 +QM+2`M Bb i?i T`QT2`iv it `i2b Kv ?p2 #22M +QMbBbi2MiHv ?B;?2` BM
KmMB+BTHBiB2b rBi?  ?B;?2` +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? +2`iBM U}MM+BH M/ 2+QMQKB+V +?`+i2`BbiB+bX
hQ bb2bb i?Bb ?vTQi?2bBb- h#H2 "XR BM TT2M/Bt " `2TQ`ib i?2 +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 KmMB+BTH AJl it
`i2b Q7 kyRk M/  MmK#2` Q7 BM/B+iQ` Q7 HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ T2`7Q`KM+2 BM kyRy M/ kyRR- `M;BM; 7`QK
T2`bQMH M/ #mbBM2bb BM+QK2 iQ MB;?i HB;?i /2MbBivX3 h?2 KBM iF2 rv 7`QK i?Bb i#H2 Bb i?i i?2`2
 HQM;2` iBK2 ?Q`BxQM 7Q` i?2 2HBKBMiBQM Q7 i?2 AJl +QmH/ ?p2 TQbbB#Hv `2bTQM/2/ ǳx2`QǴ iQ i?2 bT2+B}+ [m2biBQM ǳAM vQm`
QTBMBQM- r?B+? Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv i?i i?2 JmMB+BTH S`QT2`iv ht UAJlV rBHH #2 #QHBb?2/ rBi?BM i?2 M2ti 8 v2`b M/ MQi
`2TH+2/ #v MQi?2` bBKBH` it\Ǵ U[m2biBQM .jd Q7 i?2 kyRk a>Aq bm`p2vVX
3.i `2 +QHH2+i2/ #v i?2 la B` 6Q`+2 q2i?2` ;2M+v M/ /Bbi`B#mi2/ #v i?2 LiBQMH :2QT?vbB+H .i *2Mi2` U++2bbB#H2
i, ?iiT,ffM;/+XMQX;Qpf2Q;f/KbTf/QrMHQ/o9+QKTQbBi2bX?iKHVX h2+?MB+HHv- i?2 MB;?iiBK2 HB;?ib Bb /2`Bp2/ 7`QK i?2 p2`;2
pBbB#H2 #M/ /B;BiH MmK#2` U.LV Q7 +HQm/@7`22 HB;?i /2i2+iBQMb KmHiBTHB2/ #v i?2 T2`+2Mi 7`2[m2M+v Q7 HB;?i /2i2+iBQMX h?2
BM+HmbBQM Q7 i?2 T2`+2Mi 7`2[m2M+v Q7 /2i2+iBQM i2`K MQ`KHBx2b i?2 `2bmHiBM; /B;BiH pHm2b 7Q` p`BiBQMb BM i?2 T2`bBbi2M+2 Q7
N
Bb HBiiH2 2pB/2M+2 Q7  bvbi2KiB+ `2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 AJl it `i2b M/ HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ +QM/BiBQMb BM i?2
T`2+2/BM; v2`bX
h?Bb Hii2` `2bmHi Bb 2+?Q2/ #v 6B;m`2 "Xj Q7 TT2M/Bt "- r?B+? `2+Q`/b i?2 +Q``2HiBQMb #2ir22M i?2
b?`2 Q7 pQi2b iQ i?2 H27i@rBM; +QHBiBQM BM i?2 KmMB+BTH 2H2+iBQMb BKK2/Bi2Hv #27Q`2 i?2 T`QT2`iv it `27Q`K
M/ UBV i?2 AJl it `i2b QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; UiQT H27i TM2HV- UBBV i?2 AJl it `i2b QM Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b
UiQT `B;?i TM2HV- UBBBV MB;?i HB;?i /2MbBiv U#QiiQK H27i TM2HV M/ UBpV #mbBM2bb BM+QK2 ;`Qri? U#QiiQK `B;?i
TM2HVX q?BH2- QM i?2 QM2 ?M/- i?2 iQT `Qr `2p2Hb  bB;MB}+Mi `2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 it `i2b M/ TQHBiB+H
Q`B2MiiBQM- i?2 }M/BM;b BM i?2 #QiiQK TM2Hb bm;;2bi i?i- QM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- TQHBiB+H Q`B2MiiBQM Bb MQi
bvbi2KiB+HHv HBMF2/ iQ HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ T2`7Q`KM+2X h?Bb +?BK2b rBi? i?2 2pB/2M+2 BM H2bBM M/ S`/BbB
(j) r?Q b?Qr i?i i?2 AJl it `i2b i2M/ iQ #2 bvbi2KiB+HHv HQr2` /m`BM; HQ+H 2H2+iBQM v2`b- r?B+? im`M
Qmi iQ #2 `M/QKHv /Bbi`B#mi2/ +`Qbb AiHBM KmMB+BTHBiB2bX
kX9X Pi?2` HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ TQHB+B2b
hQ BbQHi2 i?2 2z2+ib Q7 T`QT2`iv it2b Ub QTTQb2/ iQ i?2 2z2+ib Q7 Qi?2` HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ TQHB+B2bV- Bi b22Kb
BKTQ`iMi iQ 2bi#HBb? ?Qr KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mib ?p2 2KTHQv2/ i?2 2ti` `2bQm`+2b K/2 pBH#H2 #v i?2
AJl itX q2 /Q bQ BM i?Bb b2+iBQM #v 7Q+mbbBM; QM +?M;2b U#2ir22M kyRR M/ kyRkV BM i?2 HQ+H mi?Q`BiB2b
#HM+2 b?22ib- r?Qb2 /2b+`BTiBp2 biiBbiB+b `2 `2TQ`i2/ BM h#H2 *XR Q7 TT2M/Bt *X JQ`2 bT2+B}+HHv-
r2 T`QD2+i i?2 +?M;2 BM UBV KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mi 2tT2M/Bim`2- UBBV Qi?2` KmMB+BTH it `2p2Mm2b UM2i Q7
AJl `2p2Mm2bV- UBBBV KmMB+BTH T`QT2`iv it `2p2Mm2b M/ UBpV HQ+H }b+H /2}+Bi QM i?2 KmMB+BTH AJl it
`i2b mbBM; Q{+BH /i 7`QK i?2 JBMBbi`v Q7 i?2 AMi2`BQ`X hQ +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 bBx2 Q7 2+? KmMB+BTHBiv- i?2
/2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2b `2 biM/`/Bx2/ #v i?2 MmK#2` Q7 BM?#BiMibX q2 `mM i?2b2 bT2+B}+iBQMb 2Bi?2` Qp2`
i?2 7mHH bKTH2 Q7 AiHBM KmMB+BTHBiB2b Q` QMHv 7Q` i?Qb2 rBi? KQ`2 i?M kyyy BM?#BiMib iQ K2HBQ`i2
TQbbB#H2 +QM+2`Mb QM i?2 [mHBiv Q7 #HM+2 b?22ib BM bKHH2` +BiB2bX
h?2 2pB/2M+2 7`QK h#H2 R bm;;2bib i?i i?2`2 Bb MQ bB;MB}+Mi bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M AJl `i2b M/ +?M;2b
BM 2Bi?2` KmMB+BTH Tm#HB+ bT2M/BM; UBM +QHmKM RV Q` Qi?2` KmMB+BTH it `2p2Mm2b UBM +QHmKM kVX HbQ- i?2`2
HB;?iBM;X h?2 `+@:Aa bQ7ir`2 mb2/ iQ 2H#Q`i2 i?2 `bi2` miQKiB+HHv +H+mHi2b i?2 p2`;2 /2MbBiv Q7 HH TBt2Hb rBi?BM 
KmMB+BTH i2``BiQ`v QM  +QMiBMmQmb b+H2 #2ir22M y UǳHQr /2MbBivǴ @ /`FV iQ ek Uǳ?B;? /2MbBivǴVX
Ry
Bb MQ biiBbiB+H bbQ+BiBQM UMQi b?QrM BM h#H2 RV #2ir22M AJl `i2b M/ Qi?2` HQ+H ;Qp2`MK2Mi `2p2Mm2b
U;`Mib M/ /BbKBbbHbVX PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- i?2 2biBKi2b BM +QHmKM j bm;;2bi i?i BM+`2bBM; i?2 AJl `i2
QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; #v yXR T2`+2Mi;2 TQBMib i2M/ iQ #`BM; AJl it `2p2Mm2b mT #v 3Xd 1m`Qb T2` +TBi
UNXj 1m`Qb T2` +TBi r?2M `2bi`B+iBM; i?2 bKTH2 iQ KmMB+BTHBiB2b #Qp2 k-yyy BM?#BiMibVX i i?2 bK2
iBK2- M BM+`2b2 Q7 yXR T2`+2Mi;2 TQBMib BM i?2 AJl `i2 QM i?2 Qi?2` /r2HHBM;b ;2M2`i2b M p2`;2 `Bb2 BM
AJl it `2p2Mm2b Q7 kkX9 1m`Qb T2` +TBi- +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 7+i i?i AJl `2p2Mm2b QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH
T`QT2`iB2b `2 #Qmi i?`22 iBK2b H`;2` i?M AJl `2p2Mm2b QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; i i?2 MiBQMH H2p2HX 6BMHHv-
i?2b2 2ti` T`QT2`iv it `2p2Mm2b b22K iQ i`MbHi2 7mHHv BMiQ  `2/m+iBQM Q7 i?2 ǳKmMB+BTH }b+H /2}+BiǴ UBM
+QHmKM 9V- r?B+? Bb i?2 }b+H i`;2i b /2}M2/ #v i?2 +2Mi`H ;Qp2`MK2Mi BM i?2 ǳAMi2`MH ai#BHBiv S+iǴXN
Ai Bb rQ`i? K2MiBQMBM; i?i i?2 Hr `2[mB`2b iQ +H+mHi2 i?2 KmMB+BTH }b+H /2}+Bi QM  ǳKBt2/ ++`mH@+b?
#bBbǴ- rBi? +m``2Mi 2tT2M/Bim`2 M/ `2p2Mm2b 2pHmi2/ QM M ++`mH #bBb M/ +TBiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 M/
`2p2Mm2b 2pHmi2/ QM  +b? #bBbX 6Q` i?Bb `2bQM UM/ #2+mb2 iQiH `2p2Mm2b HbQ BM+Hm/2 ;`Mib M/
/BbKBbbHbV- i?2 }`bi i?`22 +QHmKMb Q7 h#H2 R /Q MQi bmK mT iQ i?2 Hbi +QHmKMX
Pm` }M/BM;b `2 +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 2pB/2M+2 `2TQ`i2/ #v :`2K#B 2i HX (Rd)- r?Q b?Qr i?i 7QHHQrBM; 
H2bb bi`BM;2Mi +QMbi`BMi QM KmMB+BTH }b+H /2}+Bib BM AiHv- HQ+H ;Qp2`MK2Mib `2bTQM/2/ KBMHv #v +miiBM;
`2H 2bii2 it2b M/ K`;BMH BM+QK2 it `i2bX AM/2T2M/2Mi 2pB/2M+2 QM i?2 H+F Q7 +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M
T`QT2`iv it2b M/ Qi?2` HQ+H it2b Bb T`QpB/2/ BM 6B;m`2 *XR Q7 TT2M/Bt *- r?B+? b+ii2` THQib i?2 AJl
`i2b ;BMbi i?2 `i2b QM i?2 KmMB+BTH +QKTQM2Mi Q7 BM+QK2 it2b UǳA_S16ǴVX AM bmKK`v- i?2 ;2Q;`T?B+H
p`BiBQM BM AJl `i2b +`Qbb KmMB+BTHBiB2b /Q2b MQi b22K iQ #2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 +`Qbb@b2+iBQMH p`BiBQM
BM Qi?2` KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mi 2+QMQKB+ TQHB+B2bX
jX .i M/ 2KTB`B+H 7`K2rQ`F
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 T`2b2Mi i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ bm`p2v /i M/ QmiHBM2 i?2 2KTB`B+H bT2+B}+iBQM i?i r2 mb2 iQ
HBMF i?2 BM+QK2 +?M;2 BM/m+2/ #v i?2 AJl it2b TB/ iQ i?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 +?M;2X b /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?2 T`2pB@
N"v i?2 #m/;2i Hr MX 933 BM RNN3- K2M/2/ #v i?2 Hr MX kyy Q7 Rj /2+2K#2` kyRy- i?2 ǳAMi2`MH ai#BHBiv S+iǴ bbB;Mb
AiHBM KmMB+BTHBiB2b rBi? }b+H i`;2ib i?i 2Mbm`2 i?2 +QmMi`v b  r?QH2 K22i i?2 }b+H i`;2ib BKTQb2/ #v i?2 1m`QT2M
lMBQMX 6Q` kyRR UkyRkV- i?2 }b+H #HM+2 rb BKTQb2/ iQ #2 i H2bi 2[mH iQ i?2 }t2/ KQmMi Q7 R9 T2`+2Mi URe T2`+2MiV Q7
i?2 ǳ?BbiQ`B+HǴ 2tT2M/Bim`2- r?B+? Bb i?2 p2`;2 Q7 kyye@kyy3 +m``2Mi 2tT2M/Bim`2X
RR
Qmb b2+iBQM- r2 mb2  `B+? b2i Q7 /2KQ;`T?B+b M/ T`QT2`iv@bT2+B}+ +Qp`Bi2b iQ BbQHi2 2tQ;2MQmb p`BiBQM
+`Qbb ?Qmb2?QH/b i  bBKBH` bi;2 Q7 i?2B` HB72@+v+H2- QrBM; T`QT2`iB2b rBi? bBKBH` pHm2 M/ +?`+i2`BbiB+b
#mi HBpBM; BM UmMQ#b2`p2/V KmMB+BTHBiB2b rBi? /Bz2`2Mi it `i2bX 6BMHHv- r2 /Bb+mbb M/ 2pHmi2 i?2 `QH2
Q7 TQbbB#H2 +QM7QmM/BM; 7+iQ`b- BM+Hm/BM; Qi?2` K+`Q2+QMQKB+ BMi2`p2MiBQMb- b r2HH b `mM  TH+2#Q i2bi
Qp2` irQ rp2b Q7 i?2 a>Aq i?i rBiM2bb2/ MQ +?M;2b BM KmMB+BTH T`QT2`iv it2bX
jXRX h?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ bm`p2v /i
Pm` /ib2i Bb #b2/ QM i?2 ǵam`p2v QM >Qmb2?QH/b AM+QK2 M/ q2Hi?Ƕ Ua>AqV +QM/m+i2/ #v i?2 "MF
Q7 AiHvX h?2 bm`p2v Bb `mM 2p2`v irQ v2`b M/ +Qp2`b `QmM/ 3-yyy ?Qmb2?QH/b /Bbi`B#mi2/ Qp2` #Qmi j-yyy
AiHBM KmMB+BTHBiB2bX h?2 /i `2 pBH#H2 BM MQMvKQmb 7Q`KX 1+? bm`p2v Bb +QM/m+i2/ i i?2 2M/ Q7
i?2 `2bT2+iBp2 v2` /m`BM; i?2 Hbi 72r r22Fb Q7 .2+2K#2`X PM p2`;2- #Qmi ?H7 Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/b i?i
TT2` BM QM2 bm`p2v Qp2`HT BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; rp2X :Bp2M i?i bKTHBM; /2bB;M BMpQHp2b mM2[mH bi`imK
bKTHBM; 7`+iBQMb- i?2 mb2 Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/ bKTHBM; r2B;?ib Bb M2+2bb`v iQ Q#iBM mM#Bb2/ 2biBKi2b Q7 i?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; ;;`2;i2bX
AM Qm` 2+QMQK2i`B+ MHvbBb- r2 `2Hv QM irQ +QMb2+miBp2 bm`p2vb UkyRy M/ kyRkV- Hi?Qm;? BM bQK2 Q7
i?2 MHvb2b r2 +QMbB/2` HH rp2b 7`QK kyyk iQ kyRkX h?2 kyRy bm`p2v +Qp2`b RN-3je BM/BpB/mHb ;`QmT2/
BM d-N8R ?Qmb2?QH/b r?BH2 i?2 kyRk bm`p2v +Qp2`b ky-ykk BM/BpB/mHb ;`QmT2/ BM 3-R8R ?Qmb2?QH/bX q2 mb2
?Qmb2?QH/ H2p2H /i M/ F22T ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q r2`2 bm`p2v2/ #Qi? BM kyRy M/ kyRk U#Qmi 8e T2`+2Mi Q7
i?2 kyRk bm`p2vVX h?2M- r2 /`QT Q#b2`piBQMb rBi? KBbbBM; pHm2b BM bQK2 `2H2pMi p`B#H2b UivTB+HHv i?2
K`F2i pHm2 Q` i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;VX 6BMHHv- iQ `2/m+2 i?2 BKT+i Q7 +QKTBHBM; 2``Q`b M/
QmiHB2`b- r2 /`QT Q#b2`piBQMb BM i?2 yX8 T2`+2Mi iBHb Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 iQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 +?M;2b- H2pBM;
mb rBi?  bKTH2 Q7 9-yyk Q#b2`piBQMbX
q2 `2TQ`i i?2 /2b+`BTiBp2 biiBbiB+b Q7 Qm` rQ`FBM; /ib2i BM h#H2 k- ?B;?HB;?iBM; K2M- K2/BM- 25th
M/ 75th T2`+2MiBH2b Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 p`B#H2b Q7 BMi2`2bi 7Q` i?2 7mHH `2;`2bbBQM bKTH2 U}`bi i?`22
+QHmKMbV- ?QK2@QrM2`b QMHv UKB//H2 TM2HV M/ KQ`i;;Q`b UHbi i?`22 +QHmKMbVX hQ +Q``2+i 7Q` i?2 mM/2`@
`2TQ`iBM; Q7 }MM+BH bb2ib Ub22 .Ƕm`BxBQ 2i HX (Rj)V- r2 `2b+H2 i?Bb p`B#H2 #v i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M i?2 pHm2
Q7 }MM+BH bb2ib 7Q` i?2 r?QH2 2+QMQKv +H+mHi2/ #v i?2 "MF Q7 AiHv QM /i 7`QK i?2 MiBQMH biiBbiB+H
Rk
;2M+v UAahhV M/ Bib a>Aq +QmMi2`T`i Q#iBM2/ #v bmKKBM; mT i?2 pHm2 Q7 }MM+BH bb2ib 7Q` HH
?Qmb2?QH/b BM i?2 bm`p2v mbBM; bKTHBM; r2B;?ibX >QK2@QrM2`b `2 `QmM/ dRX8 T2`+2Mi UkdXN T2`+2Mi #v
BM?2`BiM+2V Q7 Qm` `2;`2bbBQM bKTH2 r?2`2b i?2 b?`2 Q7 KQ`i;;Q`b Bb RjXd T2`+2Mi Q7 i?2 ?QK2@QrM2`bXRy
b b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 .XR Q7 i?2 TT2M/Bt .- i?2b2 b?`2b /BbTHv  `2K`F#H2 bi#BHBiv Qp2` iBK2 M/ r?BH2
i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b QrMBM; QMHv QM2 `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iv ?b bQK2r?i /2+`2b2/ #2ir22M kyRy M/
kyRk- r2 MQi2 i?i i?2 bi`i Q7 i?Bb /2+HBM2 /i2b #+F iQ kyyeX
h?2 M2i r2Hi? Q7 AiHBM ?Qmb2?QH/b Bb KQM; i?2 ?B;?2bi BM i?2 rQ`H/ #mi Bi ?b  /2}MBM; T2+mHB`Biv,
`QmM/ e8 T2`+2Mi Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ #v `2H bb2ibX h?2 K2/BM M2i r2Hi? Bb `QmM/ kdy i?QmbM/ 1m`Qb Uj93
i?QmbM/ 1m`Qb KQM; HH ?QK2@QrM2`b M/ k3N i?QmbM/ 1m`Qb KQM; KQ`i;;Q`bV +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ 
HQr2` /2#i@iQ@BM+QK2 `iBQ i?M BM Qi?2` /pM+2/ 2+QMQKB2bXRR _2HiBp2 iQ i?2 7mHH `2;`2bbBQM bKTH2- r?B+?
HbQ BM+Hm/2 `2Mi2`b- ?QK2@QrM2`b i2M/ iQ ?p2  ?B;?2` H2p2H Q7 #Qi? M2i HB[mB/ M/ BHHB[mB/ r2Hi?X _2HiBp2
iQ HH ?QK2@QrM2`b- KQ`i;;Q`b i2M/ iQ ?p2  vQmM;2` ?2/- ?B;?2` BM+QK2- KQ`2 pQHiBH2 2tT2M/Bim`2- HQr2`
M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? M/ `2H 2bii2b rBi?  ?B;?2` pHm2X
jXkX 1KTB`B+H bT2+B}+iBQMb
h?2 ;QH Q7 Qm` MHvbBb Bb iQ `2Hi2 p`BiBQM BM BM+QK2 bi2KKBM; 7`QK +`Qbb@?Qmb2?QH/ p`BiBQM BM i?2
AJl it2b iQ p`BiBQM BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2X b i?2`2 rb MQ it QM i?2 KBM `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iv BM
kyRy UM/ QMHv  bKHH it KQmMi rb ivTB+HHv TB/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 Q#bQH2i2
HM/ `2;Bbi`v `2MiH pHm2 i?2MV- r2 #2;BM #v HQQFBM; i i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 it TB/ QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; BM
kyRk QM i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 +?M;2 #2ir22M kyRy M/ kyRkX h?2M- r2 im`M Qm` ii2MiBQM iQ i?2 `B+?2`
bT2+B}+iBQM i?i HbQ BM+Hm/2b b  `2;`2bbQ` i?2 AJl TB/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b BM kyRkXRk hQ
2Mbm`2 Qm` 2KTB`B+H bi`i2;v BbQHi2b p`BiBQM BM i?2 KQmMi Q7 it2b TB/ i?i Bb mM`2Hi2/ iQ ?Qmb2?QH/
Ryh?2 b?`2 Q7 BM?2`Bi2/ /r2HHBM; Bb kNX8 T2`+2Mi 7Q` i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;b M/ 8jXd T2`+2Mi 7Q` Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b Ub
2biBKi2/ mbBM; i?2 p`B#H2 ǳTQbbjǴ BM i?2 /i#b2 ǳBKKTkyRkX/iǴVX HH i?2b2 };m`2b UBM+Hm/BM; i?2 RjXd T2`+2Mi b?`2 Q7
KQ`i;;Q`bV `272` iQ i?2 mMr2B;?i2/ p2`;2b Q7 i?2 `2;`2bbBQM bKTH2X
RRAM kyRy i?2 K2/BM M2i r2Hi? Q7 AiHBM ?Qmb2?QH/b rb r2HH #Qp2 i?2 1m`Q `2 p2`;2 M/ HKQbi i?2 /Qm#H2 i?2M
i?2 K2/BM BM :2`KMv @ b22 AJ6 (kk)X HbQ- i?2 T`QTQ`iBQM Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? /2#i BM AiHv rb H2bb i?M ?H7 rBi? `2bT2+i
iQ aTBM- :2`KMv- M/ 6`M+2 Ub22 AJ6 (kk)- T;2 8VX h?2 7mHH AMi2`MiBQMH JQM2i`v 6mM/ UAJ6V `2TQ`i Bb pBH#H2 i,
?iiT,ffrrrXBK7XQ`;f2ti2`MHfTm#bf7ifb+`fkyRjf+`Rjj93XT/7X
RklM7Q`imMi2Hv- i?2 [m2biBQM QM i?2 KQmMi Q7 it2b TB/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b rb MQi bF2/ BM i?2 kyRy a>AqX
Rj
M/ T`QT2`iv +?`+i2`BbiB+b-  `B+? b2i Q7 +QMi`QHb Bb 72im`2/ BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; bT2+B}+iBQM,
△Ci = α+ γ · IMUmaini + δ ·△HPi + θsi + εi, URV
r?2`2△Ci BM/B+i2b i?2 +?M;2 BM 2tT2M/Bim`2 UQM 2Bi?2` MQM@/m`#H2 ;QQ/b M/ b2`pB+2b Q` /m`#H2 ;QQ/bV Q7
?Qmb2?QH/ i #2ir22M kyRy M/ kyRk (△Ci = Ci,2012 − Ci,2010)- IMUmaini Bb i?2 KQmMi Q7 AJl it TB/ QM
i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; BM kyRk- △HPi Bb i?2 b2H7@`2TQ`i2/ +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2 T`B+2 (△HPi = HPi,2012 −HPi,2010)-
si +QMiBMb  b2i Q7 +QMi`QHb M/ εi Bb M B/BQbvM+`iB+ b?Q+FXRj b +Qp`Bi2b BM Ki`Bt si- r2 // 7Qm` b2ib
Q7 p`B#H2b, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b- BM+Hm/BM; ;2 M/ 2/m+iBQMH iiBMK2Mi Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ ?2/-
7KBHv bBx2- MmK#2` Q7 +?BH/`2M M/ i?2B` b[m`2 pHm2b- irQ /mKKB2b i?i iF2b pHm2 Q7 QM2 7Q` ?QK2@QrM2`b
M/ KQ`i;;Q`b `2bT2+iBp2Hv- UBBV `2;BQMH /mKKB2b- UBBBV T`QT2`iv +?`+i2`BbiB+b BM+Hm/BM; ivT2 Q7 #mBH/BM;-
bm`7+2- MmK#2` Q7 QrM2/ T`QT2`iB2b M/ /mKKB2b 7Q` i?2 ivT2 Q7 M2B;?#Q`?QQ/ U+Biv +2Mi2`- bm#m`#b- 2i+XXV
M/ UBpV  b2i Q7 /mKKv p`B#H2b +Tim`BM; 2tT2+iiBQMb #Qmi 7mim`2 BM+QK2 M/ #Qmi 7mim`2 HQ+H ?Qmb2
T`B+2b Ub22 TT2M/Bt 1 7Q`  /2iBH /2b+`BTiBQMVX
b r2 +QMi`QH 7Q` #Qi? /2KQ;`T?B+b M/ T`QT2`iv +?`+i2`BbiB+b- r?B+? BM~m2M+2 2Bi?2` /B`2+iHv Ui?`Qm;?
i?2 /2/m+iBQMbV Q` BM/B`2+iHv Ui?`Qm;? i?2 HM/ `2;Bbi`v `2MiH pHm2V i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/@bT2+B}+ KQmMi Q7 KmMB+@
BTH T`QT2`iv it TB/- i?2 +Q2{+B2Mi γ QM AJl Bb HBF2Hv iQ +Tim`2 i?2 p`BiBQM BM ?Qmb2?QH/ +QMbmKTiBQM
/m2 iQ i?2 KmMB+BTH p`BiBQM BM i?2 AJl it `i2bX b i?2 Hii2` TT2`b mM`2Hi2/ #Qi? iQ Qi?2` HQ+H
2+QMQKB+ TQHB+B2b M/ iQ Tbi HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ +QM/BiBQMb Ub /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQMV- 2[miBQM URV
+M #2 2biBKi2/ mbBM; OLS M/ i?2 +Q2{+B2Mi γ +M #2 BMi2`T`2i2/ b i?2 +mbH 2z2+i Q7 i?2 AJl T`QT2`iv
it QM +QMbmK2` bT2M/BM;X h?2 +Q2{+B2Mi δ +Tim`2b i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/@H2p2H bbQ+BiBQM #2ir22M +?M;2b BM
2tT2M/Bim`2 M/ +?M;2b BM i?2 bm#D2+iBp2 ?Qmb2 pHm2X 6BMHHv- Qm` 2KTB`B+H bi`i2;v `2HB2b QM i?2 #b2M+2
Q7 /BbbBKBH` T`2@i`2iK2Mi i`2M/b BM 2tT2M/Bim`2 U#2ir22M AJl Tv2`b M/ MQM@AJl Tv2`bV r?B+? Kv +@
+QmMi 7Q` i?2 TQbi@i`2iK2Mi /Bz2`2M+2b +`Qbb i?2 irQ ;`QmTbX AM a2+iBQM 8XR- r2 T`2b2Mi 2pB/2M+2 +QMbBbi2Mi
rBi? i?Bb ?vTQi?2bBbX
AM i?2 `B+?2` bT2+B}+iBQM- r2 HbQ +QMbB/2` i?2 IMUotheri TB/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b,
Rj"2+mb2 i?2 AJl it TB/ BM kyRy rb x2`Q- 2[miBQM URV Bb bT2+B}2/ BM /Bz2`2M+2b `i?2` i?M HQ;@/Bz2`2M+2bX
R9
△Ci = α+ γ1 · IMUmaini + γ2 · IMUotheri + δ ·△HPi + θsi + εi, UkV
r?2`2 i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib Q7 BMi2`2bi `2 MQr γ1 M/ γ2- `2T`2b2MiBM; i?2 BKT+i Q7 i?2 AJl it QM i?2 KBM
/r2HHBM; M/ i?2 AJl it QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bX
1[miBQMb URV M/ UkV `2 2biBKi2/ 2Bi?2` Qp2` i?2 7mHH bKTH2 Q` 7Q` ?QK2@QrM2`b QMHv- 2tTHQBiBM; BM i?2
Hii2` +b2 2t+HmbBp2Hv p`BiBQM BM i?2 KQmMi Q7 T`QT2`iv it2b TB/X hQ b?2/ HB;?ib QM i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+b
/`BpBM; Mv TQbbB#H2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb `2bTQMb2- BM a2+iBQM 8 r2 rBHH bTHBi Qm` bKTH2 BMiQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? HQr
M/ rBi? ?B;? M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? iQ BM+QK2 `iBQb `2bT2+iBp2Hv M/ i?2M BMiQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? M/ rBi?Qmi
UKQ`i;;2V /2#iX h?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 +?M;2b 7`QK i?2b2 bKTH2 bTHBib `2 i?2M +QKT`2/ BM a2+iBQM 8 iQ i?2
}M/BM;b 7`QK KQ`2 i`/BiBQMH ;`QmTBM;b #b2/ QM ;2 M/ BM+QK2 b r2HH b iQ bm#@bKTH2b Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b
`2TQ`iBM; /Bz2`2Mi H2p2Hb Q7 mM+2`iBMiv #Qmi i?2B` 7mim`2 BM+QK2X AM i?i a2+iBQM- r2 HbQ 7Q+mb QM i?2 /B7@
72`2Mi +i2;Q`B2b Q7 /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 BM M 2zQ`i iQ 2pHmi2 r?2i?2` i?2 bB;MB}+Mi `2bTQMb2b B/2MiB}2/
BM a2+iBQM 9 `2 +QM+2Mi`i2/ BM Mv T`iB+mH` bm#@+QKTQM2MiX
jXjX Pi?2` +QM7QmM/BM; 7+iQ`b
b b?QrM BM a2+iBQM k- i?2 AJl it ?BF2b TT2` `2Hi2/ M2Bi?2` iQ Qi?2` HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ TQHB+B2b MQ` iQ
Tbi HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ +QM/BiBQMbX aiBHH- i?2 pBH#BHBiv Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b bm`p2v /i QMHv BM kyRy M/ kyRk TQb2b
i?2 +?HH2M;2 i?i Qi?2` K+`Q2+QMQKB+ /2p2HQTK2Mib Kv +QM7QmM/ i?2 BM72`2M+2 QM2 +M /`r #Qmi i?2
2z2+i Q7 i?2 T`QT2`iv it2b QM +QMbmK2` bT2M/BM;X AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 iF2 i?Bb +?HH2M;2 i 7+2 pHm2 M/
r2 bF r?2i?2` i?2 AJl it +?M;2b r2`2 +Q``2Hi2/ rBi? Mv Qi?2` bB;MB}+Mi K+`Q2+QMQKB+ +?M;2 i?i
Kv ?p2 Q++m``2/ Qp2` i?2b2 irQ v2`bX ++Q`/BM;Hv- r2 mb2 bT2+B}+iBQMb r?B+? `2 HH HBF2 URV M/ UkV #mi
i?2 /2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2 r?B+? BM im`M #2+QK2b, i?2 KQmMi Q7 it2b TB/ QM Qi?2` MQM@AJl mbi2`Biv K+`Q
BMi2`p2MiBQMb- +?M;2b BM ?Qmb2?QH/b i`Mb72`b 7`QK i?2 +2Mi`H ;Qp2`MK2Mi UBM+Hm/BM; T2MbBQMbV- +?M;2b BM
?Qmb2 pHm2- +?M;2b BM i?2 it2b TB/ QM ǳbmT2`@+`bǴ M/ +?M;2b BM i?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 7Q` i?Qb2 MQM@/m`#H2
;QQ/b M/ b2`pB+2b r?Qb2 oh BM+`2b2/ #2ir22M kyRy M/ kyRkX
h?2 /2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2 BM i?2 }`bi +QHmKM Q7 h#H2 j Bb +H+mHi2/ b i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2 BM itiBQM
QM 2H2+i`B+Biv #BHHb- i?2 BM+`2b2 BM itiBQM QM +QQFBM; ;b- i?2 BM+`2b2 BM itiBQM QM KQiQ` 7m2H- M/ i?2
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BM+`2b2 Q7 i?2 `2;BQMH K`;BMH it `i2 QM T2`bQMH BM+QK2X h?Bb Bb K2Mi iQ +Tim`2 i?2 ?Qbi Q7 Qi?2`
mbi2`Biv BMi2`p2MiBQMb i?i r2`2 Tbb2/ iQ;2i?2` rBi? i?2 AJl it +?M;2bX h?2 +QHmKMb QM i`Mb72`b M/
?Qmb2 pHm2 bb2bb r?2i?2` i?2 +?M;2 BM KmMB+BTH T`QT2`iv itiBQM rb bbQ+Bi2/- KTHB}2/ Q` T2`?Tb
Qzb2i #v Qi?2` +?M;2b BM i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi #m/;2i- i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ #HM+2 b?22i Q` i?2 it #b2X h?Bb b22Kb
T`iB+mH`Hv BKTQ`iMi BM i?2 HB;?i Q7 i?2 6Q`M2`Q `27Q`K Q7 i?2 AiHBM T2MbBQM bvbi2K- r?B+? rb HbQ T`i Q7
i?2 }b+H +QMbQHB/iBQM THM Tbb2/ BMiQ Hr #v S`BK2 JBMBbi2` J`BQ JQMiBǶb ;Qp2`MK2Mi BM .2+2K#2` kyRRX
:Bp2M i?2 p2`v bB;MB}+Mi 7HH BM p2?B+H2b 2tT2M/Bim`2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 T`QT2`iv it +?M;2b U`2TQ`i2/ BM
a2+iBQM 8V- BM i?2 7Qm`i? +QHmKM r2 2pHmi2 i?2 `2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 KQmMi Q7 T`QT2`iv it2b TB/ #v 2+?
?Qmb2?QH/b M/ i?2 it2b TB/ QM bmT2`+`b U/2}M2/ b +`b #Qp2 R38 FqV- r?Qb2 it `i2 rb HbQ +?M;2/
BM kyRRXR9 M //BiBQMH +QM7QmM/BM; 7+iQ` Q++m``2/ BM a2Ti2K#2` kyRR r?2M i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi H2/ #v S`BK2
JBMBbi2` aBHpBQ "2`Hmb+QMB Tbb2/ M BM+`2b2 BM i?2 oHm2 //2/ ht UohV `i2 7`QK ky iQ kR T2`+2MiX
++Q`/BM;Hv- i?2 Hbi +QHmKM Q7 h#H2 j `2TQ`ib i?2 +QMbmKTiBQM `2bTQMb2 Q7 i?Qb2 MQM@/m`#H2 ;QQ/b M/
b2`pB+2b i?i r2`2 bm#D2+i iQ i?2 oh `i2 +?M;2X
_2bbm`BM;Hv- BM 2+? Q7 i?2 irQ TM2Hb M/ bKTH2b- i?2`2 Bb HBiiH2 2pB/2M+2 i?i i?2 KQmMi Q7 AJl
it2b TB/ #v 2+? ?Qmb2?QH/ rb bvbi2KiB+HHv `2Hi2/ iQ Mv Q7 i?2 K+`Q TQHB+v M/ 2+QMQKB+ +?M;2b
bmKK`Bx2/ BM h#H2 jX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 6Q`M2`Q `27Q`K QM T2MbBQMb z2+i2/ vQmM;2` ;2M2`iBQMb 2p2MHv
+`Qbb ?QmbBM; i2Mm`2 ;`QmTb M/ r2 rBHH b?Qr BM a2+iBQM 8Xj UH27i TM2H Q7 h#H2 CXkV i?i vQmM; ?Qmb2?QH/b
r?Q TB/ i?2 AJl it2b +QMi`+i2/ i?2B` /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 #v  bB;MB}+MiHv H`;2` KQmMi i?M vQmM;
?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q /B/ MQi Tv i?2 AJl it2bX 6BMHHv- i?2 oh `i2 +?M;2/ #Qi? QM p2?B+H2b M/ QM HH Qi?2`
UMQM@p2?B+H2V /m`#H2 ;QQ/b, #mi- b r2 rBHH b?Qr BM a2+iBQM 8XR- QMHv i?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM p2?B+H2b rBiM2bb2/
 bB;MB}+Mi +QMi`+iBQM- bm;;2biBM; i?i i?2 kyRR oh `i2 +?M;2 b22Kb mMHBF2Hv iQ ?p2 +QMi`B#mi2/ iQ
Qm` }M/BM;bX
AM 6B;m`2 k- r2 2tTHQ`2 7m`i?2` i?2 BKT+i Q7 i?2 oh +?M;2 #v `2TQ`iBM; i?2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 i?`22 T`B+2
BM/2t2b 7`QK MiBQMH ++QmMib, UBV Bi2Kb i?i 2tT2`B2M+2/ M BM+`2b2 BM i?2 oh `i2 U/b?@/Qii2/ #H+F
HBM2V- UBBV Bi2Kb i?i /B/ MQi 2tT2`B2M+2 M BM+`2b2 BM i?2 oh `i2 UHB;?i ;`v bQHB/ HBM2V M/ UBBBV +`b U`2/
bQHB/ HBM2V- r?B+? r2`2 HbQ bm#D2+i iQ i?2 oh `i2 +?M;2X h?2 p2`iB+H HBM2b +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?2 /i2b Q7
R9AM TT2M/Bt >- r2 T`QpB/2 /2iBHb QM i?2 +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 i?2b2 p`B#H2bX
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i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i?2 oh `i2 BM+`2b2 M/ Q7 i?2 AJl `27Q`K `2bT2+iBp2HvX hrQ KBM /2p2HQTK2Mib `2
TT`2Mi 7`QK 6B;m`2 kX 6B`bi- 7QHHQrBM; i?2 oh `i2 +?M;2 Q7 a2Ti2K#2` kyRR- #Qi? i?2 BM+`2b2 BM i?2
T`B+2 BM/2t QM HH Bi2Kb bm#D2+i iQ i?2 oh `i2 ?BF2 M/ i?2 BM+`2b2 BM i?2 T`B+2 BM/2t QM +`b `2 7`
b?`T2` i?M i?2 KBH/ BM+`2b2 BM i?2 T`B+2 BM/2t QM ~i@oh `i2 Bi2KbX a2+QM/- i?2 #2?pBQ` Q7 i?2 T`B+2
BM/2t QM BM+`2b2/@oh `i2 Bi2Kb /2+QmTH2b 7`QK i?2 #2?pBQ` Q7 i?2 +` T`B+2 BM/2t `QmM/ .2+2K#2`
kyRR r?2M i?2 AJl it +?M;2b r2`2 Tbb2/ BMiQ Hr #v J` JQMiBǶb ;Qp2`MK2MiX :Bp2M r2 rBHH b?Qr i?i
p2?B+H2b Tm`+?b2b rb i?2 bBM;H2 KQbi `2bTQMbBp2 M/ KQbi /2+HBMBM; bT2M/BM; +i2;Q`v iQ i?2 AJl it2b-
r2 BMi2`T`2i i?2 ~i T`Q}H2 Q7 i?2 +` T`B+2 BM/2t 7i2` i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i?2 AJl U`2HiBp2 iQ i?2 bi2/BHv
`BbBM; T`Q}H2 Q7 i?2 T`B+2 BM/2t QM HH BM+`2b2/@oh `i2 Bi2KbV b KQbi HBF2Hv bi2KKBM; 7`QK i?2 2z2+i Q7
i?2 T`QT2`iv it2b QM +QMbmK2` bT2M/BM;X
6BMHHv- i?2 BM72`2M+2 QM i?2 2z2+ib Q7 M BM+`2b2 BM T`QT2`iv it2b Kv #2 /BbiQ`i2/ #v  /2+HBM2 BM
+2Mi`H ;Qp2`MK2Mi 2tT2M/Bim`2- r?B+? Ĝb BHHmbi`i2/ BM h#H2 6XR Q7 TT2M/Bt 6Ĝ KBMHv +K2 BM i?2 7Q`K
Q7  7HH BM ;Qp2`MK2Mi +QMbmKTiBQM Q` r;2b 7Q` Tm#HB+ 2KTHQv22b Ub22 "Q`M 2i HX (N)VX qBi? `2bT2+i iQ i?Bb
?vTQi?2bBb- r2 7Q+mb QM irQ bm#@;`QmTb Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b, i?Qb2 ?2/2/ #v  Tm#HB+ 2KTHQv22 M/ i?Qb2 MQiX q2
}M/ MQ biiBbiB+H /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib QM IMUmaini M/ IMUotheri +`Qbb i?2 irQ ;`QmTb- rBi?
2biBKi2/ `2bTQMb2b #2BM; bHB;?iHv bi`QM;2` 7Q` MQM@Tm#HB+ 2KTHQv22bX AM bmKK`v- i?2 `2bmHib BM i?Bb b2+iBQM
bm;;2bi i?i i?2 2z2+ib Q7 i?2 AJl it TB/ QM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 b22K mMHBF2Hv iQ #2 +QM7QmM/2/ #v
Qi?2` MiBQM@rB/2 TQHB+B2b Q` K+`Q2+QMQKB+ 7+iQ`b i?i +?M;2/ Qp2` i?2 bK2 T2`BQ/X
jX9X SH+2#Q i2bi
b  7m`i?2` 2KTB`B+H pHB/iBQM Q7 i?2 2ti2Mi iQ r?B+? Qm` 7`K2rQ`F Bb r2HH@bmBi2/ iQ +Tim`2 i?2 2z2+i
Q7 i?2 AJl it2b QM +QMbmK2` bT2M/BM;- r2 `mM TH+2#Q `2;`2bbBQMb ĜmbBM; 2Bi?2` bT2+B}+iBQM URV Q` UkVĜ
i?i +Q``2Hi2 i?2 +?M;2 BM 2tT2M/Bim`2 Q7 2+? ?Qmb2?QH/ #2ir22M kyy3 M/ kyRy rBi? i?2 AJl it TB/ #v
i?i p2`v ?Qmb2?QH/ BM kyRkX A7 i?2 AJl }b+H b?Q+F Q7 .2+2K#2` kyRR rb mMMiB+BTi2/ M/ rb BM/22/ i?2
i`B;;2` Q7 i?2 bB;MB}+Mi 2tT2M/Bim`2 /2+HBM2 BM kyRk Ur?B+? r2 /Q+mK2Mi BM i?2 M2ti b2+iBQMV- i?2M r2 rQmH/
2tT2+i Bi iQ ?p2 MQ bB;MB}+Mi 2z2+i QM 2tT2M/Bim`2 #27Q`2 kyRk- ;Bp2M i?i MQ +imH +?M;2b BM T`QT2`iv
it2b Q++m``2/ #2ir22M i?2 2M/ Q7 kyy3 M/ i?2 2M/ Q7 kyRy r?2M i?2b2 irQ Qi?2` rp2b Q7 i?2 a>Aq r2`2
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AM i?Bb b2+iBQM UM/ BM i?Bb b2+iBQM QMHvV- HH Qi?2` `B;?i ?M/ bB/2 p`B#H2b UBM+Hm/BM; △HPiV `272` iQ i?2
T2`BQ/ kyy3@kyRyX AM +QMi`bi- IMUmaini M/ IMUotheri `272` iQ i?2 KQmMi Q7 it2b TB/ #v ?Qmb2?QH/
i BM kyRkX h?2 H27i ?M/ bB/2 p`B#H2 Bb i?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 +?M;2 Q7 i?i bK2 ?Qmb2?QH/ i #2ir22M kyy3 M/
kyRyX 6Q` i?2 TH+2#Q MHvbBb- r2 QMHv `2Hv QM ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q TT2` BM HH i?`22 rp2bX ++Q`/BM;Hv- i?2
`2;`2bbBQM bKTH2 Bb `2/m+2/ 7`QK 9-yyk iQ k-93y Q#b2`piBQMbX
h?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 TH+2#Q i2bi `2 b?QrM BM h#H2 9X "Qi? IMUmaini M/ IMUotheri M2p2` z2+i
bB;MB}+MiHv 2Bi?2` MQM@/m`#H2 +QMbmKTiBQM Q` /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 M/ i?2 2biBKi2/ +Q2{+B2Mib ?p2 Q7@
i2M i?2 r`QM; bB;MXR8 PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- i?2 2z2+i Q7 ?Qmb2 T`B+2b Bb ?B;?Hv bB;MB}+Mi 7Q` MQM@/m`#H2
+QMbmKTiBQM U#mi MQi 7Q` /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2V- rBi? K;MBim/2b i?i `2 MQi biiBbiB+HHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK i?2
TQBMi 2biBKi2b r2 rBHH T`2b2Mi BM i?2 M2ti b2+iBQM 7Q` kyRy@kyRkX
9X h?2 _2bTQMb2 Q7 >Qmb2?QH/ 1tT2M/Bim`2
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 T`2b2Mi i?2 KBM `2bmHib Q7 Qm` MHvbBbX q2 bi`i rBi? i?2 #b2HBM2 2biBKi2b BM h#H2
8- r?B+? bbQ+Bi2 i?2 AJl it2b TB/ QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b rBi? MQM@/m`#H2
M/ /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2X h?2M- r2 2tTHQ`2 i?2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv Q7 i?2b2 `2bTQMb2b M/ i?2 2ti2Mi iQ r?B+?
i?2v Kv /2T2M/ 7`QK BM/BpB/mH +B`+mKbiM+2b Q` +?`+i2`BbiB+bX JQ`2 bT2+B}+HHv- r2 bTHBi ?Qmb2?QH/b
++Q`/BM; iQ i?2B` M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? iQ BM+QK2 `iBQ M/ iQ r?2i?2` i?2v ?p2 UKQ`i;;2V /2#i- T`QpB/BM;
bi`QM; 2pB/2M+2 Q7 bB;MB}+Mi p`BiBQM +`Qbb i?2b2 ;`QmTbX AM i?2 }MH T`i Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 b?Qr i?i
i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q /B/ MQi +QMi`+i i?2B` 2tT2M/Bim`2 `2/m+2/ i?2B` bpBM;b BMbi2/X AM i?2 M2ti b2+iBQM- r2
rBHH b?Qr i?i i?2 2pB/2M+2 BM 7pQ` Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv Bb 7` r2F2` HQM; KQ`2 i`/BiBQMH /BK2MbBQMb bm+? b
;2 M/ BM+QK2 Q` r?2M bTHBiiBM; i?2 bKTH2 BMiQ HQr2` M/ ?B;?2` mM+2`iBMiv ;`QmTbX
9XRX "b2HBM2 `2bmHib
h?2 2biBKi2b Q7 2[miBQM URV M/ 2[miBQM UkV `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM SM2H  M/ SM2H " Q7 h#H2 8- `2bT2+@
R8aBKBH` `2bmHib `2 Q#iBM2/ mbBM; i?2 +?M;2 BM p2?B+H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 #2ir22M kyy3 M/ kyRy b /2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2X
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iBp2HvXRe h?2 irQ +QHmKMb QM i?2 H27i `272` iQ i?2 7mHH bKTH2 r?2`2b i?Qb2 QM i?2 `B;?i 7Q+mb QM ?QK2@QrM2`b
QMHvX h?2 Q// +QHmKMb /BbTHv i?2 `2H2pMi AJl M/ ?Qmb2 T`B+2 +Q2{+B2Mib 7Q`  bT2+B}+iBQM mbBM; MQM@
/m`#H2 +QMbmKTiBQM QM i?2 H27i ?M/ bB/2 r?2`2b BM i?2 2p2M +QHmKMb i?2 /2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2 Bb /m`#H2
2tT2M/Bim`2X
6Qm` KBM 2KTB`B+H `2;mH`BiB2b 2K2`;2 7`QK i?2b2 #b2HBM2 2biBKi2bX 6B`bi- i?2 JS* bbQ+Bi2/ rBi?
i?2 AJl it TB/ QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; BM +QHmKMb URV M/ UjV Bb Hrvb p2`v +HQb2 iQ M/ M2p2` biiBbiB+HHv
/Bz2`2Mi 7`QK x2`QX a2+QM/- i?2 JS* QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b 7`QK IMUmaini Bb Hrvb p2`v bB;MB}+Mi M/ H`;2-
rBi? TQBMi 2biBKi2b `QmM/ yX9j BM +QHmKMb UkV M/ U9VX AMi2`2biBM;Hv- S`F2` 2i HX (j9) `2TQ`i  K`;BMH
T`QT2MbBiv iQ bT2M/ `QmM/ yX8 BM `2bTQMb2 iQ i?2 kyy3 BM+QK2 it `2#i2 BM i?2 lXaX r?BH2 CTT2HHB M/
SBbi72``B (kj) /Q+mK2Mi i?i 7Q` 2p2`v ?vTQi?2iB+H 2m`Q Q7 i`MbBiQ`v BM+QK2- i?2 p2`;2 a>Aq `2bTQM/2Mi
rQmH/ BM+`2b2 2tT2M/Bim`2 #v 93 +2MibX h?B`/- i?2 `2bmHib QM IMUmaini `2 `Q#mbi iQ mbBM;  `B+?2`
bT2+B}+iBQM i?i HbQ BM+Hm/2b IMUotheri KQM; i?2 `2;`2bbQ`bX 6Qm`i?- M/ BM b?`T +QMi`bi iQ i?2 KBM
/r2HHBM;- i?2 AJl it TB/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b BM SM2H " i`B;;2`b M2Bi?2`  bB;MB}+Mi +QMi`+iBQM
BM MQM@/m`#H2 +QMbmKTiBQM MQ`  bB;MB}+Mi +QMi`+iBQM BM /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2- rBi? TQBMi 2biBKi2b Hrvb
BM i?2 M2B;?#Q`?QQ/ Q7 x2`QXRd
P7 BM/2T2M/2Mi BMi2`2bi- #Qi? TM2Hb `2+Q`/ HbQ i?2 2biBKi2b Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2 T`B+2 2z2+iX AM T`iB+mH`- i?2
+Q2{+B2Mi QM △HPi Bb bKHH M/ biiBbiB+HHv BM/BbiBM;mBb?#H2 7`QK x2`Q BM +QHmKMb UkV M/ U9V 7Q` /m`#H2
2tT2M/Bim`2X "mi i?2 K`;BMH T`QT2MbBiv iQ +QMbmK2 Qmi Q7 ?QmbBM; r2Hi? BM +QHmKMb URV M/ UjV Bb Hrvb
p2`v bB;MB}+Mi M/ T`2+Bb2Hv 2biBKi2/ i R T2`+2Mi UBX2X  Ryy 2m`Q TT`2+BiBQM BM ?Qmb2 T`B+2b i2M/b iQ
#2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi?  yXNd +2Mi BM+`2b2 BM MQM@/m`#H2 +QMbmKTiBQMVX q?BH2 i?2b2 2biBKi2b `2 BM HBM2 rBi?
i?2 2z2+ib `2TQ`i2/ #v :mBbQ 2i HX (RN) M/ SB2HH M/ SBbi72``B (jj) QM 2`HB2` a>Aq bKTH2b- i?2v `2
bBx#Hv bKHH2` i?M i?2 8 iQ d +2Mib `2TQ`i2/ #v JBM 2i HX (k3) 7Q` i?2 lXaX Q` i?2 d iQ N +2Mib `2TQ`i2/ #v
*KT#2HH M/ *Q++Q (RR) 7Q` i?2 lXEX Ai b?QmH/ #2 MQi2/- ?Qr2p2`- i?i i?2 b+`+Biv Q7 `2}MM+BM; QTTQ`@
Re6Q` +QKTH2i2M2bb- r2 HbQ 2biBKi2  b2i Q7 bT2+B}+iBQMb BM+Hm/BM; b  KBM `2;`2bbQ` IMUtotali = IMUmaini +
IMUotheriX h?2 2biBKi2/ +Q2{+B2Mib `2 ivTB+HHv #2ir22M @yXyR M/ @yXye U`2~2+iBM; i?2 H`;2` p`BiBQM M/ H`;2` BM@
+B/2M+2 Q7 IMUotheriV r?BH2 i?2 biM/`/ 2``Q`b `2 p2`v ?B;? BM HH +QHmKMb- +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 T2`pbBp2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv i?i
r2 rBHH b?Qr #2HQr +`Qbb i?2 irQ it2b UIMUmaini M/ IMUotheriVX
RdhQ bb2bb i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 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#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2- r2 b?2/ HB;?ib MQr QM
i?2 `2bQm`+2b i?i MQM@/2#iQ`b ?/ iQ `2Hv mTQM iQ Tv i?2B` AJl it2bX h#H2 3 +QKTH2K2Mib i?2 }M/BM;b
BM h#H2 d #v `2+Q`/BM; i?2 2biBKi2b Qp2` i?2 7mHH@bKTH2 Q7  bT2+B}+iBQM i?i mb2b i?2 bK2 `2;`2bbQ`b
Q7 UkV #mi ?b MQr  K2bm`2 Q7 bpBM;b BM kyRk b /2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2X JQ`2 bT2+B}+HHv- r2 +QKTmi2 i?2
RNh#H2 CXR- M/ BM T`iB+mH` i?2 T@pHm2b 7Q` i?2 MmHH ?vTQi?2bBb Q7 i?2 BMi2`+iBQM i2`Kb #2BM; 2[mH iQ x2`Q- T`QpB/2b 7Q`KH
biiBbiB+H 2pB/2M+2 BM 7pQ` Q7 i?2 ;`QmTBM; bi`i2;v #b2/ QM ?Qmb2?QH/ /2#iX
kj
Hii2` b i?2 }ii2/ pHm2b Q7  T`QD2+iBQM Q7 i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M 7i2`@it BM+QK2 M/ iQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2
QM i?2 Mbr2`b iQ i?2 [m2biBQM ǳq2`2 vQm #H2 iQ bp2 i?Bb v2`\ A7 bQ- ?Qr Km+? /B/ vQm bp2\ǴXky hQ
i?2 2ti2Mi i?i KQ`2 |m2Mi ?Qmb2?QH/b i2M/ iQ mM/2`@`2TQ`i i?2B` MMmH BM+QK2 U#mi /Q MQi M2+2bb`BHv
mM/2`@`2TQ`i i?2B` MMmH bpBM;bV- i?Bb T`QD2+iBQM rQmH/ BbQHi2 i?2 +QKKQM p`BiBQM +`Qbb i?2 irQ b2`B2b
Ui?2B` +Q``2HiBQM Bb yXjdVX 6BMHHv- iQ +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 T`2@2tBbiBM; HB[mB/Biv TQbBiBQM- r2 HbQ // ?Qmb2?QH/
BM+QK2 BM kyRy b //BiBQMH `2;`2bbQ`X
h?`22 KBM `2bmHib 2K2`;2 7`QK i?Bb 2t2`+Bb2X 6B`bi- i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM bpBM;b 7Q` MQM@/2#iQ`b BM +QHmKMb
URV M/ UjV Q7 h#H2 3 `2 H`;2- bB;MB}+Mi M/ MQi biiBbiB+HHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK KBMmb QM2X a2+QM/- i?2 AJl
it TB/ QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; ?/  TQbBiBp2 #mi BMbB;MB}+Mi BKT+i QM /2#iQ`bǶ bpBM;b- +QMbBbi2Mi rBi?
i?2 }M/BM; Q7  H`;2`@i?M@QM2 JS* BM h#H2 dX h?B`/- i?2 AJl it2b QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b TB/
#v i?2 bKHH MmK#2` Q7 /2#iQ`b rBi? KQ`2 i?M QM2 T`QT2`iv r2`2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi?  K`;BMHHv bB;MB}+Mi
`2/m+iBQM BM bpBM;b- r?B+? rb ?Qr2p2` MQi biiBbiB+HHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK UM/ H2bb T`2+Bb2Hv 2biBKi2/ i?MV
i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; `2bTQMb2b 7Q` /2#iQ`bX
AM bmKK`v- i?2 AJl ?/ HBiiH2 BKT+i QM i?2 U`2HiBp2Hv bKHHV bpBM;b Q7 KQ`i;;Q`b rBi? QMHv QM2
T`QT2`iv #mi K/2 i?2 `2bi Q7 AiHBMb /`Bp2 bB;MB}+MiHv /QrM i?2B` bpBM;b iQ `2bBbi Mv 2tT2M/Bim`2 +miX
b i?2 it QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b rb bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? bpBM; `2/m+iBQMb HbQ KQM; KQ`i;;Q`b- r2
+QM+Hm/2 i?i i?2 HQr2` BM+B/2M+2 Q7 /2#i `2TvK2Mib QM /BbTQb#H2 BM+QK2 Ub?QrM BM 6B;m`2 8V b22Kb HBF2Hv
iQ ?p2 K/2 KQ`i;;Q`b rBi? KQ`2 i?M QM2 T`QT2`iv #2ii2` TH+2/ Ui?M KQ`i;;Q`b rBi? QMHv QM2 T`QT@
2`ivV iQ +QT2 rBi? mMMiB+BTi2/ M2;iBp2 BM+QK2 b?Q+FbX PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- i?2 #2?pBQ` Q7 ?QK2@QrM2`b
rBi?Qmi /2#i TT2`b +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? _B+`/BM 2[mBpH2M+2 M/ i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 HB[mB/Biv +QMbi`BMibX
8X 6m`i?2` `2bmHib
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 2tTHQ`2 7m`i?2` i?2 2ti2Mi Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv BM i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ `2bTQMb2b iQ i?2 AJl
kyAM i?2 kyRk bm`p2v- r2 `2Hv QM i?2 [m2biBQMb *9k- *9j- M/ *99X Zm2biBQM *9k bFb ǳSH2b2 +QMbB/2` HH Q7 i?2 bQm`+2b Q7
BM+QK2 7Q` vQm` ?Qmb2?QH/ i?i vQm ?p2 iQH/ K2 #Qmi /m`BM; i?Bb BMi2`pB2r U2KTHQvK2Mi BM+QK2- `2Mi- BM+QK2 7`QK +TBiH-
2i+XVX *QmH/ vQm i2HH K2 B7 BM kyRk vQm` ?Qmb2?QH/ BV bT2Mi Bib 2MiB`2 v2`Hv BM+QK2 M/ /B/MǶi KM;2 iQ bp2 Mvi?BM;- BBV bT2Mi
H2bb i?M Bib 2MiB`2 v2`Hv BM+QK2 M/ bm++22/2/ BM bpBM;- BBBV bT2Mi KQ`2 i?M Bib 2MiB`2 v2`Hv BM+QK2- /`rBM; QM bpBM;b Q`
#Q``QrBM;ǴX Zm2biBQM *9j bFb ǳ#Qmi ?Qr Km+? /B/ vQm bp2 BM kyRk\ǴX 6BMHHv- [m2biBQM *99 bFb ǳ#Qmi ?Qr Km+? KQ`2
i?M vQm` BM+QK2 /B/ vQm bT2M/ BM kyRk\ǴX AM i?2 kyRy bm`p2v i?2 [m2biBQMb r2`2 `2bT2+iBp2Hv i?2 *9j- *99- M/ *98X
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`2  KBM /`Bp2` Q7 i?2 ;;`2;i2 `2bmHib M/ i?i i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib QM IMUmaini `2TQ`i2/
BM h#H2 d 7Q` /2#iQ`b Bb +QMbBbi2Mi rBi?  ivTB+H /QrMTvK2Mi 7Q` #mvBM;  +`X 6BMHHv- r2 /Bb+mbb i?2
`2bmHib Q7  MmK#2` Q7 b2MbBiBpBiv MHvb2b U7mHHv T`2b2Mi2/ BM TT2M/Bt CV- BM+Hm/BM; i?2 bb2bbK2Mi Q7 i?2
?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb `2bTQMb2b #v ;2- BM+QK2 M/ mM+2`iBMiv H2p2Hb b r2HH b i?2 2biBKiBQM Q7 T`Q#Bi `2;`2bbBQMb
K2Mi iQ K2HBQ`i2 +QM+2`Mb #Qmi K2bm`2K2Mi 2``Q`b BM i?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 /iX
8XRX aT2M/BM; +i2;Q`B2b
hQ b?2/ HB;?ib QM i?2 }M/BM;b BM i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQM- r2 `2@`mM bT2+B}+iBQM UkV Qp2` b2p2`H +i2;Q`B2b
Q7 MQM@/m`#H2 M/ /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2X "b2/ QM [m2biBQM 1yk Q7 i?2 kyRk UM/ kyRyV a>Aq bm`p2v- r2
+QMbB/2` b ǳ/m`#H2 ;QQ/Ǵ T`2+BQmb Q#D2+ib- +`b- Qi?2` K2Mb Q7 i`MbTQ`i- 7m`MBim`2- 7m`MBb?BM;b- TTHBM+2b
M/ ǳp`BQmb 2[mBTK2MiǴXkR LQM /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 Bb +H+mHi2/ b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M iQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2
M2i Q7 `2Mib Q` KQ`i;;2 TvK2Mib M/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM MQM@/m`#H2 ;QQ/bX
:Bp2M i?2 2biBKi2b BM i?2 T`2pBQmb i#H2b- Bi b?QmH/ MQi +QK2 b  bm`T`Bb2 i?i r2 }M/ HBiiH2 2pB/2M+2
Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv KQM; MQM@/m`#H2 ;QQ/b M/ b2`pB+2bX b 7Q` /m`#H2 ;QQ/b- r2 }M/ i?i M2i p2?B+H2
2tT2M/Bim`2 U/2}M2/ b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2b M/ p2?B+H2 bH2bV Bb i?2 QMHv +QKTQM2Mi
i?i /BbTHvb H`;2 M/ bB;MB}+Mi `2bTQMb2b iQ i?2 AJl it2bX h?Bb Bb `2+Q`/2/ BM h#H2 N- r?B+? bTHBib
/m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 BMiQ p2?B+H2b Ur?B+? ++QmMi 7Q` #Qmi dy T2`+2Mi Q7 /m`#H2bV M/ 2p2`v Qi?2` /m`#H2
;QQ/bX AM i?2 iQT TM2H- r2 `2TQ`i }M/BM;b Qp2` i?2 7mHH@bKTH2 M/ 7Q` ?QK2@QrM2`b QMHv r?2`2b BM i?2
#QiiQK TM2H r2 /BbTHv `2bmHib 7Q` /2#iQ`b M/ KQ`i;;Q`bX
h?2 +Q2{+B2Mib QM M2i p2?B+H2b Tm`+?b2b BM +QHmKMb UkV M/ U9V Q7 SM2H  `2 bBKBH` UM/ biiBbiB+HHv
BM/BbiBM;mBb?#H2V 7`QK i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib QM /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 BM h#H2 8X q?2M M2i p2?B+H2b Tm`+?b2b
`2 2t+Hm/2/ 7`QK /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 BM +QHmKMb URV M/ UjV- ?Qr2p2`- #Qi? AJl it +Q2{+B2Mib #2+QK2
BMbB;MB}+Mi- `2p2HBM; i?i i?Bb /m`#H2 +i2;Q`v /`Bp2b i?2 iQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 `2bTQMb2X AM SM2H " Q7 h#H2
kRh?2 +QKTH2i2 HBbi Q7 ǳ/m`#H2 ;QQ/bǴ BM+Hm/2/ BM [m2biBQM 1yk Q7 i?2 bm`p2v Bb b 7QHHQrb, D2r2H`v- +QBMb Q` ;QH/- `i@
rQ`F- MiB[m2b BM+Hm/BM; MiB[m2 7m`MBim`2- +`b- KQiQ`+v+H2b- +`pMb- #Qib- #B+v+H2b- 7m`MBim`2- 7m`MBb?BM;b +`T2ib- HKTb-
bKHH TTHBM+2b- rb?BM; K+?BM2b- /Bb?rb?2`b- p+mmK +H2M2`b- ~QQ` TQHBb?2`b- hob- S*b- `27`B;2`iQ`b- +QQF2`b- biQp2b- B`
+QM/BiBQM2`b- `/BQ- pB/2Q `2+Q`/2`- *. THv2`b- bi2`2Qb- T?QM2b- 7t K+?BM2b- M/ +K2`bX
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N- r2 `2bi`B+i Qm` ii2MiBQM iQ BM/2#i2/ ?Qmb2?QH/b- r?Q /BbTHv i?2 bi`QM;2bi /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 `2bTQMb2-
M/ b?Qr i?i i?2B` #2?pBQ` Bb BM/22/ /`Bp2M #v M2i p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2bX h?2 +Q2{+B2Mib QM IMUmaini
BM +QHmKMb UkV M/ U9V Q7 SM2H " TT2`b BM HBM2 rBi? i?2B` /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 +QmMi2`T`ib BM h#H2
d r?2`2b i?2 `2bTQMb2b Q7 MQM@p2?B+H2 /m`#H2b BM +QHmKMb URV M/ UjV i2M/ iQ #2 bKHH M/ biiBbiB+HHv
BM/BbiBM;mBb?#H2 7`QK x2`QX
AM 6B;m`2 e- r2 T`QpB/2  ;`T?B+H +QmMi2`T`i Q7 i?2 `2bmHib BM h#H2 NX AM T`iB+mH`- r2 b?Qr MQi QMHv
i?i UBV i?2 p2`;2 `2/m+iBQM BM M2i p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2b #v AJl Tv2`b U/b?2/@/Qi /`F ;`v HBM2V rb H`;2`
i?M i?2 p2`;2 `2/m+iBQM #v i?Qb2 ?QK2@QrM2`b r?Q Ĝ#2+mb2 Q7 i?2 /2/m+iBQMbĜ /B/ MQi Tv AJl it2b
U/b?2/ ;`v HBM2V- #mi HbQ i?i UBBV i?2 p2`;2 `2/m+iBQM 7Q` KQ`i;;Q` AJl Tv2`b U`2/ HBM2V rb 2p2M KQ`2
T`QMQmM+2/ i?i i?2 p2`;2 `2/m+iBQM +`Qbb HH AJl Tv2`bX HbQ- 6B;m`2 e T`QpB/2b ;`T?B+H 2pB/2M+2 MQi
QMHv i?i i?2 T`2@i`2iK2Mi i`2M/ rb B/2MiB+H #2ir22M KQ`i;;Q`b AJl@Tv2`b M/ ?QK2@QrM2`b MQM@AJl
Tv2`b #mi HbQ i?i i?2 /2+HBM2 BM p2?B+H2b 2tT2M/Bim`2 7Q` HH AJl Tv2`b #2ir22M kyy3 M/ kyRy UBX2X #27Q`2
i?2 i`2iK2MiV rb- B7 Mvi?BM;- bKHH2` i?M i?2 /2+HBM2 7Q` ?QK2@QrM2`b MQM@AJl Tv2`b Qp2` i?2 bK2
T2`BQ/X aBKBH` 2pB/2M+2 UpBH#H2 mTQM `2[m2biV TTHB2b iQ HH p`B#H2b Q7 BMi2`2biX 6BMHHv- Bi Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ
b?Qr i?i i?2 T`HH2H i`2M/b 2ti2M/ #+F BM iBK2- Hi?Qm;? i i?2 2tT2Mb2 Q7 `2/m+BM; i?2 bKTH2 bBx2 ;Bp2M
i?2 bKTH2 `QiiBQM BM i?2 a>Aq bm`p2vX
hrQ TQBMib `2 rQ`i? 2KT?bBxBM; #Qmi i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 p2?B+H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 `2bTQMb2 BM h#H2 NX
6B`bi- AiHBM ?Qmb2?QH/b TB/  bB;MB}+Mi KQmMi Q7 T`QT2`iv it2b BM kyRk- rBi? M p2`;2 `QmM/ j8d
2m`Qb M/  bB;MB}+Mi TQ`iBQM Q7 Tv2`b #Qp2 Ryyy 2m`QbX h?Bb bm;;2bib i?i bQK2 ?Qmb2?QH/b Kv ?p2
+?Qb2M iQ /272` Q` 2p2M 2HBKBMi2  H`;2 /m`#H2 Tm`+?b2- r?Qb2 bpBM; +QmH/ T`Qp2 bm{+B2Mi iQ Qzb2i i?2
bB;MB}+Mi BM+`2b2 BM T`QT2`iv it2b UTQbbB#Hv Qp2`  KmHiB@v2` ?Q`BxQMVX a2+QM/- ;Bp2M i?2 p2`;2 AJl
it /Bb#m`b2K2Mi-  K`;BMH T`QT2MbBiv iQ bT2M/ `QmM/ irQ Ĝr?BH2 biiBbiB+HHv +HQb2 iQ QM2Ĝ Bb 2MiB`2Hv
+QMbBbi2Mi rBi?  /QrMTvK2Mi Q7 Ry T2`+2Mi QM  p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2- r?Qb2 p2`;2 BM i?2 kyRy a>Aq Bb
`QmM/ 3-yyy 2m`QbX AMi2`2biBM;Hv- S`F2` 2i HX (j9) }M/ i?i i?2 `2bTQMb2 Q7 K2`B+M ?Qmb2?QH/b iQ i?2
kyy3 it `2#i2 rb +QM+2Mi`i2/ QM +` 2tT2M/Bim`2 r?BH2 JBb` M/ am`B+Q (jy) b?Qr i?i i?Bb Bb /`Bp2M #v
 ?M/7mH Q7 p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2b #v KQ`i;;Q`b- r?Q /BbTHv  K`;BMH T`QT2MbBiv iQ bT2M/ QM i?Bb +i2;Q`v
7` H`;2` i?M Ui?Qm;? MQi biiBbiB+HHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QKV QM2X
ke
h?2 `2bmHib BM h#H2 N `2 7m`i?2` +Q``Q#Q`i2/ #v BM/2T2M/2Mi 2pB/2M+2 `2TQ`i2/ BM 6B;m`2 d- r?B+?
/BbTHvb i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 KQMi?Hv i`Mb+iBQMb Q7 M2r M/ mb2/ +`b b Tm#HBb?2/ #v i?2 AiHBM miQKQ#BH2
bbQ+BiBQM UǳmiQKQ#BH *Hm# /ǶAiHBǴVX h?2 p2`iB+H HBM2 /2MQi2b i?2 HmM+? Q7 i?2 AJl `27Q`K BM .2+2K#2`
kyRR M/ i?Bb Bb HbQ i?2 KQMi? r?2M i?2 #`2F BM i?2 K2M Q7 i?2 iBK2 b2`B2b Bb TT`2MiX 6BMHHv- BM h#H2
AXR Q7 TT2M/Bt A- r2 mb2 `2;Bbi`iBQM /i 7`QK i?2 JBMBbi`v Q7 AM7`bi`m+im`2 M/ h`MbTQ`i iQ b?Qr i?i
i?Bb /`QT Bb KQ`2 T`QMQmM+2/ KQM; M2r +`b #mi i?i Bi Bb 2p2M bT`2/ +`Qbb MiBQMH M/ BMi2`MiBQMH
KF2`bX
AM bmKK`v- i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQM ?b b?QrM i?i ?QK2@QrM2`b rBi? /2#i TT2`b iQ /`Bp2 i?2 /m`#H2
2tT2M/Bim`2 `2bTQMb2 iQ i?2 AJl it2b Qp2` i?2 7mHH@bKTH2X h?Bb b2+iBQM ?b 7m`i?2` b?QrM i?i i?2 p2`v
bB;MB}+Mi /DmbiK2Mi BM M2i p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2b TT2`b iQ /`Bp2 i?2 #2?pBQ` Q7 /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2X
8XkX JmMB+BTH +` `2;Bbi`iBQMb
AM/2T2M/2Mi 2pB/2M+2 QM i?2 2z2+ib Q7 T`QT2`iv it2b QM p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2b +M #2 Q#iBM2/ #v HQQFBM;
i i?2 2ti2Mi iQ r?B+? i?2 KmMB+BTH p`BiBQM BM ?QmbBM; it `i2b +Q``2Hi2b rBi? i?2 KmMB+BTH p`BiBQM
BM +` `2;Bbi`iBQMbX h?2b2 Hii2` /i +QK2 7`QK i?2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi@bmTTQ`i2/ ;2M+v *A UǳmiQKQ#BH2 *Hm#
/ǶAiHBǴV M/ `2+Q`/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 +`b `2;Bbi2`2/ T2` v2` BM 2+? KmMB+BTHBiv ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 #mv2` TH+2
Q7 `2bB/2M+vXkk Pm` 2t2`+Bb2 +QMbBbib Q7 `mMMBM;  #ii2`v Q7 +`Qbb@b2+iBQMH bT2+B}+iBQMb BM r?B+? i?2 mMBi Q7
Q#b2`piBQM #2+QK2b i?2 KmMB+BTHBivX JQ`2 bT2+B}+HHv- r2 T`QD2+i i?2 +?M;2 BM +` `2;Bbi`iBQMb #2ir22M
kyRR M/ kyRk 7Q` 2+? KmMB+BTHBiv QMiQ i?2 AJl it `i2b b2i BM kyRk #v i?2 HQ+H ;Qp2`MK2Mi Q7 i?i p2`v
KmMB+BTHBivX 6Q`KHHv- Qm` KQ/2H +M #2 2tT`2bb2/ b
△Carsj = α+ γ1 · IMUrateMainj + γ2 · IMUrateOtherj + θsj + εj , UjV
kkHH /i `2 pBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ffrrrX+BXBifH+Bfbim/B@2@`B+2`+?2f/iB@2@biiBbiB+?2fmiQ`Bi`iiQX?iKHX
kd
r?2`2△Carsj Bb i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 #2ir22M kyRR M/ kyRk BM +` `2;Bbi`iBQMb 7Q` KmMB+BTHBiv j- IMUrateMainj
M/ IMUrateOtherj `2 i?2 AJl `i2b b2i BM kyRk #v KmMB+BTHBiv j QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;b M/ Qi?2` `2b@
B/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2Hv- θ Bb  p2+iQ` Q7 +Q2{+B2Mib M/ εj Bb  /Bbim`#M+2 i2`KX 6Q` 2tTQbBiBQMH
+QMp2MB2M+2- r2 `2b+H2 IMUmainj M/ IMUotherj #v R-yyy- bQ i?i  mMBi`v BM+`2b2 Q7 i?2 2tTHMiQ`v
p`B#H2b +Q``2bTQM/ iQ  yXR bm`;2 BM i?2 ?QmbBM; it `i2X h?2 Ki`Bt Q7 +QMi`QHb- sj - BM+Hm/2b  b2i Q7
T`QpBM+BH /mKKB2b- i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 Q7 /2+H`2/ T2`bQMH BM+QK2- i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 Q7 #mbBM2bb BM+QK2-
i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 BM MB;?i HB;?i /2MbBiv- i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 Q7 TQTmHiBQM M/ i?2 T2` +TBi +?M;2 BM
KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mi iQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 U+m``2Mi THmb +TBiHVX 1+? Q7 i?2b2 b2ib Q7 +QMi`QHb rBHH #2 //2/
T`Q;`2bbBp2Hv iQ i?2 #b2HBM2 bT2+B}+iBQM iQ p2`B7v `Q#mbiM2bbX
h?2 }M/BM;b Q7 i?Bb 2t2`+Bb2 `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM h#H2 RyX h?2 }`bi +QHmKM `2TQ`i i?2 2biBKi2b Q7  `2;`2bbBQM
BM r?B+? r2 QMHv BM+Hm/2 i?2 T`QpBM+BH /mKKB2b b +QMi`QHbX AM i?2 b2+QM/ +QHmKM- r2 // i?2 i?`22 T`QtB2b
7Q` HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ +iBpBiv U/2+H`2/ T2`bQMH BM+QK2- #mbBM2bb BM+QK2- M/ MB;?i HB;?i /2MbBivVX AM i?2 i?B`/
+QHmKM- r2 +QMbB/2` KmMB+BTH TQTmHiBQM b  7m`i?2` `2;`2bbQ`X M/ BM i?2 Hbi +QHmKM- r2 HbQ HQQF i
KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mi iQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 b M //BiBQMH +Qp`Bi2X
AM F22TBM; rBi? i?2 }M/BM;b #b2/ QM a>Aq /i- i?2 2biBKi2/ +Q2{+B2Mib 7Q` IMUrateMainj #b2/
QM KmMB+BTH /i `2 Hrvb biiBbiB+HHv bB;MB}+Mi i i?2 8 T2`+2Mi H2p2H +`Qbb HH +QHmKMb- r?BH2 i?2
2biBKi2/ +Q2{+B2Mib 7Q` IMUrateOtherj M2p2` `2X h?2 2HbiB+Biv #2ir22M i?2 KmMB+BTH ?QmbBM; it `i2
QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ KmMB+BTH +` `2;Bbi`iBQMb Bb T`2+Bb2Hv 2biBKi2/ M/ Bi BKTHB2b i?i 7QHHQrBM; M
BM+`2b2 BM i?2 it `i2 QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;b Q7 yXR- +` `2;Bbi`iBQMb rQmH/ /2+`2b2 #v `QmM/ RXkWX :Bp2M
i?i i?2 p2`;2 it `i2 QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; +`Qbb HH AiHBM KmMB+BTHBiB2b Bb yX9kk- i?2 2biBKi2b BM h#H2
Ry bm;;2bib i?i i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 AJl +QMi`B#mi2/ iQ `QmM/ QM2 7Qm`i? Q7 i?2 Qp2`HH /2+HBM2 BM i?2 +`
BM/mbi`v Qp2` i?i v2` UQ` 8W Q7 i?2 K`F2i bBx2 BM kyRRVX
AM bmKK`v- 2KTHQvBM;  /Bz2`2Mi 2KTB`B+H bi`i2;v- mbBM; /Bz2`2Mi /i M/ 2tTHQBiBM; p`BiBQM i 
/Bz2`2Mi H2p2H Q7 U;2Q;`T?B+HV /Bb;;`2;iBQM `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 "MF Q7 AiHv a>Aq /i- r2 ?p2 `2+?2/
+QM+HmbBQMb i?i `2 7B`Hv +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 2pB/2M+2 7`QK i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQM- MK2Hv i?i i?2 BKT+i Q7
i?2 ?QmbBM; it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; QM i?2 +` BM/mbi`v rb bB;MB}+Mi M/ H`;2X
k3
8XjX a2MbBiBpBiv MHvbBb
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 bmKK`Bx2 i?2 }M/BM;b Q7  b2i Q7 //BiBQMH MHvb2b `2TQ`i2/ BM TT2M/Bt C,
Ç :1 Q7 i?2 >Pla1>PG. >1.X AM h#H2 CXk Q7 TT2M/Bt C- r2 ;`QmT ?Qmb2?QH/b BMiQ vQmM;2` M/
QH/2` ++Q`/BM; iQ r?2i?2` i?2B` ?2/ #2HQM;b Q` MQi iQ i?2 vQmM;2bi [m`iBH2 Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ ?2/
;2 /Bbi`B#miBQMXkj h?2 iQT TM2H `272`b iQ i?2 7mHH bKTH2 r?2`2b i?2 #QiiQK TM2H 7Q+mb2b QM ?QK2@
QrM2`b QMHvX h?2 `2bmHib `2p2H i?i UBV i?2 vQmM;2` ;`QmT i2M/b iQ ?p2  H`;2` K`;BMH T`QT2MbBiv
iQ bT2M/ i?M i?2 QH/2` ;`QmT- UBBV i?Bb Bb /`Bp2M #v p2?B+H2 Tm`+?b2b- r?Qb2 2biBKi2b TT2` b?`T2`
BM i?2 ?QK2@QrM2`b bKTH2- M/ UBBBV i?2 2pB/2M+2 Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb `2bTQMb2b #v ;2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b
Bb 7` r2F2` i?M r?2M ?Qmb2?QH/b `2 ;`QmT2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2B` /2#i TQbBiBQMb- BM  +QK#BMiBQM
Q7 bKHH2` TQBMi 2biBKi2b UBM #bQHmi2 pHm2V M/ H`;2` biM/`/ 2``Q`b i?M BM h#H2 dX q?BH2 i?2
`2bmHib BM h#H2 CXk `2 +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 2pB/2M+2 BM h#H2 k i?i /2#iQ`b i2M/ iQ #2 vQmM;2` i?M
MQM@/2#iQ`b- Bi HbQ bm;;2bib i?i ;2 TT2`b H2bb HBF2Hv i?M /2#i iQ #2  T`BKBiBp2 /2i2`KBMMi Q7
i?2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Biv r2 ?p2 /Q+mK2Mi2/ bQ 7`X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- b MQi2/ BM a2+iBQM jXj- i?2 }M/BM; BM i?2
H27i TM2H Q7 h#H2 CXk i?i vQmM; ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q TB/ UKQ`2 Q7V ?QmbBM; it2b /2+`2b2 i?2B` /m`#H2
2tT2M/Bim`2 #v KQ`2 i?M vQmM; ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q /B/ MQi Tv UQ` TB/ H2bb Q7V ?QmbBM; it2b bm;;2bib
i?i Qm` 2biBKi2b `2 mMHBF2Hv iQ `2~2+i Mv TQbbB#H2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 6Q`M2`Q T2MbBQM `27Q`K- r?B+? rb
HmM+?2/ Qp2` i?2 bK2 T2`BQ/ M/ b?QmH/ ?p2 z2+i2/ 2p2MHv HH vQmM; ?Qmb2?QH/b BM/2T2M/2MiHv Q7
i?2B` ?QmbBM; i2Mm`2 biimb Q` i?2 TvK2Mi Q7 i?2 AJl it2bX
Ç >Pla1>PG. AL*PJ1X h?2 MHvbBb Q7 h#H2 CXj 7Q+mb2b QM BM+QK2- mbBM; i?2 d8i? T2`+2MiBH2 Q7 i?2
?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 /Bbi`B#miBQM iQ +i2;Q`Bx2 Q#b2`piBQMb BM iQ HQr2`@ U#QiiQK k8 T2`+2MiV M/ ?B;?2`@
UiQT d8 T2`+2MiV ;`QmTbX h?2 JS*b Q7 H2bb |m2Mi ?Qmb2?QH/b i2M/ iQ #2 BKT`2+Bb2Hv 2biBKi2/ M/
kjL2Bi?2` 7Q` ;2 MQ` 7Q` BM+QK2- `2bmHib `2 bB;MB}+MiHv /Bz2`2Mi mbBM; Mv Qi?2` T2`+2MiBH2 #2ir22M ey M/ Ny b +miQzX
kN
i?2B` /Bbi`B#miBQM H`;2Hv Qp2`HT rBi? i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 i?2 JS* 7Q` i?2 ?B;?2`@BM+QK2 ;`QmTX h?2
TQBMi 2biBKi2b Q7 i?2 Hii2` `2 K`;BMHHv UKQ`2 bi`QM;HvV bB;MB}+Mi 7Q` /m`#H2 Up2?B+H2V 2tT2M/Bim`2-
i?Qm;?i i?2 2biBKi2b 7Q` 2Bi?2` ;`QmT Q` 7Q` 2Bi?2` bT2M/BM; +i2;Q`v i2M/ iQ #2 7` bKHH2` i?M i?2
+Q2{+B2Mib BM h#H2 dX PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- i?2 ?Qmb2 T`B+2 2z2+i TT2`b bi`QM;2` KQM; ?Qmb2?QH/b
rBi?  `2HiBp2Hv HQr2` BM+QK2X q?BH2 BMbT2+iBQM Q7 h#H2 k `2p2Hb i?i /2#iQ`b i2M/ iQ ?p2 ?B;?2`
BM+QK2 i?M i?2 `2bi Q7 i?2 bKTH2- HbQ BM h#H2 CXj i?2 BM72`2M+2 QM i?2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb `2bTQMb2b iQ
i?2 T`QT2`iv it2b Bb 7` r2F2` i?M i?2 BM72`2M+2 QM2 +M /`r 7`QK a2+iBQM 9X h?Bb bm;;2bib i?i
ĜmMHBF2  ?Qmb2?QH/Ƕb /2#i TQbBiBQMĜ ;2 M/ BM+QK2 TT2` QMHv r2FHv +Q``2Hi2/ rBi? i?2 mMQ#b2`p2/
+?`+i2`BbiB+b i?i /`Bp2 i?2 2t+2bb b2MbBiBpBiv Q7 /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 iQ i?2 BM+QK2 +?M;2 BM/m+2/
#v i?2 AJl T`QT2`iv it2bX
Ç J1al_1J1Lh 1__P_a M/ LPL@GAL1_AhA1aX q?BH2 MQM@/m`#H2 M/ bKHH /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2
Kv #2 bm#D2+i iQ MQM@M2;HB;B#H2 K2bm`2K2Mi 2``Q`b- iiMbBQ 2i HX (d) MQi2 i?i r?2i?2`  ?Qmb2?QH/
QrMb Q` Tm`+?b2b  H`;2 /m`#H2 ;QQ/ Ubm+? p2?B+H2bV Bb HBF2Hv iQ #2 7` H2bb mM+2`iBMX q2 #mBH/ QM
i?Bb BMimBiBQM iQ +QMbi`m+i irQ #BM`v p`B#H2b i?i iF2 i?2 pHm2 Q7 QM2 B7 p2?B+H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 M/
Qi?2` /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 `2bT2+iBp2Hv `2 TQbBiBp2 M/ x2`Q Qi?2`rBb2X h?2b2 #2+QK2 i?2 /2T2M/2Mi
p`B#H2b BM b2T`i2 T`Q#Bi `2;`2bbBQMb i?i mb2 i?2 bK2 `2;`2bbQ`b b BM i?2 `2bi Q7 i?2 TT2`X h?2
`2bmHib BM h#H2 CX9 `2p2Hb Ĝ+QMbBbi2MiHv rBi? i?2 2biBKi2b BM h#H2 NĜ i?i QMHv 7Q` /2#iQ`b M/
KQ`i;;Q`b- TvBM; i?2 AJl it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; bB;MB}+MiHv `2/m+2b i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 #mvBM; 
p2?B+H2X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- 6B;m`2 CX9 b?Qrb i?i i?2 K`;BMH 2z2+i Q7 IMUmaini Ur?B+? Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv
Q7 Tm`+?bBM;  p2?B+H2 7QHHQrBM; i?2 TvK2Mi Q7 i?2 AJl it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;V Bb KQMQiQMB+HHv
/2+`2bBM; BM i?2 KQmMi Q7 it2b TB/X
Ç lL*1_hALhuX AM h#H2 CX8- r2 2tTHQ`2 r?2i?2`  /Bz2`2Mi /2;`22 Q7 mM+2`iBMiv #Qmi i?2 7mim`2
`2bQm`+2b pBH#H2 i i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ H2p2H BKTHB2b ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb 2tT2M/Bim`2 `2bTQMb2bX AM F22TBM;
rBi? i?2 /mKKB2b QM BM+QK2 M/ ?Qmb2 T`B+2 2tT2+iiBQMb mb2/ BM i?2 #b2HBM2 `2;`2bbBQMb- i?2 ǳHQr2`
mM+2`iBMivǴ ;`QmT +QKT`Bb2b ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q bbB;M2/  T`Q##BHBiv #Qp2 dy T2`+2Mi iQ Mv Q7 i?2
TQbbB#H2 Qmi+QK2b BM/B+i2/ BM 2+? [m2biBQM 7Q` i H2bi QM2 Q7 i?2 [m2biBQMb #Qmi UBV 7mim`2 ?Qmb2?QH/
BM+QK2- UBBV 7mim`2 HQ+H ?Qb2 T`B+2b M/ UBBBV 7mim`2 H2p2Hb Q7 i?2 biQ+F K`F2i BM/2tX *QMp2`b2Hv- i?2
jy
ǳ?B;?2` mM+2`iBMivǴ ;`QmT Bb K/2 Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b r?Q bbB;M2/ T`Q##BHBiB2b 2[mH Q` #2HQr dy T2`+2Mi
iQ HH TQbbB#H2 Qmi+QK2b BM/B+i2/ BM 2+? Q7 i?2b2 i?`22 [m2biBQMbXk9 h?`22 KBM `2bmHib 2K2`;2 7`QK
i?Bb 2t2`+Bb2X 6B`bi- i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib QM AJl KBM 7Q` MQM@/m`#H2- /m`#H2 M/ p2?B+H2b 2tT2M/Bim`2
BM i?2 ǳHQr2` mM+2`iBMivǴ ;`QmT `2 M2p2` biiBbiB+HHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK i?2B` ǳ?B;?2` mM+2`iBMivǴ ;`QmT
+QmMi2`T`ib M/- B7 Mv- i?2v BKTHv JS* TQBMi 2biBKi2b r?B+? `2 bHB;?iHv H`;2` i?M i?Qb2 7Q` i?2
Hii2` ;`QmTX a2+QM/- i?2 2z2+ib Q7 i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; it QM /m`#H2 M/ p2?B+H2b 2tT2M/Bim`2 BM h#H2
CX8 TT2`b 7` bKHH2` M/ H2bb bB;MB}+Mi i?M i?2 2z2+ib 2biBKi2/ BM h#H2 d +`Qbb ?Qmb2?QH/ /2#i
TQbBiBQMb- +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 7+i i?i KQ`i;;Q`b TT2` 2p2MHv bT`2/ +`Qbb i?2 irQ mM+2`iBMiv
;`QmTbX h?B`/- i?2 AJl it QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b Bb M2p2` biiBbiB+HHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK x2`Q r?BH2
i?2 ?Qmb2 T`B+2 2z2+i `2 QMHv bHB;?iHv H`;2` 7Q` ?Qmb2?QH/b `2TQ`iBM;  ?B;?2` /2;`22 Q7 mM+2`iBMivX
Ç >Pla1 S_A*1 1sS1*hhAPLaX h?2 bBx2 M/ i?2 T2`bBbi2M+2 Q7 i?2 AJl it +?M;2b Kv ?p2 BM/m+2/
bQK2 ?Qmb2?QH/b iQ 2tT2+i HQr2` 7mim`2 ?Qmb2 T`B+2b M/ i?Bb BM im`M Kv z2+i i?2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7
Qm` 2biBKi2bX ++Q`/BM;Hv- BM h#H2 CXe- r2 `2@`mM Qm` #b2HBM2 bT2+B}+iBQM 2t+Hm/BM; 7`QK i?2 HBbi
Q7 `2;`2bbQ`b i?2 b2H7@`2TQ`i2/ ?Qmb2?QH/@bT2+B}+ +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2 T`B+2 2tT2+iiBQMbX q2 }M/ i?i i?Bb
KQ/B}+iBQM /Q2b MQi Qp2`im`M Qm` KBM 2KTB`B+H }M/BM;b Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb `2bTQMb2b +`Qbb /m`#H2
;QQ/b M/ MQM@/m`#H2 ;QQ/b M/ b2`pB+2b b r2HH b +`Qbb i?2 ?QmbBM; it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/
i?2 it QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bX
eX *QM+HmbBQMb
h?Bb TT2` Qz2`b M mMT`2+2/2Mi2/ 2pHmiBQM Q7 i?2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb 2z2+ib Q7  }b+H +QMbQHB/iBQM TQHB+v
QM +QMbmK2` bT2M/BM; mbBM;  H`;2 M/ mMMiB+BTi2/ ?QmbBM; it ?BF2- r?B+? iQQF TH+2 BM AiHv i i?2 2M/
Q7 kyRRX Pm` MHvbBb `2p2Hb i?i i?2 it2b TB/ QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; i`B;;2`2/  H`;2 M/ p2`v bB;MB}+Mi
/2+HBM2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 r?2`2b i?2 it2b TB/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b +mb2/  bKHH M/
biiBbiB+HHv BMbB;MB}+Mi +?M;2X h?2 /DmbiK2Mi rb KQbiHv #Q`M2 #v ?QK2@QrM2`b rBi? KQ`i;;2 /2#i M/
k9aBKBH` `2bmHib `2 Q#iBM2/ mbBM;  eyW Q`  3yW i?`2b?QH/X
jR
rb +QM+2Mi`i2/ QM M2i p2?B+H2b Tm`+?b2b r?2`2b ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi?Qmi /2#i `2bTQM/2/ rBi?  T`QTQ`iBQMH
`2/m+iBQM Q7 i?2B` bpBM;bX
q?BH2 i?2 T`QT2`iv it +?M;2 Kv ?p2 HbQ ;2M2`i2/ MQM@M2;HB;B#H2 ;2M2`H 2[mBHB#`BmK 2z2+ib- r2 +M
mb2 Qm` 2biBKi2b iQ;2i?2` rBi? /i 7`QK MiBQMH biiBbiB+b `2TQ`i2/ BM 6B;m`2 3 iQ T`QpB/2 bQK2 #+F Q7
i?2 2Mp2HQT2 +H+mHiBQMb 7Q` i?2 /B`2+i 2z2+i Q7 i?2 H2;BbHi2/ +?M;2b QM i?2 ;;`2;i2 2+QMQKv BM kyRk
HQM; i?2 HBM2b Q7 CQ?MbQM 2i HX (k9)X h?2 it `2p2Mm2b QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; UQi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bV
7Q` kyRk iQiH2/ 9Xy#M URyXdV 1m`Qb Q` yXj UyXeV T2`+2Mi Q7 :.SX "2`BM; BM KBM/ M p2`;2 K`;BMH
T`QT2MbBiv iQ +QMbmK2 Q7 yX9j 7Q` i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/  +Q2{+B2Mi biiBbiB+HHv BM/BbiBM;mBb?#H2 7`QK x2`Q
7Q` Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b Ub22 +QHmKM UkV BM SM2H " Q7 h#H2 8V- i?2 /B`2+i `2+2bbBQM`v 2z2+i Q7 i?2 AJl it2b
QM i?2 AiHBM 2+QMQKv BM kyRk rb #Qmi yXRR T2`+2Mi Q7 :.S UQ` yXkR T2`+2Mi Q7 T2`bQMH +QMbmKTiBQM
2tT2M/Bim`2V pBb@¨@pBb  it `2p2Mm2 2tTMbBQM `QmM/ yXNy T2`+2Mi Q7 :.S UQ` RXdR T2`+2Mi Q7 T2`bQMH
+QMbmKTiBQM 2tT2M/Bim`2VX
b 7Q` i?2 bT2+B}+ +i2;Q`B2b i?i /`Bp2 i?2 ;;`2;i2 `2bmHi- i?2 2biBKi2b BM h#H2 N B/2MiB7v  H`;2
/`QT BM p2?B+H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 7Q` /2#iQ`bX h?2 iBK2 b2`B2b Q7 +` bH2b `2+Q`/2/ M p2`;2 7HH Q7 #Qmi R38-yyy
mMBib T2` v2` #2ir22M kyy3 M/ kyRRX "mi /m`BM; kyRk- +` bH2b THmKK2i2/ #v `QmM/ j9e-yyy mMBib, M
2ti` 7HH Q7 bQK2 Rey-yyyX Pm` MHvbBb ii`B#mi2b ?H7 Q7 i?2 2ti` 7HH UQ` QM2 7Qm`i? Q7 i?2 iQiH /2+HBM2V
BM kyRk iQ i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i?2 AJl itX q2 +QM+Hm/2 i?i r?BH2 i?2 b?Q`i@`mM /B`2+i +Qbi UBM i?2 7Q`K Q7
7Q`2;QM2 +QMbmK2` bT2M/BM;V Q7 i?2 T`QT2`iv it +?M;2b 7Q` i?2 AiHBM 2+QMQKv rb bKHH `2HiBp2 iQ i?2
KQmMi Q7 2ti` it2b `Bb2/- i?2 M2;iBp2 +QMb2[m2M+2b 7Q` i?2 +` BM/mbi`v BM kyRk r2`2 bB;MB}+MiX h?Bb
Bb +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 Tii2`M BM 6B;m`2 3, i?2 /2+HBM2 BM p2?B+H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 U`2/ #`QF2M HBM2V /m`BM; kyRk
Ub?/2/ `2V TT2`b #`mTi M/ KQ`2 T`QMQmM+2/ i?M i?2 bi2/v /2+HBM2 pBbB#H2 BM Mv Qi?2` v2` bBM+2
i?2 :`2i _2+2bbBQM Q7 kyyd@y3X
b 7Q` TQHB+v BKTHB+iBQMb- i?2 T`2b2Mi MHvbBb +QMi`B#mi2b iQ irQ BKTQ`iMi /2#i2b QM i?2 /2bB;M Q7 }b+H
+QMbQHB/iBQM THMb M/ ?QmbBM; it2b BM T`iB+mH`X JQ`2 bT2+B}+HHv- Qm` 2pB/2M+2 bm;;2bib i?i b2iiBM; 
U+`27mHHv BKTH2K2Mi2/V KmHiB@v2` THM Q7 ?B;?2` T`QT2`iv it `i2b 7Q` MQM QrM2`@Q++mTB2/ /r2HHBM;b b r2HH
b T`QpB/BM; QrM2`@Q++mTB2` KQ`i;;Q`b rBi? T`QT2`iv it /2/m+iBQMb `2Hi2/ iQ i?2B` H2p2H Q7 QmibiM/BM;
/2#i Ub +m``2MiHv /QM2 7Q` BMbiM+2 BM h?2 L2i?2`HM/b- aTBM M/ arBix2`HM/ KQM; Qi?2` +QmMi`B2bV +M
;2M2`i2 bBx#H2 ;Qp2`MK2Mi `2p2Mm2b Qp2`  `2HiBp2Hv b?Q`i T2`BQ/ Q7 iBK2 r?BH2 KBMBKBxBM; i?2 +QMi`+@
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iBQM`v 2z2+ib i?i H2pvBM;  T`QT2`iv it Kv Qi?2`rBb2 BM/m+2X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- Qm` MHvbBb T`QpB/2b #Qi?
QM2 BMbiM+2 BM r?B+?  }b+H +QMbQHB/iBQM BMi2`p2MiBQM TT2`b ?B;?Hv `2+2bbBQM`v Ur?2M Bi +QK2b BM i?2
7Q`K Q7  ?QmbBM; it #Q`M2 #v ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? /2#iV #mi HbQ MQi?2` BMbiM+2 BM r?B+? i?2 bK2 }b+H TQHB+v
/Q2b MQi b22K `2+2bbBQM`v i HH Ur?2M i?2 ?QmbBM; it Bb #Q`M2 #v ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi?Qmi /2#iVX h?Bb bm;;2bib
i?i i?2 /2+BbBQMb Q7 r?i bT2+B}+ TQHB+v BMbi`mK2Mi iQ mb2 M/ r?i bT2+B}+ ;`QmTUbV Q7 bQ+B2iv iQ i`;2i
+QmH/ UM/ T2`?Tb b?QmH/V #2+QK2 MQi?2` `2H2pMi /BK2MbBQMb HQM; r?B+? iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 2z2+iBp2M2bb
M/ /2bB`#BHBiv Q7 Mv }b+H +QMbQHB/iBQM THMX
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(R) MiQMBQ ++QM+B- :BM+`HQ *Q`b2iiB- M/ ap2`BQ aBKQM2HHBX h?2 *QMbmKTiBQM _2bTQMb2 iQ GB[mB/Biv@
1M?M+BM; h`Mb72`b, 1pB/2M+2 7`QK AiHBM 1`i?[mF2bX *a16 qQ`FBM; ST2`b jNe- *2Mi`2 7Q` aim/B2b
BM 1+QMQKB+b M/ 6BMM+2 U*a16V- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 LTH2b- AiHv- J`+? kyR8X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+X
Q`;fTfb27f+b27rTfjNeX?iKHX
(k) amKBi ;`rH M/ q2MHM ZBMX *QMbmKTiBQM M/ /2#i `2bTQMb2 iQ mMMiB+BTi2/ BM+QK2 b?Q+Fb,
1pB/2M+2 7`QK  Mim`H 2tT2`BK2Mi BM bBM;TQ`2X K2`B+M 1+QMQKB+ _2pB2r U7Q`i?+QKBM;V- kyR8X
(j) H#2`iQ H2bBM M/ Jii2Q S`/BbBX SQHBiB+H "m/;2i *v+H2b, 1pB/2M+2 7`QK AiHBM *BiB2bX L"1_
qQ`FBM; ST2`b ky8dy- LiBQMH "m`2m Q7 1+QMQKB+ _2b2`+?- AM+- P+iQ#2` kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX
`2T2+XQ`;fTfM#`fM#2`rQfky8dyX?iKHX
(9) H#2`iQ H2bBM- *`HQ 6p2`Q- M/ 6`M+2b+Q :BpxxBX h?2 QmiTmi 2z2+i Q7 }b+H +QMbQHB/iBQMbX CQm`@
MH Q7 AMi2`MiBQMH 1+QMQKB+b U7Q`i?+QKBM;V- kyR8X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTfM#`fM#2`rQf
R3jjeX?iKHX
(8) CX M/`2b- CX 1X "Qb+- M/ CX 62``BX >Qmb2?QH/ H2p2`;2 M/ }b+H KmHiBTHB2`bX .Q+mK2MiQb /2 h`#DQ
"M+Q /2 1bTM- RURkR8V- kyRkX
(e) P`xBQ iiMbBQ- M/`2r G2B+2bi2`- M/ Jii?2r qF2}2H/X .Q >Qmb2 S`B+2b .`Bp2 *QMbmKTiBQM
:`Qri?\ h?2 *QBM+B/2Mi *v+H2b P7 >Qmb2 S`B+2b M/ *QMbmKTiBQM AM h?2 lFX CQm`MH Q7 i?2 1m@
`QT2M 1+QMQKB+ bbQ+BiBQM- NUjV,jNNĜ9j8- ye kyRRX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff#HfD2m`2+f
pNvkyRRBjTjNN@9j8X?iKHX
(d) P`xBQ iiMbBQ- 1`BF >m`bi- M/ GmB;B SBbi72``BX h?2 1pQHmiBQM Q7 AM+QK2- *QMbmKTiBQM- M/ G2Bbm`2
AM2[mHBiv BM i?2 la- RN3y@kyRyX AM AKT`QpBM; i?2 J2bm`2K2Mi Q7 *QMbmK2` 1tT2M/Bim`2b- L"1_
*?Ti2`bX LiBQMH "m`2m Q7 1+QMQKB+ _2b2`+?- AM+- P+iQ#2` kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;f
?fM#`fM#2`+?fRked8X?iKHX
(3) *?B` "Q++B- a#`BM AQKKB- M/ .QMi2HH J`BM`BX AKm TBɍ 2[m +QM B pHQ`B /B K2`+iQX h2+?MB+H
`2TQ`i- A_S1h- ?iiT,ffrrrXHpQ+2XBM7Qf`+?Bp2bfRd39fBKm@TBm@2[m@+QM@B@pHQ`B@/B@K2`+iQf- kyRkX
(N) "2MDKBM "Q`M- :2`MQi JɃHH2`- M/ CQ?MM2b S72B72`X .Q2b mbi2`Biv Tv Qz\ *1S_ .Bb+mbbBQM ST2`b
Ry9k8- *X1XSX_X .Bb+mbbBQM ST2`b- 62#`m`v kyR8X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTf+T`f+2T`/Tf
Ry9k8X?iKHX
(Ry) H2bbM/`Q *Hx- hQKKbQ JQM+2HHB- M/ GBpBQ ai`++X >QmbBM; 6BMM+2 M/ JQM2i`v SQHB+vX
CQm`MH Q7 i?2 1m`QT2M 1+QMQKB+ bbQ+BiBQM- RR,RyRĜRkk- yR kyRjX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;f
f#HfD2m`2+fpRRvkyRjBTRyR@RkkX?iKHX
(RR) CQ?M uX *KT#2HH M/ CQQ 6X *Q++QX >Qr /Q ?Qmb2 T`B+2b z2+i +QMbmKTiBQM\ 1pB/2M+2 7`QK KB+`Q
/iX CQm`MH Q7 JQM2i`v 1+QMQKB+b- 89UjV,8NRĜekR- T`BH kyydX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff
222fKQM2+Qfp89vkyydBjT8NR@ekRX?iKHX
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(Rk) CK2b *HQvM2 M/ SQHQ am`B+QX >Qmb2?QH/ .2#i M/ i?2 .vMKB+ 1z2+ib Q7 AM+QK2 ht *?M;2bX
h?2 _2pB2r Q7 1+QMQKB+ aim/B2b U6Q`i?+QKBM;V- kyReX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTf#Q2f#Q22rTf
y9NRX?iKHX
(Rj) G2M/`Q .Ƕm`BxBQ- ApM 6B2HH- ai27MQ A2xxB- M/ M/`2 L2`BX h?2 mM/2`@`2TQ`iBM; Q7 }MM+BH
r2Hi? BM i?2 am`p2v QM >Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ q2Hi?X h2KB /B /Bb+mbbBQM2 U1+QMQKB+ rQ`FBM; TT2`bV
eRy- "MF Q7 AiHv- 1+QMQKB+ _2b2`+? M/ AMi2`MiBQMH _2HiBQMb `2- .2+2K#2` kyyeX l_G ?iiT,
ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTf#/BfrTi2KBfi/neRynyeX?iKHX
(R9) E`2M .vMMX Ab  >Qmb2?QH/ .2#i Pp2`?M; >QH/BM; "+F *QMbmKTiBQMX "`QQFBM;b ST2`b QM
1+QMQKB+ +iBpBiv- 99UR UaT`BM;V,kNNĜjek- kyRkX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff#BMf#T2DQf
p99vkyRkBkyRk@yRTkNN@jekX?iKHX
(R8) :miB "X 1;;2`ibbQM M/ SmH E`m;KMX .2#i- .2H2p2`;BM;- M/ i?2 GB[mB/Biv h`T,  6Bb?2`@JBMbFv@
EQQ TT`Q+?X h?2 Zm`i2`Hv CQm`MH Q7 1+QMQKB+b- RkdUjV,R9eNĜR8Rj- kyRkX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX
`2T2+XQ`;ffQmTf[D2+QMfpRkdvkyRkBjTR9eN@R8RjX?iKHX
(Re) *?`H2b :`Mi M/ hmQKb X S2HiQM2MX >QmbBM; M/ 2[mBiv r2Hi? 2z2+ib Q7 AiHBM ?Qmb2?QH/bX qQ`FBM;
ST2` a2`B2b y38d- 1m`QT2M *2Mi`H "MF- CMm`v kyy3X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTf2+#f
2+#rTbfkyy3y38dX?iKHX
(Rd) o2`QMB+ :`2K#B- hQKKbQ LMMB+BMB- M/ l;Q h`QBMQX SQHB+v _2bTQMb2b iQ 6Bb+H _2bi`BMib, 
.Bz2`2M+2@BM@.Bb+QMiBMmBiB2b .2bB;MX Aw .Bb+mbbBQM ST2`b eN8k- AMbiBimi2 7Q` i?2 aim/v Q7 G#Q`
UAwV- P+iQ#2` kyRkX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTfBxfBx/Tbf/TeN8kX?iKHX
(R3) CBK2 :mD`/Q- .MB2H G2B;?- M/ M/`2 S2b+iQ`BX 1tTMbBQM`v mbi2`Biv\ AMi2`MiBQMH 1pB/2M+2X
CQm`MH Q7 i?2 1m`QT2M 1+QMQKB+ bbQ+BiBQM- RkU9V,N9NĜNe3- y3 kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+X
Q`;ff#HfD2m`2+fpRkvkyR9B9TN9N@Ne3X?iKHX
(RN) GmB;B :mBbQ- JQMB+ SB2HH- M/ A;MxBQ oBb+QX .Q +TBiH ;BMb z2+i +QMbmKTiBQM\ 1biBKi2b Q7
r2Hi? 2z2+ib 7`QK AiHBM ?Qmb2?QH/bśǯǗ #2?pBQ`X h2KB /B /Bb+mbbBQM2 U1+QMQKB+ rQ`FBM; TT2`bV 888-
"MF Q7 AiHv- 1+QMQKB+ _2b2`+? M/ AMi2`MiBQMH _2HiBQMb `2- CmM2 kyy8X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX
`2T2+XQ`;fTf#/BfrTi2KBfi/n888ny8X?iKHX
(ky) AJ6X h?2 +?M;BM; ?QmbBM; +v+H2 M/ i?2 BKTHB+iBQMb 7Q` KQM2i`v TQHB+vX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`M@
iBQMH JQM2i`v 6mM/- T`BH kyy3X
(kR) AJ6X AiHv, h2+?MB+H bbBbiM+2 `2TQ`i @ i?2 /2H2; }b+H2 M/ i?2 bi`i2;B+ Q`B2MiiBQM Q7 it `27Q`KX
h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH JQM2i`v 6mM/- kyRkX
(kk) AJ6X h2+?MB+H MQi2 QM i?2 }MM+BH bBimiBQM Q7 BiHBM ?Qmb2?QH/b M/ MQM@}MM+BH +Q`TQ`iBQMb M/
`BbFb iQ i?2 #MFBM; bvbi2KX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH JQM2i`v 6mM/- kyRjX
(kj) hmHHBQ CTT2HHB M/ GmB;B SBbi72``BX 6Bb+H SQHB+v M/ JS* >2i2`Q;2M2BivX K2`B+M 1+QMQKB+ CQm`@
MH, J+`Q2+QMQKB+b- eU9V,RydĜje- P+iQ#2` kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff2f2DK+f
pevkyR9B9TRyd@jeX?iKHX
(k9) .pB/ aX CQ?MbQM- CQMi?M X S`F2`- M/ LB+?QHb aX aQmH2H2bX >Qmb2?QH/ 1tT2M/Bim`2 M/ i?2
AM+QK2 ht _2#i2b Q7 kyyRX K2`B+M 1+QMQKB+ _2pB2r- NeU8V,R83NĜReRy- .2+2K#2` kyyeX l_G
?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff2f2+`2pfpNevkyyeB8TR83N@ReRyX?iKHX
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(k8) :`2; ETHM M/ :BQpMMB GX oBQHMi2X  JQ/2H Q7 i?2 *QMbmKTiBQM _2bTQMb2 iQ 6Bb+H aiBKmHmb
SvK2MibX 1+QMQK2i`B+- 3kU9V,RRNNĜRkjN- yd kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ffrHvf2K2i`Tf
p3kvkyR9B9TRRNN@RkjNX?iKHX
(ke) :`2; ETHM- :BMHm+ oBQHMi2- M/ CmbiBM q2B/M2`X h?2 r2Hi?v ?M/@iQ@KQmi?X "`QQFBM;b ST2`b
QM 1+QMQKB+ +iBpBiv- RUkV- kyR9X
(kd) iB7 JBM M/ KB` am}X >Qmb2 S`B+2 :BMb M/ lXaX >Qmb2?QH/ aT2M/BM; 7`QK kyyk iQ kyyeX L"1_
qQ`FBM; ST2`b kyR8k- LiBQMH "m`2m Q7 1+QMQKB+ _2b2`+?- AM+- Jv kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX
`2T2+XQ`;fTfM#`fM#2`rQfkyR8kX?iKHX
(k3) iB7 JBM- EKH2b? _Q- M/ KB` am}X >Qmb2?QH/ "HM+2 a?22ib- *QMbmKTiBQM- M/ i?2 1+QMQKB+
aHmKTX h?2 Zm`i2`Hv CQm`MH Q7 1+QMQKB+b- Rk3U9V,Re3dĜRdke- kyRjX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;f
fQmTf[D2+QMfpRk3vkyRjB9TRe3d@RdkeX?iKHX
(kN) iB7 JBM- KB` am}- M/ 6`M+2b+Q h`2##BX 6Q`2+HQbm`2b- ?Qmb2 T`B+2b- M/ i?2 `2H 2+QMQKvX CQm`MH
Q7 6BMM+2- 6Q`i?+QKBM;X
(jy) EMBb?F JBb` M/ SQHQ am`B+QX *QMbmKTiBQM- AM+QK2 *?M;2b- M/ >2i2`Q;2M2Biv, 1pB/2M+2 7`QK
hrQ 6Bb+H aiBKmHmb S`Q;`KbX K2`B+M 1+QMQKB+ CQm`MH, J+`Q2+QMQKB+b- eU9V,39ĜRye- P+iQ#2`
kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff2f2DK+fpevkyR9B9T39@RyeX?iKHX
(jR) Em`i JBiKMX J+`Q2+QMQKB+ 2z2+ib Q7 #MF`mTi+v M/ 7Q`2+HQbm`2 TQHB+B2bX kyRk J22iBM; ST2`b 8ej-
aQ+B2iv 7Q` 1+QMQKB+ .vMKB+b- kyRkX
(jk) CQ?M LQ``2;`/X htBM; AKKQp#H2 S`QT2`iv _2p2Mm2 SQi2MiBH M/ AKTH2K2MiiBQM *?HH2M;2bX AJ6
qQ`FBM; ST2`b RjfRkN- AMi2`MiBQMH JQM2i`v 6mM/- Jv kyRjX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTf
BK7fBK7rTfRj@RkNX?iKHX
(jj) JQMB+ SB2HH M/ GmB;B SBbi72``BX .2+QKTQbBM; i?2 r2Hi? 2z2+i QM +QMbmKTiBQMX aiM7Q`/ lMBp2`bBiv
rQ`FBM; TT2`- kyR9X
(j9) CQMi?M X S`F2`- LB+?QHb aX aQmH2H2b- .pB/ aX CQ?MbQM- M/ _Q#2`i J+*H2HHM/X *QMbmK2` aT2M/BM;
M/ i?2 1+QMQKB+ aiBKmHmb SvK2Mib Q7 kyy3X K2`B+M 1+QMQKB+ _2pB2r- RyjUeV,k8jyĜ8j- P+iQ#2`
kyRjX l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff2f2+`2pfpRyjvkyRjBeTk8jy@8jX?iKHX
(j8) spB2` _;QiX h?2 +b2 7Q`  }MM+BH TT`Q+? iQ KQM2v /2KM/X CQm`MH Q7 JQM2i`v 1+QMQKB+b- ek
U*V,N9ĜRyd- kyR9X l_G ?iiT,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff222fKQM2+QfpekvkyR9B+TN9@RydX?iKHX
(je) oH2`B2 X _K2vX *M :Qp2`MK2Mi Sm`+?b2b aiBKmHi2 i?2 1+QMQKv\ CQm`MH Q7 1+QMQKB+ GBi2`im`2-
9NUjV,edjĜ38- a2Ti2K#2` kyRRX l_G ?iiTb,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;ff2fD2+HBifp9NvkyRRBjTedj@38X
?iKHX
(jd) oH2`B2 X _K2v M/ a`? wm#B`vX :Qp2`MK2Mi aT2M/BM; JmHiBTHB2`b BM :QQ/ hBK2b M/ BM "/,
1pB/2M+2 7`QK lXaX >BbiQ`B+H .iX L"1_ qQ`FBM; ST2`b kydRN- LiBQMH "m`2m Q7 1+QMQKB+
_2b2`+?- AM+- LQp2K#2` kyR9X l_G ?iiTb,ffB/2bX`2T2+XQ`;fTfM#`fM#2`rQfkydRNX?iKHX
je
6B;m`2b M/ h#H2b
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Percent
Panel (b2)
LQi2, h?2 };m`2b `272` iQ QrM2`b- AJl it Tv2`b QMHvX h?2 `2/ HBM2 THQib i?2 1TM2+?MBFQp F2`M2H /2MbBivX SM2H R UkV
`272`b iQ i?2 KQmMi TB/ QM KBM /r2HHBM;b BM 1m`Q T2` ?Qmb2?QH/ Ub  b?`2 Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/bǶ KQMi?Hv BM+QK2V- 2t+Hm/BM; R9
Q#b2`piBQMb ?B;?2` i?M j-yyy 1m`QbX SM2H #R U#kV `272`b iQ i?2 KQmMi Q7 AJl it TB/ Ub  b?`2 Q7 KQMi?Hv BM+QK2V
QM Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b- 2t+Hm/BM; RkN Q#b2`piBQMb ?B;?2` i?M j-yyy 1m`QbX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM a>Aq bm`p2v /i
UpBH#H2 i, ?iiTb,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBifbiiBbiB+?2fi2KiB+?2fBM/;BMB@7KB;HB2@BKT`2b2f#BHM+B@7KB;HB2fVX
jd


























Jan '11 Jul '11 Jan '12 Jul '12 Jan '13Apr '11 Oct '11 Apr '12 Oct '12
Flat-VAT items index Increased-VAT items index Cars
LQi2, i?2 };m`2 b?Qrb i?2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 T`B+2b 7Q` +`b- Bi2Kb bm#D2+i iQ i?2 kyRR oh BM+`2b2- M/ Bi2Kb 2t2KTi2/ 7`QK oh
BM+`2b2 Ui?2b2 Bi2Kb `2 bm#D2+i iQ  y T2`+2Mi oh- 9 T2`+2Mi oh- Q` Ry T2`+2Mi oh ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 +i2;Q`vc i?2b2 oh
`i2b r2`2 mM+?M;2/ BM i?2 +QMbB/2`2/ T2`BQ/VX h?2 ;;`2;i2 BM/2t2b U7Q` ǳ6Hi@oh Bi2KbǴ M/ ǳAM+`2bBM;@oh Bi2KbǴV `2
r2B;?i2/ p2`;2b Q7 i?2 `2bT2+iBp2 bm#@BM/2t2bX h?2 `2HiBp2 r2B;?ib `2 T`QpB/2/ #v AahhX AM~iBQM 7Q` ǳ+`bǴ `272` iQ i?2
ǳKQiQ` +`bǴ +i2;Q`v UAahh +Q/2 dRRVX Ai2Kb 2t+Hm/2/ 7`QK oh +?M;2b BM+Hm/2, ǳ2/m+iBQMǴ- ǳ7QQ/Ǵ U2t+Hm/BM; ǳ`2/v@
K/2 K2HbǴV- ǳ`2bim`Mib M/ ?Qi2HbǴ- ǳKBb+2HHM2Qmb ;QQ/b M/ b2`pB+2bǴ U2t+Hm/BM; ǳKBM2`H Q` bT`BM; ri2`bǴV- ǳ+imH
`2MiHb 7Q` ?QmbBM;Ǵ- ǳri2` bmTTHv M/ KBb+2HHM2Qmb b2`pB+2b `2HiBM; iQ i?2 /r2HHBM;Ǵ- ǳ2H2+i`B+Biv- ;b M/ Qi?2` 7m2HbǴ-
ǳK2/B+H T`Q/m+ib- TTHBM+2b M/ 2[mBTK2MiǴ- ǳQmi@TiB2Mi b2`pB+2Ǵ- ǳ?QbTBiH b2`pB+2bǴ- ǳi`MbTQ`i b2`pB+2bǴ- ǳTQbiH b2`pB+2bǴ-
ǳ`2+`2iBQMH M/ +mHim`H b2`pB+2bǴ- ǳM2rbTT2`b- #QQFb M/ biiBQM2`vǴX h?2 b?`2 Q7 Bi2Kb UBM+Hm/BM; +`bV bm#D2+i iQ i?2 oh
BM+`2b2 BM kyRR rb 9yXe T2`+2MiX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM Aahh /i UpBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ff/iBXBbiiXBif\HM;42MVX
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0 1 2 3 4
Multiple of monthly income used as grouping cutoff
Higher liquid wealth households Lower liquid wealth households
LQi2, i?2 };m`2 b?Qrb i?2 /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 `2bTQMb2 Q7 HQr2` HB[mB/ r2Hi? ?Qmb2?QH/b p2`bmb ?B;?2` HB[mB/ r2Hi? ?Qmb2?QH/bX
h?2 #Hm2 /b?2/ HBM2 THQib i?2 +Q2{+B2Mi QM i?2 p`B#H2 ǳAJlKBMǴ UKQmMi Q7 AJl it TB/ QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM;V BM 
bT2+B}+iBQM BM r?B+? r2 HHQr b //BiBQMH `2;`2bbQ`b  /mKKv K2bm`BM; i?2 H2p2H Q7 UM2iV HB[mB/ r2Hi? U/2}M2/ b i?2
bmK Q7 HB[mB/ }MM+BH bb2ib M2i Q7 KQ`i;;2 `2TvK2Mib M/ mM+QHHi2`HBx2/ /2#iV M/ Bib BMi2`+iBQMb rBi? ǳAJlKBMǴ M/
ǳAJlQi?2`ǴX h?2 `2/ HBM2 THQi i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib QM i?2 ǳAJlKBMǴ p`B#H2 M/ i?2 BMi2`+iBQM Q7 ǳAJlKBMǴ rBi? i?2
HB[mB/Biv /mKKvX h?2 HB[mB/Biv /mKKv p`B2b ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 i?`2b?QH/ `2TQ`i2/ QM i?2 t@tBb Q7 i?2 };m`2 U7Q` BMbiM+2- 7Q` i?2
i?`2b?QH/ ǳQM2 KQMi?Ǵ- i?2 HB[mB/Biv /mKKv iF2b i?2 pHm2 Q7 ǳRǴ 7Q` ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? HQr2` i?M QM2 KQMi?
Q7 i?2B` /BbTQb#H2 BM+QK2VX h?2 i?BM HBM2b U`2/ M/ /b?2/@#Hm2V THQi i?2 Ny T2`+2Mi +QM}/2M+2 BMi2`pHbX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ
+H+mHiBQMb QM "MF Q7 AiHv a>Aq bm`p2vb /i UpBH#H2 i, ?iiTb,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBifbiiBbiB+?2fi2KiB+?2fBM/;BMB@
7KB;HB2@BKT`2b2f#BHM+B@7KB;HB2fVX
jN


























1 2 > 2
Number of dwellings
Liquid Wealth IMUtotal
LQi2, i?2 };m`2 b?Qrb i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? M/ iQiH AJl TB/ 7Q` ?QK2@QrM2`b #v MmK#2` Q7 T`QT2`iB2bX 6Q`
2+? Q7 i?2 i?`22 +i2;Q`B2b UQM2 /r2HHBM;- irQ /r2HHBM;b- M/ i?`22 Q` KQ`2 /r2HHBM;bV- r2 bTHBi #2ir22M ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? MQ
KQ`i;;2 /2#i U`B;?i +QHmKMbV M/ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? KQ`i;;2 /2#i UH27i +QHmKMbVX h?2 #`b bTM BM #2ir22M i?2 k8i? M/
d8i? T2`+2MiBH2 Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM r?BH2 i?2 ?Q`BxQMiH HBM2b BM 2+? #` BM/B+i2 i?2 K2/BM Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX GB[mB/ r2Hi?
Bb /2}M2/ b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M iQiH }MM+BH bb2ib Up`B#H2 ǳ7Ǵ BM i?2 a>Aq bm`p2v- /i#b2 ǳ`B+7ttX/iǴ r?2`2 ǳttǴ
BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vV- KQ`i;;2 b2`pB+2 TvK2Mib Up`B#H2b ǳi/2#BiRRǴ THmb ǳi/2#BiRkǴ THmb ǳi/2#BiRjǴ- /i#b2
ǳHH/kn`2bX/iǴ BM i?2 kyRk bm`p2vV- /2#ib iQr`/ +QKK2`+BH }`Kb Up`B#H2 ǳT7RǴ BM i?2 a>Aq bm`p2v- /i#b2 ǳ`B+7ttX/iǴ
r?2`2 ǳttǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vV- M/ /2#ib iQr`/b Qi?2` ?Qmb2?QH/b Up`B#H2 ǳT7kǴ BM i?2 a>Aq bm`p2v- /i#b2
ǳ`B+7ttX/iǴ r?2`2 ǳttǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM "MF Q7 AiHv a>Aq bm`p2vb /i
UpBH#H2 i, ?iiTb,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBifbiiBbiB+?2fi2KiB+?2fBM/;BMB@7KB;HB2@BKT`2b2f#BHM+B@7KB;HB2fVX
9y









1 2 > 2
Number of dwellings
Net saving rate Debt service ratio
LQi2, i?2 };m`2 b?Qrb i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 M2i bpBM; `i2b UmbBM; 7i2` it BM+QK2V M/ /2#i b2`pB+2 `iBQ iQ M2i /BbTQb#H2
BM+QK2 #v MmK#2` Q7 T`QT2`iB2bX h?2 #`b bTM BM #2ir22M i?2 k8i? M/ d8i? T2`+2MiBH2 Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM r?BH2 i?2 ?Q`BxQMiH
HBM2b BM 2+? #` BM/B+i2 i?2 K2/BM Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX JQMi?Hv bpBM; `i2b /2}M2/ b i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M p`B#H2 ǳbkǴ M/
p`B#H2 ǳvkǴ BM /i#b2 ǳ+QMbRkX/iǴX JQ`i;;2 b2`pB+2 TvK2Mib Bb #b2/ QM p`B#H2b ǳi/2#BiRRǴ THmb ǳi/2#BiRkǴ THmb
ǳi/2#BiRjǴ- /i#b2 ǳHH/kn`2bX/iǴ BM i?2 kyRk bm`p2vX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM "MF Q7 AiHv a>Aq bm`p2vb /i
UpBH#H2 i, ?iiTb,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBifbiiBbiB+?2fi2KiB+?2fBM/;BMB@7KB;HB2@BKT`2b2f#BHM+B@7KB;HB2fVX
9R






















Owners non-IMU payers IMU payers Mortgagors IMU payers
LQi2, h?2 +?`i b?Qrb i?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM p2?B+H2b Qp2` iBK2 KQM; ?QK2@QrM2`b BM /2pBiBQM 7`QK i?2B` `2bT2+iBp2 K2MbX
h?2 T`2@i`2iK2Mi i`2M/ Bb B/2MiB+H +`Qbb ;`QmTb M/ i?2 bK2 2pB/2M+2 TTHB2b iQ HH p`B#H2 Q7 BMi2`2biX A7 i?2 iBK2 T2`BQ/
Bb 2ti2M/2/ #+F BM iBK2 Ui i?2 2tT2Mb2b Q7 i?2 bKTH2 bBx2V i?2 2pB/2M+2 Q7 T`HH2H i`2M/b `2KBMb B/2MiB+HX h?2 +?`i Bb
#b2/ QM i?Qb2 ?Qmb2?QH/b 2Mi2`BM; BM i?2 i?`22 rp2b Q7 i?2 a>Aq bm`p2v `2TQ`i2/X h?2 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM p2?B+H2b `272`b iQ
p`B#H2 ǳ+/RǴ BM /i#b2 ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ Ur?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ `272`b iQ i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX h?2 ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi?  /2#i
`2 B/2MiB}2b mbBM; i?2 p`B#H2 ǳ/2#RkǴ UǳKQmMi Q7 /2#ib Qr2/ i i?2 2M/ Q7 i?2 v2` iQ #MFb Q` }MM+BH +QKTMB2b 7Q`
i?2 Tm`+?b2 Q` `2bi`m+im`BM; Q7 #mBH/BM;bǴV BM /i#b2 ǳ7KBssX/iǴX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM "MF Q7 AiHv a>Aq
bm`p2vb /i UpBH#H2 i, ?iiTb,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBifbiiBbiB+?2fi2KiB+?2fBM/;BMB@7KB;HB2@BKT`2b2f#BHM+B@7KB;HB2fVX
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'10Jul '11Jan '11Jul '12Jan '12Jul '13Jan '13Jul
LQi2, h?2 };m`2 b?Qrb i?2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 KQMi?Hv bH2b Q7 +`b UM2r M/ mb2/ p2?B+H2bVX h?2 b2`B2b `272`b iQ i?2 b2bQMHHv /Dmbi2/
bH2b b  b?`2 Q7 i?2 kyRR p2`;2 H2p2HX h?2 b2bQMH /DmbiK2Mi ?b #22M T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM; M mMQ#b2`p2/ +QKTQM2Mi KQ/2H
+bi2/ BM i?2 bii2@bT+2 Ui?2 EHKM }Hi2` ?b #22M BMBiBi2/ mbBM;  /Bzmb2 T`BQ`VX h?2 p2`iB+H `2/ HBM2 BM/B+i2b i?2 KQMi?
r?2M i?2 AJl it rb MMQmM+2/ U.2+2K#2` kyRRVX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ QrM +H+mHiBQMb QM *A UǳmiQKQ#BH2 *Hm# /ǶAiHBǳV
/i UpBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ffrrrX+BXBifH+Bfbim/B@2@`B+2`+?2f/iB@2@biiBbiB+?2fmiQ@i`2M/X?iKHVX
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
GDP Durables Non durables Vehicles
LQi2, h?2 b2`B2b Ƕ:.SǶ `272`b iQ `2H :`Qbb .QK2biB+ S`Q/m+i 2biBKi2/ #v Aahh UAiHBM LiBQMH AMbiBimi2 Q7 ahhBbiB+bVX
h?2 b2`B2b Ƕ.m`#H2Ƕ M/ ǶLQM /m`#H2Ƕ `272` iQ `2H ?Qmb2?QH/b +QMbmKTiBQM Q7 /m`#H2 M/ MQM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b 2biBKi2/ #v
AahhX 6BMHHv- i?2 b2`B2b Ƕo2?B+H2bǶ `272`b iQ i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 +`b UM2r M/ mb2/V M/ KQiQ`#BF2b UM2r M/ mb2/V bQH/X
aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ QrM +H+mHiBQMb QM Aahh /i UpBH#H2 i rrrXBbiiXBiV- M/ *A UǳmiQKQ#BH2 *Hm# /ǶAiHBǳV /i
UpBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ffrrrX+BXBifH+Bfbim/B@2@`B+2`+?2f/iB@2@biiBbiB+?2fmiQ@i`2M/X?iKHVX
99
h#H2 R, Pi?2` KmMB+BTH ;Qp2`MK2Mi TQHB+B2bX
SM2H 
HH KmMB+BTHBiB2b JmMB+BTH Tm#HB+ Pi?2` KmMB+BTH AJl `2p2Mm2b JmMB+BTH
2tT2M/Bim`2 it `2p2Mm2b }b+H /2}+Bi
AJl KBM `i2 3XR3 @RX38 3XdR   @dX8e   
(RyXyy) (RX39) (RXd8) (kXkj)
AJl Qi?2` `i2 RX38 @kXRk kkX9y   @kyX3R   
(8X38) (RXj8) (RX8R) (kXkR)
P#b2`piBQMb d-j88 d-j88 d-j88 d-j88
R2 yXyk yXy9 yXRd yXye
SM2H "
KmMB+BTHBiB2b #Qp2 JmMB+BTH Tm#HB+ Pi?2` KmMB+BTH AJl `2p2Mm2b JmMB+BTH
kyyy BM?#BiMib 2tT2M/Bim`2 it `2p2Mm2b }b+H /2}+Bi
AJl KBM `i2 eXk8 @jXj3 NXjk   @NXdk   
(dX8N) (kX99) (kXyk) (kXj8)
AJl Qi?2` `i2 yXjd @kXye kkX9d   @RNX3R   
(8Xy9) (RX9j) (RX8j) (RXNj)
P#b2`piBQMb 9-k83 9-k83 9-k83 9-k83
R2 yXy9 yXye yXkk yXRk
LQi2, 1+? +QHmKM `2TQ`ib `2bmHib Q7  `2;`2bbBQM r?2`2 i?2 H27i ?M/ bB/2 p`B#H2 Bb i?2 T2`@+TBi +?M;2 Q7 i?2 KmMB+BTH
;Qp2`MK2Mi BMbi`mK2Mi BM i?2 iBiH2 #2ir22M kyRk M/ kyRR T`QD2+i2/ QM i?2 AJl `i2b QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH
T`QT2`iB2b b2i #v i?i p2`v KmMB+BTHBiv BM kyRkX JmMB+BTH Tm#HB+ 2tT2M/Bim`2 `272`b iQ i?2 p`B#H2 ǳhQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2Ǵ
UǳhQiH2 ;2M2`H2 /2HH2 bT2b2ǳV- Qi?2` KmMB+BTH it `2p2Mmb `272`b iQ i?2 bmK Q7 HH KmMB+BTH it `2p2Mm2b M2i Q7 AJl TvK2Mib
UbT2B}+HHv r2 +QMbB/2` i?2 7QHHQrBM; it2b, ǳa+QTQǴ- ǳaQ;;BQ`MQǴ- ǳSm##HB+BiǴǶ- ǳP++mTxBQM2 /2;HB bTxB Tm##HB+?2Ǵ- ǳ_++QHi
2 bKHiBK2MiQ /2B `B}miBǴ- ǳhbb {bbBQMBǴ- ǳM;`72Ǵ- ǳl{+B ;Bm/BxB`BǴ- ǳSQHBxB KmMB+BTH2Ǵ- ǳAbi`mxBQM2 2H2K2Mi`2Ǵ-
ǳAbi`mxBQM2 K2/BǴ- ǳbbBbi2Mx b+QHbiB+Ǵ- ǳ"B#HBQi2+?2Ǵ- ǳh2i`B- iiBpBi¨ +mHim`HBǴ- ǳSBb+BM2 +QKmMHBǴ- ǳai/BQ +QKmMH2-
THxxQ /2HHQ bTQ`iǴ- ǳJMB72bixBQMB /Bp2`b2Ǵ- ǳa2`pBxB im`BbiB+BǴ- ǳoB#BHBi¨Ǵ- ǳh`bTQ`iB Tm##HB+B HQ+HBǴ- ǳl`#MBbiB+Ǵ- ǳ1/BHBxB
`2bB/2MxBH2 Tm##HB+ HQ+H2Ǵ- ǳa2`pBxBQ B/`B+QǴ- ǳi`Bz B;B2M2 K#B2MiH2Ǵ- ǳbBHB MB/QǴ- ǳS`Qp2MiB b2`pBxB /B T`2p2MxBQM2 2
`B#BHBixBQM2Ǵ- ǳ_B+Qp2`Q T2` MxBMBǴ- ǳbbBbi2Mx- #2M2}+2Mx Tm##HB+Ǵ- ǳa2`pBxBQ M2+`Qb+QTB+Q 2 +BKBi2`BH2Ǵ- ǳ1Mi`i2 /
bMxBQMB KKBMBbi`iBp2Ǵ- ǳJ2xxB Tm##HB+Bi`BǴ- ǳS`Qp2MiB /B #2M2Ǵ- ǳa+mQH Ki2`MǴ- ǳ//BxBQMH2 A_S16Ǵ- ǳa2;`2i2`BǴ-
ǳl{+BQ i2+MB+QǴ- ǳa2`pBxB im`BbiB+BǴ- ǳ*XPXaXXSXǴ- ǳ*QM+2bbBQMB +BKBi2`BHBǴVX 6Bb+H /2}+Bi +H+mHi2/ b /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M
KmMB+BTH 2tT2M/Bim`2b U+m``2Mi Y +TBiHV M/ KmMB+BTH `2p2Mm2b Uit `2p2Mm2b Y +m``2Mi ;`Mib Y /BbKBbbHbVX *m``2Mi
`2p2Mm2b M/ 2tT2M/Bim`2b `2 QM ++`mH #bBb- +TBiH `2p2Mm2b M/ 2tT2M/Bim`2b `2 QM  +b? #bBbX 6Q` i?Bb `2bQM- i?2 bmK
Q7 i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib BM i?2 }`bi i?`22 +QHmKMb +MMQi 2[mH i?2 +Q2{+B2Mi BM i?2 Hbi +QHmKMX _Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/
#v T`QpBM+2b BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX aQm`+2, JBMBbi`v Q7 AMi2`BQ` /i UTm#HB+Hv
pBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ff}MMxHQ+H2XBMi2`MQXBifTTbf~Q+XT?TfBMf+Q/f9VX
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h#H2 k, amKK`v biiBbiB+b- `2;`2bbBQM bKTH2X
6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b JQ`i;;Q`b
o`B#H2 lMBi J2M J2/BM k8W d8W J2M J2/BM k8W d8W J2M J2/BM k8W d8W
1/m+iBQM AM/2t jXR jXy kXy 9Xy jXk jXy kXy 9Xy jXe 9Xy jXy 9Xy
O +QKTQM2Mib lMBib kX9 kXy RXy jXy kX9 kXy kXy jXy jXR jXy kXy 9Xy
;2 u2`b eyXN ekXy 8yXy djXy ekXR ekXy 8RXy djXy 8yXe 9NXy 9jXy 8dXy
*?BH/`2M lMBib yX8 yXy yXy RXy yX8 yXy yXy RXy RXR RXy yXy kXy
AM+QK2 1m`Q UǶyyyV jeX9 jyXN kyXk 9dXR 9yX3 j8Xd k9Xj 8RXN 9eX8 9kXk kNXk 8dXk
△ u 1m`Q UǶyyyV RXe RXd @kXN eX8 kXy kXR @kXN dX9 kX8 kXe @kXN 3X3
△ * 1m`Q UǶyyyV yXe yXe @jXe 8XR yX3 yXN @jXe 8XN RXd RX8 @9Xd dXe
△ *. 1m`Q UǶyyyV @yX9 yXy @yX9 yXy @yXj yXy @yX8 yXy @yXk yXy @yX3 yXj
△ *o 1m`Q UǶyyyV @yXk yXy yXy yXy @yXk yXy yXy yXy yXy yXy yXy yXy
△ *L 1m`Q UǶyyyV RXy yXN @jXy 9XN RXk RXk @jXy 8X9 RXN RXe @jXk eXN
L2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? 1m`Q UǶyyyV RdRX3 99Xk eXj R8kXk kydX8 ejX9 RkX3 RNeXd RkkX3 j9Xd NX8 RR9XR
_2H 2bii2 1m`Q UǶyyyV kRNX9 RdkX9 eyXN jy9X9 k3RXk kRjXR R9kXy j88XR k39Xe kjjXj R8kXR j88Xy
JQ`i;;2 /2#i 1m`Q UǶyyyV eXk yXy yXy yXy dXN yXy yXy yXy 8NXR 8yXy R3Xy NyXy
AJl KBM 1m`Q ky3XN RkyXy yXy jyyXy kedXd kyyXy eyXy jNyXy k9NXk kyyXy eyXy j8yXy
AJl Qi?2` 1m`Q R8yXk yXy yXy yXy RNkX8 yXy yXy 99Xy R38X3 yXy yXy RyyXy
△ >Qmb2 S`B+2 1m`Q UǶyyyV @jX9 yXy @j8Xy kyXy @9Xy yXy @8yXy 8yXy @yXR yXy @8yXy 9yXy
O T`QT2`iB2b lMBib RXk RXy RXy kXy RXe RXy RXy kXy RXe RXy RXy kXy
LmK#2` Q7 Q#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk j-Rkk 9ky
LQi2, ǳ;2Ǵ M/ ǳaim/BQǴ `272` iQ i?2 ;2 M/ i?2 2/m+iBQM H2p2H UR 4 2H2K2Mi`v Q` HQr2`- e 4 TQbi@;`/mi2 /2;`22V Q7 i?2 ?2/ Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/X
ǳ△ uǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/ /BbTQb#H2 BM+QK2X ǳ△ *Ǵ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/ +QMbmKTiBQMX ǳ△ *.Ǵ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2
Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/ +QMbmKTiBQM QM /m`#H2bX ǳ△ *oǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/ +QMbmKTiBQM QM p2?B+H2bX h?2 2Mi`B2b 7Q` p2?B+H2b Tm`+?b2b `2
+QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 /i 7`QK *A UrrrX+BXBiV r?B+? b?Qr i?i BM kyRk- #Qmi kX8 KBHHBQMb Q7 p2?B+H2b r2`2 2t+?M;2/ +`Qbb HH AiHBM ?Qmb2?QH/b-
r?B+? `2 `QmM/ k9X8 KBHHBQMbX ǳL2i HB[mB/ r2Hi?Ǵ +H+mHi2/ b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M }MM+BH bb2ib M/ mMb2+m`2/ }MM+BH HB#BHBiB2b Up`B#H2b
ǳ7Ǵ- ǳT7kǴ- M/ ǳT7jǴ BM /i#b2 ǳ`B+7kyRkX/iǴVX ǳ_2H 2bii2Ǵ `272`b iQ i?2 p`B#H2 ǳ`RǴ Uǳ_2H bb2ib U?QmbBM;- HM/- M/ Qi?2` #mBH/BM;bVǴV BM
/i#b2 ǳ`B+7kyRkX/iǴX ǳJQ`i;;2 /2#iǴ `272`b iQ p`B#H2 ǳ/2#RkǴ BM /ib2i ǳ7KBkyRkX/iǴX
9e
h#H2 j, *QM7QmM/BM; 7+iQ`bX
SM2H  mbi2`Biv h`Mb72`b △ >S amT2`+` oh
MQM@AJl
AJl KBM yXyk yXyR yXyj yXyR @yXyR
(yXyR) (yXyk) (yXyj) (yXyR) (yXyk)
P#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk 9-yyk 9-yyk 9-yyk 9-yyk
R2 yXR9 yXyj yXkR yXyj yXyN
SM2H " mbi2`Biv h`Mb72`b △ >S amT2`+` oh
MQM@AJl
AJl KBM yXyk yXyR yXyj yXyR @yXyR
(yXyR) (yXyR) (yXyj) (yXyk) (yXyk)
AJl Qi?2` yXyR yXyR yXy9 @yXyj @yXyy
(yXy9) (yXyR) (yXyj) (yXyj) (yXyj)
P#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk 9-yyk 9-yyk 9-yyk 9-yyk
R2 yXR9 yXyj yXkk yXyj yXyN
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWXAJl
ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272` iQ i?2 AJl it TB/ 7Q` i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX "2+mb2 i?2 p`B#H2b ?p2
/Bz2`2Mi K;MBim/2b M/ p`BM+2b- HH H27i@?M/ bB/2 p`B#H2b- AJlKBM M/ AJlQi?2` ?p2 #22M biM/`/Bx2/X q?2M `mMMBM;
i?2 bK2 `2;`2bbBQMb QM MQM@biM/`/Bx2/ p`B#H2b r2 Q#iBM p2`v bBKBH` `2bmHibX △HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V
K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X ǳmbi2`Biv MQM@AJlǴ `272`b iQ i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2 BM itiBQM QM 2H2+i`B+Biv #BHHb-
i?2 BM+`2b2 BM itiBQM QM +QQFBM; ;b- i?2 BM+`2b2 BM itiBQM QM KQiQ`7m2H- M/ i?2 BM+`2b2 Q7 i?2 HQ+H U`2;BQMHV K`;BMH
it `i2 QM T2`bQMH BM+QK2X ǳh`Mb72`bǴ `272`b iQ iQiH i`Mb72`b iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b- BM+Hm/BM; T2MbBQMbX ǴamT2`+`Ǵ Bb  p`B#H2
+H+mHi2/ b i?2 T`Q/m+i #2ir22M i?2 pHm2 Q7 i?2 +` B7 #Qp2 9y-yyy 1m`Qb M/ i?2 p2`;2 v2`Hv it `i2 Q7 RXke T2`+2Mi
QM bmT2`+` U2biBKi2/ mbBM; miQKQ#BH2 *Hm# Q7 AiHv /iVX 6BMHHv- ǳohǴ `272`b iQ i?2+QMbmKTiBQM +?M;2 QM MQM@/m`#H2
;QQ/b M/ b2`pB+2b r?Qb2 oh `i2 +?M;2/ BM a2Ti2K#2` kyRRX
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h#H2 9, SH+2#Q i2biX
SM2H  6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM @/m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM yXRj yXkR yXRN yXR8
(yXd3) (yX89) (yX3j) (yX89)
△ >S UǶyyy īV NXyR   yXe8 3X3N   yXdy
(RX3j) (yXdy) (RX3d) (yXed)
P#b2`piBQMb k-93y k-93y k-9RN k-9RN
R2 yXR8 yXyk yXR8 yXyk
SM2H " 6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
LQM /m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM /m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM yXRk yXkj yXR3 yXRd
(yXdN) (yX89) (yX39) (yX88)
AJl Qi?2` yXy3 @yXRj yXye @yXRj
(yXRN) (yXyN) (yXkR) (yXRy)
△ >S UǶyyy īV NXyR   yXe8 3X3N   yXdR
(RX3j) (yXeN) (RX3e) (yXed)
P#b2`piBQMb k-93y k-93y k-9RN k-9RN
R2 yXR8 yXyk yXR8 yXyk
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX ǳLQM
/m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM MQM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b Up`B#H2 ǳ+MǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2
i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVXǳ.m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b
Up`B#H2 ǳ+/Ǵ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272`
iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH
T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X*QMi`QH p`B#H2b UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV ;2Q;`T?B+H /mKKB2b- UBBBV
/mKKB2b Q7 KBM /r2HHBM; +QKK2`+BH `2-M/ UBpV 2tT2+iiBQMb #Qmi ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ HQ+H ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX
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9N
h#H2 8, "b2HBM2 `2bmHibX
SM2H  6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM @yXy8 @yX9j  @yXyN @yX9k  
(yX8d) (yXR3) (yX8j) (yXky)
△ >S UǶyyy īV NXdj   yXkd NXdj   yX9j
(yXNd) (yX9e) (RXyR) (yX9N)
P#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk 9-yyk j-Rkk j-Rkk
R2 yXR8 yXyk yXRe yXyk
SM2H " 6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM @yXy8 @yX99  @yXy3 @yX9j  
(yX8d) (yXR3) (yX8j) (yXky)
AJl Qi?2` @yXy8 yXye @yXye yXyN
(yX99) (yXyN) (yX99) (yXyN)
△ >S UǶyyy īV NXd9   yXke NXd9   yX9k
(yXNd) (yX9d) (RXyk) (yX9N)
P#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk 9-yyk j-Rkk j-Rkk
R2 yXR8 yXyk yXRe yXyk
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX ǳLQM
/m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM MQM /m`#H2 ;QQ/bX Up`B#H2 ǳ+MǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2
i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVǳ.m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b
Up`B#H2 ǳ+/Ǵ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272`
iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH
T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X*QMi`QH p`B#H2b UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV ;2Q;`T?B+H /mKKB2b- UBBBV
/mKKB2b Q7 KBM /r2HHBM; +QKK2`+BH `2-M/ UBpV 2tT2+iiBQMb #Qmi ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ HQ+H ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX
h#H2 e, GB[mB/ r2Hi? iQ BM+QK2 `iBQX
SM2H  6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
HQr2` HB[mB/ r2Hi?
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM @yX9R @yXNj   @yXyN @yX38 
(yXNe) (yXjk) (RXyj) (yX99)
AJl Qi?2` @yXkR yXjd @yXRd yXjR
(RXe9) (yXej) (RXeN) (yX8N)
△ >S UǶyyy īV RkXyR   @yXRe RRX38   @yXyj
(kXek) (yXN8) (kX83) (yX33)
P#b2`piBQMb R-8k8 R-8k8 R-y8k R-y8k
R2 yXR8 yXyj yXR3 yXye
SM2H " 6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
?B;?2` HB[mB/ r2Hi?
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM yXyk @yXjk @yXyR @yXjy
(yX33) (yX33) (yX33) (yXjR)
AJl Qi?2` @yXyk yXyR @yXyj yXyj
(yX8R) (yXRy) (yX8R) (yXRy)
△ >S UǶyyy īV NX9j   yX88 NXj8   yXe9
(RXjy) (yX88) (RXjy) (yX8d)
P#b2`piBQMb k-9dd k-9dd k-ydy k-ydy
R2 yXRd yXyj yXR3 yXy9
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX ǳLQM
/m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM MQM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b Up`B#H2 ǳ+MǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2
bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVXǳ.m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b Up`B#H2
ǳ+/Ǵ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272` iQ i?2 it
QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b
QrM2/XǴGGqǴ BM/B+i2b ǳGQr GB[mB/ q2Hi?Ǵ ?Qmb2?QH/b /2}M2/ b i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ rBi? M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? #2HQr QM2 KQMi? Q7
/BbTQb#H2 BM+QK2X Ǵ>GqǴ BM/B+i2b ǳ>B;? GB[mB/ q2Hi?Ǵ ?Qmb2?QH/b /2}M2/ b i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ rBi? M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? #Qp2
QM2 KQMi? Q7 /BbTQb#H2 BM+QK2X L2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? Bb /2}M2/ b iQiH }MM+BH bb2ib Up`B#H2 ǳ7Ǵ BM /ib2i ǳ`B+7ssX/iǴV
M2i Q7 mMb2+m`2/ /2#i M/ KQ`i;;2 TvK2MibX .BbTQb#H2 BM+QK2 `272`b iQ p`B#H2 ǳvkǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ Ur?2`2 i?2
bm{t ss BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX *QMi`QH p`B#H2b UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV




h#H2 d, .2#iQ`b UKQ`i;;Q`bV pbX MQM@/2#iQ`b UMQM@KQ`i;;Q`bVX
SM2H  LQM@/2#iQ`b .2#iQ`b
iQiH /2#i
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM @yXyN yXRj yXRe @kXdR   
(yX8e) (yXkk) (RX9k) (yX8e)
AJl Qi?2` @yXRk yXy3 yXR8 yXRj
(yX89) (yXRk) (yXNy) (yX98)
△ >S UǶyyy īV RyXk9   yXy9 dXRN   yXjj
(RXjk) (yX99) (kXke) (RXRj)
P#b2`piBQMb j-RkR j-RkR 33R 33R
R2 yXR8 yXyj yXkR yXyd
SM2H " LQM@KQ`i;;Q`b JQ`i;;Q`b
KQ`i;;2 /2#i
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b
AJl KBM @yXyR @yXRd @yXj9 @kXey  
(yXee) (yXkR) (kX88) (RXyk)
AJl Qi?2` @yXyk yXyd yXk9 @yXyN
(yX9d) (yXRy) (RX9d) (yXd8)
△ >S UǶyyy īV NX38   yXRN eXek yXeR
(RXky) (yX9e) (9Xky) (RXNk)
P#b2`piBQMb j-83k j-83k 9ky 9ky
R2 yXR9 yXyk yXkd yXRR
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX ǳLQM
/m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM MQM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b Up`B#H2 ǳ+MǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2
i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVXǳ.m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b
Up`B#H2 ǳ+/Ǵ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272`
iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX △HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2 Q7
HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X ǳ.2#iQ`bǴ `272` iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? Ub2+m`2/ Q` mMb2+m`2/V /2#i i i?2 2M/ Q7 kyRk UK2MBM; rBi? TQbBiBp2
2Mi`v Q7 i?2 p`B#H2 ǳT7Ǵ BM /i#b2 ǳ`B+7RkX/iǴVXǳJQ`i;;Q`bǴ `272` iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? KQ`i;;2 /2#i i i?2 2M/ Q7 kyRk
UK2MBM; rBi? TQbBiBp2 2Mi`v Q7 i?2 p`B#H2 ǳ/2#RkǴ BM /i#b2 ǳ7KBRkX/iǴVX *QMi`QH p`B#H2b UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2,
UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV ;2Q;`T?B+H /mKKB2b- UBBBV /mKKB2b Q7 KBM /r2HHBM; +QKK2`+BH `2-M/ UBpV 2tT2+iiBQMb
#Qmi ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ HQ+H ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX
8k
h#H2 3, apBM;bX
LQM@.2#iQ`b .2#iQ`b LQM@KQ`i;;Q`b JQ`i;;Q`b
AJl KBM @RXk9 yXNN @RXyk RXde  
(yX8N) (RXyy) (yX8d) (yXek)
AJl Qi?2` @yXjy @yX3e  @yXj8 @RXdk  
(yXkR) (yXjk) (yXky) (yXdy)
△ >S UǶyyy īV @jX8R @RXRd @jXN9 @9XR8
(kX3j) (jX89) (kXje) (jX8d)
P#b2`piBQMb j-RkR 33R j-83k 9ky
R2 yXR8 yXRN yXR8 yXk8
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX h?2
/2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2 Bb ǳapBM;bǴ +QKTmi2/ b /2b+`B#2/ BM i?2 KBM i2tiX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272` iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM
/r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X
ǳ.2#iQ`bǴ `272` iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? /2#i i i?2 2M/ Q7 kyRk UK2MBM; rBi? TQbBiBp2 2Mi`v Q7 i?2 p`B#H2 ǳT7Ǵ BM /i#b2
ǳ`B+7RkX/iǴVXǳJQ`i;;Q`bǴ `272` iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? KQ`i;;2 /2#i i i?2 2M/ Q7 kyRk UK2MBM; rBi? TQbBiBp2 2Mi`v Q7 i?2
p`B#H2 ǳ/2#RkǴ BM /i#b2 ǳ7KBRkX/iǴVX *QMi`QH p`B#H2b UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV
;2Q;`T?B+H /mKKB2b- UBBBV /mKKB2b Q7 KBM /r2HHBM; +QKK2`+BH `2- UBpV 2tT2+iiBQMb #Qmi ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ HQ+H
?Qmb2 T`B+2b- M/ ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 BM kyRyX
h#H2 N, o2?B+H2b p2`bmb MQM@p2?B+H2b /m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2
SM2H  6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl KBM yXRe @yXeR   yXR3 @yXeR   
(yXRk) (yXRd) (yXRk) (yXRN)
AJl Qi?2` @yXyR yXy3 @yXyR yXRy
(yXyd) (yXyN) (yXyd) (yXy3)
△ >S UǶyyy īV yX9N yXkj yX9N @yXyd
(yXkd) (yXj9) (yXkd) (yXj9)
P#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk 9-yyk j-Rkk j-Rkk
R2 yXyk yXyk yXyj yXyk
SM2H " .2#iQ`b JQ`i;;Q`b
LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl KBM @yXjj @kXj3   @yXye @kX89  
(yXje) (yX88) (yX88) (RXyk)
AJl Qi?2` @yXyN yXkk @yX9d yXj3
(yXR8) (yXje) (yX9e) (yXe8)
△ >S UǶyyy īV RXye @yXdj kXk3 @RXed
(yXd9) (yXNN) (RXjd) (RXjy)
P#b2`piBQMb 33R 33R 9ky 9ky
R2 yXye yXyd yXRy yXyN
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX
ǳLQM@p2?B+H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b 2t+Hm/BM; p2?B+H2b Up`B#H2 ǳ+/kǴ BM /ib2i
ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVXǳo2?B+H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2/Bim`2
QM p2+?B+H2b Up`B#H2 ǳ+/RǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴVX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272` iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/
Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X *QMi`QH p`B#H2b
UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV ;2Q;`T?B+H /mKKB2b- UBBBV /mKKB2b Q7 KBM /r2HHBM; +QKK2`+BH
`2-M/ UBpV 2tT2+iiBQMb #Qmi ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ HQ+H ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX
8j
h#H2 Ry, JmMB+BTH +` `2;Bbi`iBQMbX
UAV UAAV UAAAV UAoV
AJl KBM @yXyky  @yXyRk  @yXyRj  @yXyRk  
(yXyyN) (yXyye) (yXyye) (yXyye)
AJl Qi?2` @yXyye @yXyyk @yXyyk @yXyyj
(yXyy8) (yXyyj) (yXyyj) (yXyyj)
*QMi`QHb
S`QpBM+BH /mKKB2b u1a u1a u1a u1a
GQ+H +iBpBiv u1a u1a u1a
SQTmHiBQM u1a u1a
GQ+H 2tT2M/Bim`2 u1a
P#b2`piBQMb e-3je 9-e9e 9-e9e 9-e9e
R2 yXyky yXykN yXyjy yXyjR
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v T`QpBM+2 BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX HH
`2;`2bbBQMb `272` iQ kyRkX h?2 /2T2M/2Mi p`B#H2 Bb i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 #2ir22M kyRR M/ kyRk Q7 KmMB+BTH +` `2;Bbi`iBQMb
U/i pBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ffrrrX+BXBifH+Bfbim/B@2@`B+2`+?2f/iB@2@biiBbiB+?2fmiQ`Bi`iiQX?iKHVX AJlKBM M/ AJlQi?2` `272`
`2bT2+iBp2Hv iQ i?2 KmMB+BTH AJl `i2 QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2bX AJlKBM M/ AJlQi?2` `2
KmHiBTHB2/ #v R-yyy Ui?2`27Q`2 yXkW Bb 2tT`2bb2/ b kVX ǳGQ+H +iBpBivǴ `272`b iQ i?`22 p`B#H2b, i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 U#2ir22M kyRR
M/ kyRkV Q7 /2+H`2/ T2`bQMH BM+QK2- i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 Q7 #mbBM2bb BM+QK2- M/ i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 BM MB;?i HB;?i /2MbBivX
ǳSQTmHiBQMǴ `272`b iQ i?2 T2`+2Mi +?M;2 BM TQTmHiBQMX ǳGQ+H 2tT2M/Bim`2Ǵ `272`b iQ i?2 T2` +TBi +?M;2 Q7 KmMB+BTH




TT2M/Bt X >Qmb2 `2;Bbi`v M/ K`F2i pHm2b









0 5 10 15
LQi2, h?2 };m`2 THQib i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M ?Qmb2 K`F2i pHm2b M/ `2;Bbi`v pHm2b Up2`;2b BM 2+? KmMB+BTHBiv
7Q`  iQiH Q7 d-3ed Q#b2`piBQMbVX h?2 K2M Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb jXe9 M/ i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Bb RX93X h?2 };m`2 `272`b iQ
kyyN- p2`;2 Q7 HH ivT2b Q7 `2bB/2MiBH ?Qmb2bX _2;Bbi`v pHm2b `2 2bb2MiBHHv bi#H2 Qp2` iBK2 #2+mb2 Q7 i?2B` Mim`2 r?BH2
K`F2i pHm2b `2 iBK2 /2T2M/2MiX h?2 `2/ HBM2 THQib i?2 1TM2+?MBFQp F2`M2H /2MbBiv rBi?  #M/rB/i? Q7 yXkj8yX aQm`+2,
mi?Q`bǶ QrM +H+mHiBQM QM JBMBbi`v Q7 1+QMQKB+b M/ 6BMM+2 /iX aT2+B}+HHv- r2 `2Hv QM i?2 /i Q7 i?2 }b+H /2T`iK2Mi
Uǳ;2MxB /2HH2 1Mi`i2ǴV- /i#b2 ǳPJAǴ Uǳ[mQixBQMB BKKQ#BHB`B /2HHǶPbb2`piQ`BQ /2H J2`+iQ AKKQ#BHB`2 /2HHǶ;2MxB
/2HH2 1Mi`i2ǴVX
BB
TT2M/Bt "X AJl it `i2 ?2i KTb
6B;m`2 "XR, AJl `i2b QM KBM /r2HHBM;b @ ?2i KTX
LQi2, AJl `i2b QM KBM /r2HHBM;b `2 2tT`2bb2/ BM T2`+2MiX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM A61G /i UpBH#H2 i,
?iiT,ffrrrXr2#B72HXBifA*AfHB[mQi2AJlX+7KVX
BBB
6B;m`2 "Xk, AJl `i2b QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b ?2i KTX
LQi2, AJl `i2b QM Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b `2 2tT`2bb2/ BM T2`+2MiX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM A61G /i UpBH#H2
i, ?iiT,ffrrrXr2#B72HXBifA*AfHB[mQi2AJlX+7KVX
Bp
h#H2 "XR, *Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M AJl `i2b M/ HQ+H 2+QMQKB+ +iBpBivX
o`B#H2 i`Mb7Q`K KBM /r2HHBM; `i2 Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `i2 
S2`bQMH BM+QK2 kyRR H2p2H yXR89 yXRkR
S2`bQMH BM+QK2 kyRy H2p2H yXR98 yXRRN
S2`bQMH BM+QK2 kyRy@kyRR W +?M;2 yXy8e yXyRe
"mbBM2bb BM+QK2 kyRR H2p2H yXy8R @yXyek
"mbBM2bb BM+QK2 kyRy H2p2H yXy8e @yXyjR
"mbBM2bb BM+QK2 kyRy@kyRR W +?M;2 yXykk yXyy9
LB;?i HB;?ib /2MbBiv kyRR H2p2H yXRR8 yXky8
LB;?i HB;?ib /2MbBiv kyRy H2p2H yXRk8 yXRN3
LB;?i HB;?ib /2MbBiv kyRy@kyRR W +?M;2 yXykR yXRyd
AJl `i2 QM Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b yXjkj R
∗ AJl `i2b QM #Qi? KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` `2bB/2MiBH T`QT2`iB2b `272` iQ kyRkX
LB;?i HB;?ib /2MbBiv +Q``2HiBQMb 2t+Hm/2 bKHH KmMB+BTHBiB2b UI 8-yyy BM?#BiMibV M/ #B; +BiB2b U= jyy-yyy BM?#BiMibVX
p

























































































































































































































Votes to left-wing cohalition (percent)
Panel (d)
LQi2, 1+? /Qi QM i?2 +?`ib `2T`2b2Mib i?2 p2`;2 Q7 i?2 `2bT2+iBp2 #BMX ǳoQi2b iQ H27i@rBM; +Q?HBiBQMǴ `272`b iQ i?2 b?`2 Q7 pQi2b iQ i?2 H27@rBM;
+Q?HBiBQM BM `2;BQMH 2H2+iBQMbX 6Q` KQbi KmMB+BTHBiB2b i?2 Hi2bi `2;BQMH 2H2+iBQM #27Q`2 i?2 AJl +?M;2 rb BM kyRy UJ`+? k3i?VX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ
+H+mHiBQMb QM A61G /i UpBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ffrrrXr2#B72HXBifA*AfHB[mQi2AJlX+7KV M/ JBMBbi`v Q7 AMi2`BQ` /iX
pB
TT2M/Bt *X JmMB+BTH }b+H #HM+2b
h#H2 *XR, amKK`v biiBbiB+b Q7 KmMB+BTH }b+H #HM+2bX
kyRR kyRk
o`B#H2 lMBi J2M aiX .2p J2M aiX .2p
hQiH 1tT2M/Bim`2 UV 1m`Q T2` +TBi R-j99Xj 3N3XN R-jyRXN 3eyXe
hQiH _2p2Mm2b U#V 1m`Q T2` +TBi R-kNNXN 3e8XR R-jkkX8 38RX9
ht `2p2Mm2b 1m`Q T2` +TBi djyX8 jkNXN dNkX3 j9jXN
AJl it `2p2Mm2b 1m`Q T2` +TBi RekX8 RkRXj k8yXe R9jXR
h`Mb72`b 1m`Q T2` +TBi R3jX3 j8eXk ReRXe jjdX9
h`Mb72`b 7`QK +2Mi`H ;Qp2`MK2Mi 1m`Q T2` +TBi edXR RjjXR 88Xd RyNX3
GQMb 1m`Q T2` +TBi RyeX9 k99Xy NdXy kkeXR
.BbKBbbHb 1m`Q T2` +TBi RdjXN 98RX8 RdRX9 99NXj
Pi?2` `2p2Mm2b 1m`Q T2` +TBi Ry8Xk Ry3X8 NNX8 NNXy
"HM+2 U#V @ UV 1m`Q T2` +TBi @99Xj NNX8 kyXe RyyX3
LmK#2` Q7 Q#b2`piBQMb d-j88 d-j88
LQi2, HH };m`2b `2 `2H BM kyRk 1m`QbX hQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 `272`b iQ i?2 p`B#H2 ǳhQiH2 :2M2`H2 /2HH2 aT2b2Ǵ BM ǳZm/`Q
jǴ Q7 i?2 KmMB+BTH #HM+2 b?22ibX hQiH `2p2Mm2b `272`b iQ i?2 p`B#H2 ǳhQiH2 ;2M2`H2 /2HH2 2Mi`i2ǳ BM ǳZm/`Q kǴ Q7 i?2
KmMB+BTH #HM+2 b?22ibX ht `2p2Mm2b `272`b iQ i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 p`B#H2b ǳhBiQHQ A @ hQiH2 2Mi`i2 i`B#mi`B2Ǵ M/ ǳhBiQHQ AAA @
hQiH2 2Mi`i2 2ti`i`B#mi`B2Ǵ BM ǳZm/`Q kǴ Q7 i?2 KmMB+BTH #HM+2 b?22ibX h`Mb72`b `272`b iQ i?2 bmK Q7 HH i`Mb72`b 7`QK
?B;?2` H2p2H Q7 ;Qp2`MK2Mib- i?i Bb i?2 p`B#H2 ǳhBiQHQ AA @ 1Mi`i2 /2`BpMiB / +QMi`B#miB 2 i`b72`BK2MiB +Q``2MiBǴ BM KmMB+BTH
#HM+2 b?22ibX GQMb `272`b iQ i?2 p`B#H2 ǳhBiQHQ o @ 1Mi`i2 /2`BpMiB / ++2MbBQM2 T`2biBiBǴ BM ǳZm/`Q kǴ Q7 i?2 KmMB+BTH
#HM+2 b?22ibX .BbKBbbHb `272`b iQ i?2 p`B#H2 ǳhBiQHQ Ao @ 1Mi`i2 /2`BpMiB / HB2MxBQM2- / i`b72`BK2MiB /B +TBiHB 2 /
`Bb+QbbBQMB /B +`2/BiBǴX ǳJ2MǴ +H+mHi2/ #v ;;`2;iBM; i?2 p`B#H2b M/ /BpB/BM; #v i?2 bmK Q7 iQiH TQTmHiBQM BM 2+? v2`X
aQm`+2, JBMBbi`v Q7 AMi2`BQ` /i UTm#HB+Hv pBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ff}MMxHQ+H2XBMi2`MQXBifTTbf~Q+XT?TfBMf+Q/f9VX
pBB
6B;m`2 *XR, *Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M +?M;2 Q7 A_S16 K`;BMH `i2b M/ AJl `i2bX








































0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
IMUmain rate (percent)








































0.46 0.56 0.66 0.76 0.86 0.96 1.06
IMUother rate (percent)
LQi2, h?2 };m`2b b?Qr i?2 +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 +?M;2 BM KmMB+BTH K`;BMH BM+QK2 `i2b UA_S16V #2ir22M kyRR M/ kyRk
M/ i?2 AJl `i2b UTM2H UV 7Q` i?2 AJl KBM `i2b M/ TM2H U#V 7Q` i?2 AJl Qi?2` `i2bVX h?2 +?M;2 BM KmMB+BTH K`;BMH
BM+QK2 `i2b ?p2 #22M 2biBKi2/ b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 UT2`+2MiV +?M;2 Q7 it `2p2Mm2b UQmi Q7 T2`bQMH BM+QK2 itV
M/ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 i?2 it #b2 U/2+H`2/ T2`bQMH BM+QK2 i i?2 KmMB+BTH H2p2HVX h?2 +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M +?M;2b BM K`;BMH
A_S16 `i2b M/ AJlKBM `i2b Bb @yXy8je r?BH2 i?2 QM2 rBi? AJlQi?2` `i2b Bb @yXyy98X aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM
JBMBbi`v Q7 AMi2`BQ` /i UpBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ff}MMxHQ+H2XBMi2`MQXBifTTbf~Q+XT?TfBMf+Q/f9VX
pBBB
TT2M/Bt .X a?`2 Q7 ?QK2@QrM2`b M/ KQ`i;;Q`b Qp2` iBK2
6B;m`2 .XR, 1pQHmiBQM Qp2` iBK2 Q7 QrM2`b?BT M/ KQ`i;;2 TQbBiBQMX















2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012
Home owners of one property Home owners of more than one property














2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012
Mortgagors (one property) Mortgagors (more than one property)
LQi2, SM2H UV b?Qrb i?2 T2`+2Mi;2 Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b i?i QrM QM2 T`QT2`iv U`2/ HBM2V M/ KQ`2 i?M QM2 T`QT2`iv U#Hm2 HBM2V
b  b?`2 Q7 i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b +`Qbb HH Q#b2`piBQMb BM 2+? a>Aq rp2X SM2H U"V b?Qrb i?2 T2`+2Mi;2 Q7
KQ`i;;Q`b i?i QrM QM2 T`QT2`iv U`2/ HBM2V M/ KQ`2 i?M QM2 T`QT2`iv U#Hm2 HBM2V b  b?`2 Q7 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/bX
hQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 ?QK2@QrM2` ?Qmb2?QH/b r2 `2Hv QM i?2 /i#b2 ǳ[ss/X/iǴ Ur?2`2 i?2 H2ii2`b ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7
i?2 a>Aq bm`p2vV M/ BM+Hm/2 HH ?Qmb2?QH/b HBbi2/ BM BiX JQ`i;;Q`b `2 /2i2`KBM2/ mbBM; i?2 p`B#H2 ǳ/2#RkǴ BM /i#b2
ǳ7KBssX/iǴX HH Q#b2`piBQMb `2 r2B;?i2/ p2`;2bX aQm`+2, mi?Q`bǶ +H+mHiBQMb QM "MF Q7 AiHv Ua>Aq bm`p2vb- b2p2`H
v2`bV /i UpBH#H2 i, ?iiTb,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBifbiiBbiB+?2fi2KiB+?2fBM/;BMB@7KB;HB2@BKT`2b2f#BHM+B@7KB;HB2fVX
Bt
TT2M/Bt 1X a2H2+i2/ kyRk a>Aq bm`p2v [m2biBQMb
TT2M/Bt 1XRX Zm2biBQMb #Qmi i?2 AJl it2b
q2 `2Hv QM [m2biBQMb .jj- .j9- .j8- .je M/ .jd Q7 i?2 kyRk bm`p2vXk8 h?2 [m2biBQMb bFb i?2 7QHHQrBM;X
Zm2biBQM .jj, ǳAM kyRk - /B/ vQm Q`  K2K#2` Q7 vQm` ?Qmb2?QH/ ?p2 iQ Tv i?2 JmMB+BTH S`QT2`iv ht
UAJlV 7Q` T`BM+BTH `2bB/2M+2\ǴX Zm2biBQM .j9, ǳq?i rb i?2 iQiH KQmMi TB/ BM kyRk\ǴX Zm2biBQM
.j8, ǳ.m`BM; kyRk /B/ vQm Q`  K2K#2` Q7 vQm` ?Qmb2?QH/ ?p2 iQ Tv i?2 JmMB+BTH S`QT2`iv ht QM
Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b UB7 i?2v `2 +Q@QrM2/ rBi? MQM@K2K#2`b Q7 vQm` ?Qmb2?QH/- TH2b2 +QMbB/2` QMHv vQm` QrM
TQ`iBQMV\ǴX Zm2biBQM .je, ǳq?i rb i?2 iQiH KQmMi vQm TB/ BM kyRk\ǴX Zm2biBQM .jd, ǳAM vQm`
QTBMBQM- r?B+? Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv i?i i?2 JmMB+BTH S`QT2`iv ht UAJlV rBHH #2 #QHBb?2/ rBi?BM i?2 M2ti }p2
v2`b M/ MQi `2TH+2/ #v MQi?2` bBKBH` it\ PM  b+H2 Q7 y iQ Ryy- bbB;M  HQr MmK#2` B7 i?2`2 Bb HBiiH2
+?M+2 Q7 i?Bb ?TT2MBM; M/  ?B;? QM2 B7 i?2`2 Bb  ;QQ/ +?M+2ǴX
TT2M/Bt 1XkX Zm2biBQMb #Qmi 2tT2+iiBQMb
q2 +Tim`2 ?Qmb2?QH/b 2tT2+iiBQMb #Qmi 7mim`2 BM+QK2 M/ ?Qmb2 T`B+2b `2HvBM; QM  b2i Q7 [m2biBQMb
BM a2+iBQM * Q7 i?2 kyRk a>Aq bm`p2vX aT2+B}+HHv- r2 `2Hv QM [m2biBQMb *9d- *93- M/ *9NX h?2 bm`p2v
`M/QKBx2b i?2b2 [m2biBQMb ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 v2` Q7 #B`i? U2p2M p2`bmb Q//V Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/Ƕb ?2/X aT2+B}@
+HHv- iQ i?2 }`bi bm#b2i Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/b Uv2` Q7 #B`i? 2p2M MmK#2`V- i?2 bm`p2v bF2/ i?2 7QHHQrBM; [m2biBQMbX
Zm2biBQM *9d, hr2Hp2 KQMi?b 7`QK MQr- vQm` ?Qmb2?QH/Ƕb BM+QK2 rBHH #2 UTH2b2 /Bbi`B#mi2 Ryy TQBMibV,
UBV Km+? ?B;?2` i?M iQ/v U#v Ry T2`+2Mi Q7 KQ`2V- UBBV bQK2r?i ?B;?2` Uk iQ Ry T2`+2MiV- UBBBV #bB+HHv i?2
bK2 UMQ KQ`2 i?M  k T2`+2Mi BM+`2b2 Q` /2+`2b2V- UBpV bQK2r?i HQr2` Uk iQ Ry T2`+2MiV- UpV Km+? HQr2`
i?M iQ/v U#v Ry T2`+2Mi Q` KQ`2VX Zm2biBQM *93, hr2Hp2 KQMi?b 7`QK MQr- i?2 T`B+2 Q7  ?Qmb2 BM vQm`
M2B;?#Q`?QQ/ rBHH #2 UTH2b2 /Bbi`B#mi2 Ryy TQBMibV, UBV Km+? ?B;?2` i?M iQ/v U#v Ry T2`+2Mi Q7 KQ`2V- UBBV
bQK2r?i ?B;?2` Uk iQ Ry T2`+2MiV- UBBBV #bB+HHv i?2 bK2 UMQ KQ`2 i?M  k T2`+2Mi BM+`2b2 Q` /2+`2b2V-
UBpV bQK2r?i HQr2` Uk iQ Ry T2`+2MiV- UpV Km+? HQr2` i?M iQ/v U#v Ry T2`+2Mi Q` KQ`2VX
k8h?2 Mbr2`b `2 `2TQ`i2/ BM i?2 ǳ[Rk/X/iǴ /ib2i pBH#H2 i, ?iiTb,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBifbiiBbiB+?2fi2KiB+?2fBM/;BMB@
7KB;HB2@BKT`2b2f#BHM+B@7KB;HB2fX
t
hQ i?2 `2KBMBM; ?Qmb2?QH/b Uv2` Q7 #B`i? Q// MmK#2`V i?2 bm`p2v bFb i?2 7QHHQrBM; [m2biBQMbX Zm2b@
iBQM *9d, hr2Hp2 KQMi?b 7`QK MQr- vQm` ?Qmb2?QH/Ƕb BM+QK2 rBHH #2 ?B;?2` i?M iQ/v- 2p2M #v Dmbi QM2
1m`Q UQM  b+H2 Q7 y iQ RyyVX Zm2biBQM *9d, UB7 *9d =4 8yV amTTQbBM; Bi Bb ?B;?2`- Bi rBHH #2 i H2bi 8
T2`+2Mi ?B;?2` UQM  b+H2 Q7 y iQ RyyVX Zm2biBQM *9d#, UB7 *9d I 8yV amTTQbBM; Bi Bb HQr2`- Bi rBHH #2 i
H2bi 8 T2`+2Mi HQr2` UQM  b+H2 Q7 y iQ RyyVX Zm2biBQM *93, hr2Hp2 KQMi?b 7`QK MQr- i?2 T`B+2 Q7  ?Qmb2
BM vQm` M2B;?#Q`?QQ/ rBHH #2 ?B;?2` i?M iQ/v- 2p2M #v Dmbi QM2 1m`Q UQM  b+H2 Q7 y iQ RyyVX Zm2biBQM
*93, UB7 *93 =4 8yV amTTQbBM; Bb Bb ?B;?2`- Bi rBHH #2 i H2bi 8 T2`+2Mi ?B;?2` UQM  b+H2 Q7 y iQ RyyVX
Zm2biBQM *93#, UB7 *93 I 8yV amTTQbBM; Bi Bb HQr2`- Bi rBHH #2 i H2bi 8 T2`+2Mi HQr2` UQM  b+H2 Q7 y iQ
RyyVX
TT2M/Bt 1XjX J2bm`BM; 2tT2+iiBQMb M/ mM+2`iBMiv
q2 +Tim`2 ?Qmb2?QH/b 2tT2+iiBQMb rBi? 7Qm` /mKKB2b- irQ /mKKB2b 7Q` 7mim`2 BM+QK2 UQM2 7Q` 2tT2+i2/
?B;?2` 7mim`2 BM+QK2- M/ QM2 7Q` 2tT2+i2/ HQr2` 7mim`2 BM+QK2V M/ irQ /mKKB2b 7Q` 7mim`2 ?Qmb2 T`B+2b
UQM2 7Q` 2tT2+i2/ ?B;?2` 7mim`2 ?Qmb2 T`B+2b- M/ QM2 7Q` 2tT2+i2/ HQr2` 7mim`2 ?Qmb2 T`B+2bVX AM Q`/2` iQ
KF2 i?2 }`bi b2i Q7 [m2biBQMb +QKT`#H2 rBi? i?2 b2+QM/ b2i- r2 +QMbi`m+i i?2 2tT2+iiBQMb /mKKB2b b
7QHHQrbX q2 +QMbi`m+i i?2 /mKKv ǳ2tT2+i2/ ?B;?2` BM+QK2Ǵ bbB;MBM; i?2 pHm2 Q7 QM2 B7 i?2 bmK Q7 i?2
Mbr2`b iQ TQBMib UBV M/ UBBV BM [m2biBQM *9d U7Q` i?2 }`bi ;`QmTV Bb ?B;?2` i?M dy Q`- 2[mBpH2MiHv- B7 i?2
Mbr2` iQ [m2biBQM *9d Bb ?B;?2` i?M dy U7Q` i?2 b2+QM/ ;`QmTVX q2 HbQ 2pHmi2/ Qi?2` +miQzb Uey- 3yV-
`2bmHiBM; BM p2`v bBKBH` }M/BM;bX HQM; i?2 bK2 HBM2b- r2 +QMbi`m+i i?2 /mKKv ǳ2tT2+i2/ HQr2` BM+QK2Ǵ
bbB;MBM; i?2 pHm2 Q7 QM2 B7 i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 Mbr2`b iQ TQBMib UBpV M/ UpV BM [m2biBQM *9d U7Q` i?2 }`bi ;`QmTV
Bb ?B;?2` i?M dy Q`- 2[mBpH2MiHv- B7 i?2 Mbr2` iQ [m2biBQM *9d# Bb ?B;?2` i?M dy U7Q` i?2 b2+QM/ ;`QmTVX
6QHHQrBM; i?2 bK2 HQ;B+- r2 +QMbi`m+i i?2 /mKKB2b ǳ2tT2+i2/ ?B;?2` ?Qmb2 T`B+2bǴ M/ ǳ2tT2+i2/ HQr2`
?Qmb2 T`B+2bǴ `2HvBM; QM [m2biBQMb *93- *93- M/ *93#X 6BMHHv- r2 T`Qtv mM+2`iBMiv `2HvBM; #Qi? QM i?2
[m2biBQMb #Qp2 M/ QM *8y U*8y- *8y#V r?B+? bF #Qmi 7mim`2 H2p2H Q7 i?2 AiHBM biQ+F K`F2i BM/2tX q2
+QMbB/2` BM i?2 ǳHQr2` mM+2`iBMivǴ ;`QmT ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? 2tT2+iiBQMb 2t+22/BM; dy T2`+2Mi T`Q##BHBiv BM
i H2bi QM2 Q7 i?2 7Q`2K2MiBQM2/ [m2biBQMb M/ BM i?2 ǳ?B;?2` mM+2`iBMivǴ ;`QmT i?2 `2KBMBM; ?Qmb2?QH/b
UBX2X rBi? 2tT2+iiBQMb 2[mH Q` #2HQr dy T2`+2Mi T`Q##BHBiv 7Q` HH b2i Q7 [m2biBQMb QM 7mim`2 BM+QK2- HQ+H
?Qmb2 T`B+2b M/ biQ+F K`F2iVX
tB
TT2M/Bt 6X JBM }b+H ;;`2;i2b @ AiHBM 2+QMQKv
h#H2 6XR, JBM }b+H ;;`2;i2bX
kyRR kyRk W +?M;2
hQiH +m``2Mi 2tT2M/Bim`2 ddRXe de8XR @yX3
q;2b Rd9Xy ReeXk @9X8
AMi2`K2/Bi2 +QMbmKTiBQM 3NX9 3dXy @kXd
6BMH +QMbmKTiBQM jkNXk jR8Xd @RNX8
AMi2`2bi TvK2Mib d3X9 39XR dXj
h`Mb72`b iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b 8X9 eXR RjXy
hQiH +TBiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 ejXd e9X8 RXj
hQiH 2tT2M/Bim`2 3j8Xj 3kNXe @yXd
hQiH +m``2Mi `2p2Mm2b de8Xd dd8XR RXk
AM/B`2+i it2b kjdXR k9eXR jX3
.B`2+i it2b kjkXd kjNXd jXy
hQiH +TBiH `2p2Mm2b RRXy 8XN @9eX9
hQiH `2p2Mm2b ddeXd d3RXy yXe
6Bb+H #HM+2 @83Xd @93Xe @RdXk
:.S R-ekyXd R-8eeXN @jXN
LQi2, HH };m`2b `2 BM `2H kyRk 1m`QbX
h`Mb72`b iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b BM+Hm/2 +m``2Mi M/ +TBiH i`Mb72`bX
tBB
TT2M/Bt :X AMi2`2bi `i2b









2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Int. rate on consumer credit (<5k €) Int. rate on consumer credit (>5k €)
Fixed rate of morgages Variable rate of mortgages
LQi2, h?2 BMi2`2bi `i2b `272` iQ i?2 p2`;2 ;HQ#H 2z2+iBp2 `i2b UBM AiHBM ǳhbbB 2z2iiBpB ;HQ#HB K2/B Uh1:JVǴVX h?2 h1:Jb
BM+Hm/2 HH +QKKBbbBQMb- 2t+Hm/BM; it2bX h?2 #Hm2 p2`iB+H HBM2 BM/B+i2b i?2 KQMi? BM r?B+? i?2 AJl it rb BMi`Q/m+2/X h?2
/i `2 T`QpB/2/ #v i?2 "MF Q7 AiHv UpBH#H2 i i?2 7QHHQrBM; HBMF, ?iiT,ffrrrX#M+/BiHBXBif+QKTBiBfpB;BHMxf+QKTBiB@
pB;BHMxfi2;KfBM/2tX?iKHVX
tBBB
TT2M/Bt >X .2iBHb QM i?2 +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 bQK2 `2H2pMi p`B#H2b
TT2M/Bt >XRX ǳamT2`@+`bǴ /mKKv
q2 T`Qtv i?2 BM+`2b2 Q7 it2b QM ǳbmT2`@+`bǴ rBi? i?2 pHm2 Q7 i?2 +` B7 #Qp2 9y-yyy iBK2b i?2 p2`;2
v2`Hv it `i2 QM ǳbmT2`@+`bǴ Q7 RXke T2`+2Mi 2biBKi2/ mbBM; miQKQ#BH2 *Hm# Q7 AiHv /iX
TT2M/Bt >XkX ǳmbi2`Biv MQM@AJlǴ p`B#H2
6Q` i?2 2H2+i`B+Biv #BHH- r2 iF2 i?2 8X3 T2`+2Mi U2[mH iQ i?2 K`;BMH BM+`2b2 BM itiBQMV Q7 i?2 kyRy
+QMbmKTiBQM U2biBKi2/ 7`QK i?2 kyRk Mbr2` iQ [m2biBQM 1Ry@" `2TQ`i2/ BM /i#b2 ǳ[Rk2X/iǴ- bbmKBM;
+QMbiMi ;`Qri? BM MQM@/m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2VX aBKBH`Hv- 7Q` +QQFBM; ;b- r2 iF2 i?2 RX3 T2`+2Mi U2[mH iQ
i?2 K`;BMH BM+`2b2 BM itiBQMV Q7 i?2 kyRy +QMbmKTiBQM Q7 +QQFBM; ;b U2biBKi2/ 7`QK i?2 kyRk Mbr2` iQ
[m2biBQM 1Ry U M/ *V- bbmKBM; +QMbiMi ;`Qri? `i2 BM MQM@/m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2VX 6Q` i?2 ;bQHBM2- r2
KmHiBTHv i?2 kyRy +QMbmKTiBQM QM ;bQHBM2 U2biBKi2/ 7`QK i?2 kyRk Mbr2` iQ [m2biBQM 1Ry@6- bbmKBM;
+QMbiMi ;`Qri? BM MQM@/m`#H2 2tT2M/Bim`2 /BpB/2/ #v i?2 p2`;2 kyRy T`B+2 i i?2 TmKT URX8j3 1m`Q T2`
HBi2` @ bQm`+2, JBMBbi`v Q7 1+QMQKB+b M/ 6BMM+2 M/ JBMBbi`v Q7 .2p2HQTK2Mi 1+QMQKB+b /i pBH#H2 i,
?iiT,ff/;2`KXbpBHmTTQ2+QMQKB+QX;QpXBif/;2`KfT`2xxBK2/BXbTVV #v yXRN99 U2[mH iQ i?2 K`;BMH BM+`2b2 BM
itiBQMVX 6BMHHv- 7Q` i?2 BM+`2b2 Q7 T2`bQMH BM+QK2 it- r2 KmHiBTHv i?2 kyRy BM+QK2 #v i?2 BM+`2b2 BM i?2
K`;BMH `2;BQMH it `i2 QM T2`bQMH BM+QK2 Uǳ//BxBQMHB `2;BQMHB A_S16Ǵ- bQm`+2, JBMBbi`v Q7 1+QMQKB+b
M/ 6BMM+2 /i pBH#H2 i, ?iiT,ffrrrX}MMx2X;QpXBif2tTQ`if}MMx2fS2`n+QMQb+2`2nBHn}b+Qf6Bb+HBinHQ+H2fM2r//`2;B`T27fV
BM i?2 `2H2pMi `2;BQMX
tBp
TT2M/Bt AX L2r UM/ mb2/V +` `2;Bbi`iBQMb
h#H2 AXR, MMmH +` `2;Bbi`iBQMbX
kyRy kyRR kyRk kyRj
O W △ O W △ O W △ O W △
6Ah 8N9Xd jyXj @R8W 8R9X3 kNX9 @RjW 9R8Xy kNX8 @RNW jdjXN k3Xe @NW
G6 _PJ1P 8RXN kXe @eW 83XR jXj RkW 9kXR jXy @kdW jRXe kX9 @k8W
GL*A@*>_uaG1_ 33X9 9X8 @RjW 38X8 9XN @jW dRX9 8XR @ReW 8dXy 9X9 @kyW
hPhG LhAPLG UV eyRXR jyXe @R8W 8R3XN kNXd @RjW 9ReXR kNXd @RNW jd9Xy k3Xd @NW
l.A 8NXN jXR @yW eyXe jX8 RW 8RXy jXe @R8W 9dXd jXd @eW
"Jq 8jX3 kXd @kW 8yXd kXN @8W 9kX9 jXy @ReW 9kX8 jXj yW
*>1o_PG1h jeX3 RXN @jyW jkXe RXN @RRW jRXR kXk @9W keXj kXy @R8W
*Ah_P1L Ry8Xe 8X9 @9W 3RXe 9Xd @kkW eNX9 8Xy @R9W 8dX3 9X9 @ReW
.*A kkX9 RXR dW k8XN RX8 R8W keXy RXN yW kdXy kXR jW
6P_. R3kX9 NXj @RjW R9eX3 3X9 @RNW NNXy dXR @jkW 3dX9 eXd @RRW
>ulL.A jeXR RX3 @dW 9jX9 kX8 kyW 9jX8 jXR yW j3Xj kXN @RkW
EA RNXy RXy @3W RNX9 RXR kW kdXy RXN jNW kNXN kXj RyW
J1_*1.1a 89Xj kX3 @kW 8RXR kXN @eW 9kXj jXy @RdW 98Xe jX8 dW
LAaaL 8jXe kXd RW ejXk jXe R3W 9NXy jX8 @kkW 9eX8 jXe @8W
PS1G RkdX9 eX8 yW RReXd eXd @3W d3XN 8Xe @jkW dyXe 8X9 @RyW
S1l:1Ph Ry8X9 8X9 @dW d3Xk 9X8 @k8W eNXR 9XN @RRW ekX3 9X3 @NW
_1LlGh Ry8XN 8X9 R8W 3jXj 9X3 @kRW 8NX3 9Xj @k3W e8Xd 8Xy NW
hPuPhfG1sla ddX8 9Xy @RNW e3XN jXN @RRW 8eX9 9Xy @R3W 88X3 9Xj @RW
oPGEaq:1L RjeX9 dXy 3W Rj3Xy dXN RW RRjXe 3XR @R3W Ry8X9 3XR @dW
hPhG AJSP_h1. U"V R-jeyX9 eNX9 @eW R-kjyX3 dyXj @NW N3eX3 dyXj @RNW NkNXd dRXj @8W
L1q *_a U*V4UVYU"V R-NeRX8 @NW R-d9NXd @RyW R-9yjXy @RNW R-jy9Xe @dW
la1. *_a U.V k-3ykX3 @RW k-dNkXR @yW k-8yyXy @RyW k-8yNXN YyW
hPhG U*V Y U.V 9-de9Xj @9W 9-89RXN @8W j-NyjXy @R9W j-3R9Xe @kW
LQi2, BM i?QmbM/ mMBib B7 MQi Qi?2`rBb2 BM/B+i2/X S`Q/m+2`b rBi? H2bb i?M ky i?QmbM/ mMBib bQH/ T2` v2` MQi BM+Hm/2/X O Bb i?2 MmK#2` UBM ǶyyyV Q7 mMBib
bQH/- W Bb i?2 MMmH K`F2i bH2b b?`2- △ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 T`2pBQmb +H2M/` v2`X aQm`+2, KBMBbi`v Q7 BM7`bi`m+im`2 M/ i`MbTQ`iX
tp
TT2M/Bt CX 6m`i?2` `2bmHib
h#H2 CXR, AMi2`+iBQM i2`Kb @ /m`#H2 ;QQ/bX
GGq .2#iQ`b JQ`i;;Q`b
AJl KBM @yXkd @yXyN @yXkd
(yXkd) (yXke) (yXkR)
AJl Qi?2` yXyj yXyR yXye
(yXyN) (yXRy) (yXyN)
AJl KBM Y AMi2`+iBQM KBM @yX3N   @kXRN   @kXRk   
(yXj9) (yXe8) (yXe3)
AJl Qi?2` Y AMi2`+iBQM Qi?2` yXje yXk8 @yXyR
(yXjR) (yXj3) (yXdj)
△ >S UǶyyy īV yXkd yXk3 yXkd
(yX9N) (yX9d) (yX9d)
S@pHm2b Q7 i?2 >y,
AMi2`+iBQM KBM 4 y yXkk8 yXyR3 yXyRy
AMi2`+iBQM Qi?2` 4 y yXk38 yX8e3 yXNke
P#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk 9-yyk 9-yyk
R2 yXyk yXyk yXyk
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX h?2
H27i@?M/@bB/2 p`B#H2 ǳ/m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/bX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ
`272` iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2
Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X ǴGGqǴ BM/B+i2b ǳGQr GB[mB/ q2Hi?Ǵ ?Qmb2?QH/b /2}M2/ b i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ rBi? M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi?
#2HQr QM2 KQMi? Q7 /BbTQb#H2 BM+QK2X AJl UQi?2`V Y AMi2`+iBQM `272`b iQ i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib Q7 AJl UQi?2`V M/
i?2 BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M AJl UQi?2`V M/  /mKKv `2bT2+iBp2Hv B/2MiB7vBM; i?2 GGq- /2#iQ`b M/ KQ`i;;Q`bX h?2 /mKKB2b
B/2MiB7vBM; i?2 GGq- /2#iQ`b M/ KQ`i;;Q`b `2 HbQ //2/ b +QMi`QHbX h?2 i?`2b?QH/ iQ B/2MiB7v GQr GB[mB/ q2Hi? UGGq V
?Qmb2?QH/b Bb  pHm2 Q7 M2i HB[mB/ r2Hi? #2HQr QM2 KQMi? Q7 ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2X *QMi`QH p`B#H2b UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2,
UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV ;2Q;`T?B+H /mKKB2b- UBBBV /mKKB2b Q7 KBM /r2HHBM; +QKK2`+BH `2-M/ UBpV 2tT2+iiBQMb
#Qmi ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ HQ+H ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX
tpB
tpBB
h#H2 CXk, ;2 ;`QmTbX
6mHH bKTH2 uQmM;2` +Q?Q`ib PH/2` +Q?Q`ib
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl yX9R @yXe3 @yXN3  @yXk9 @yXje @yX9e  
(RXy9) (yX83) (yX99) (yXek) (yXk9) (yXkR)
AJl Qi?2` @yXke yX83 yXkk @yXy8 yXy9 yXy8
(yXdN) (yX99) (yXjN) (yX8N) (yXyN) (yXy3)
△ >S UǶyyy īV 3XdN   yXRR @RXdk NX3e   yXjR yXRk
(RXdd) (RXy9) (yXN9) (RX9y) (yX9j) (yXjN)
P#b2`piBQMb R-y3y R-y3y R-y3y k-Nkk k-Nkk k-Nkk
R2 yXky yXy8 yXy9 yXR3 yXyk yXyk
>QK2@QrM2`b uQmM;2` +Q?Q`ib PH/2` +Q?Q`ib
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl yXey @RXje  @RXey   @yXj3 @yXkk @yXjk
(yXNe) (yXeR) (yX9N) (yXe8) (yXk9) (yXRN)
AJl Qi?2` @yXjj yX3d yXjy @yXyR yXyR yXy9
(yXd9) (yX83) (yX9d) (yX8N) (yXyN) (yXy3)
△ >S UǶyyy īV NX3e   yX39 @yXNy NXe3   yXj9 yXRd
(RX33) (RXjy) (RXyj) (RX9j) (yX9R) (yXj3)
P#b2`piBQMb 3yy 3yy 3yy k-jkk k-jkk k-jkk
R2 yXk8 yXye yXy8 yXRN yXyj yXyk
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX
ǳLQM /m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM MQM /m`#H2 ;QQ/bX Up`B#H2 ǳ+MǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QM@
bssX/iǴVǳ.m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b Up`B#H2 ǳ+/Ǵ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴVX
AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272` iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7
Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X uQmM;2` UPH/2`V +Q?Q`ib /2}M2/ b i?2 vQmM;2` k8 UQH/2` d8V T2`+2Mi Q7
i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ ?2/Ƕb ;2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX *QMi`QH p`B#H2b BM+Hm/2, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV ;2Q;`T?B+H /mKKB2b- UBBBV
/mKKB2b Q7 KBM /r2HHBM; +QKK2`+BH `2-M/ UBpV 2tT2+iiBQMb #Qmi ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2 M/ HQ+H ?Qmb2 T`B+2bX
h#H2 CXj, AM+QK2 ;`QmTbX
6mHH bKTH2 GQr2` BM+QK2 >B;?2` BM+QK2
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl yXeR @yX8e @yXdy @yXky @yX9d @yXee   
(RXjN) (yXeR) (yX83) (yX8e) (yXkj) (yXkR)
AJl Qi?2` @RXRR yXkj yXkN @yXyj yXy8 yXye
(RXRk) (yXj9) (yXjR) (yX98) (yXy3) (yXy3)
△ >S UǶyyy īV R9X8j   @yXRe @yX3j NXkd   yXjy @yXRN
(kXde) (yXNj) (yX88) (yXN8) (yX8y) (yXje)
P#b2`piBQMb R-yyR R-yyR R-yyR j-yyR j-yyR j-yyR
R2 yXky yXy3 yXyN yXR8 yXyj yXyk
>QK2@QrM2`b GQr2` BM+QK2 >B;?2` BM+QK2
LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@/m`#H2b .m`#H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl yX88 @yXj8 @yXe9 @yXk3 @yX9e @yXe9   
(RX8e) (yXee) (yXe8) (yX89) (yXkj) (yXkk)
AJl Qi?2` @yX3j yXRe yXk3 @yXyj yXye yXyd
(RXkd) (yX9y) (yXjj) (yX98) (yXyN) (yXy3)
△ >S UǶyyy īV R9Xek   @yX8R @yX33 NXjd   yX9k @yXy3
(kX88) (yXN8) (yX8k) (yXN3) (yX8R) (yXj8)
P#b2`piBQMb 9Nd 9Nd 9Nd k-ek8 k-ek8 k-ek8
R2 yXjy yXRR yXR8 yXR8 yXyk yXyk
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX ǳLQM
/m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM MQM /m`#H2 ;QQ/bX Up`B#H2 ǳ+MǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2
i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVǳ.m`#H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b
Up`B#H2 ǳ+/Ǵ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX AJl ǳKBMǴ M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272`
iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V K`F2i pHm2
Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X GQr2` U>B;?2`V BM+QK2 +Q?Q`ib /2}M2/ b i?2 #QiiQK k8 UmTT2` d8V T2`+2Mi Q7 i?2 ?Qmb2?QH/ BM+QK2
/Bbi`B#miBQMX ǳo2?B+H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2/Bim`2 QM p2+?B+H2b Up`B#H2 ǳ+/RǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2
i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX *QMi`QH p`B#H2b UQKBii2/ 7Q` #`2pBivV BM+Hm/2, UBV ?Qmb2?QH/b /2KQ;`T?B+b-UBBV




h#H2 CX9, S`Q#Bi `2;`2bbBQMbX
SM2H  6mHH bKTH2 >QK2@QrM2`b
LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl KBM yXRR @yXR3 yXRe @yXRe
(yXRk) (yXRR) (yXRk) (yXRR)
AJl Qi?2` @yXye @yXyj @yXyd @yXyj
(yXy9) (yXy8) (yXy9) (yXy8)
△ >S UǶyyy īV yXyR yXyR yXyR yXyR
(yXyR) (yXyR) (yXyR) (yXyR)
P#b2`piBQMb 9-yyk 9-yyk j-Rkk j-Rkk
`2 mM/2` _P* yXej yXdd yXek yXde
SM2H " .2#iQ`b JQ`i;;Q`b
LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b LQM@p2?B+H2b o2?B+H2b
AJl KBM @yXR8 @yXNj   yXyR @yXN8  
(yXk9) (yXkd) (yXjR) (yX9d)
AJl Qi?2` @yXkk  yXyk @yXRy yXRd
(yXyN) (yXRy) (yXR3) (yXRN)
△ >S UǶyyy īV @yXyR @yXyR @yXyR @yXyR   
(yXyR) (yXyR) (yXyR) (yXyR)
P#b2`piBQMb 3dd 3dd 9R9 9R9
`2 mM/2` _P* yXee yX3k yXdR yX3y
LQi2, `Q#mbi biM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2;BQMb BM #`+F2ibX ∗∗∗ BM/B+i2b bB;MB}+M+2 i RW H2p2H- ∗∗i 8W ∗ i RyWX
ǳLQM o2?B+H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2M/Bim`2 QM /m`#H2 ;QQ/b- 2t+Hm/BM; p2?B+H2b Up`B#H2 ǳ+/kǴ BM /ib2i
ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVXǳo2?B+H2bǴ `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM ?Qmb2?QH/ 2tT2/Bim`2
QM p2+?B+H2b Up`B#H2 ǳ+/RǴ BM /ib2i ǳ+QMbssX/iǴ r?2`2 i?2 bm{t ǳssǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 bm`p2vVX AJl ǳKBMǴ
M/ ǳQi?2`Ǵ `272` iQ i?2 it QM i?2 KBM /r2HHBM; M/ Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX△HP `272`b iQ i?2 +?M;2 Q7 Ub2H7@`2TQ`i2/V
K`F2i pHm2 Q7 HH T`QT2`iB2b QrM2/X ǳ.2#iQ`bǴ `272` iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? /2#i i i?2 2M/ Q7 kyRk UK2MBM; rBi? TQbBiBp2 2Mi`v
Q7 i?2 p`B#H2 ǳT7Ǵ BM /i#b2 ǳ`B+7RkX/iǴVXǳJQ`i;;Q`bǴ `272` iQ ?Qmb2?QH/b rBi? KQ`i;;2 /2#i i i?2 2M/ Q7 kyRk UK2MBM;
rBi? TQbBiBp2 2Mi`v Q7 i?2 p`B#H2 ǳ/2#RkǴ BM /i#b2 ǳ7KBRkX/iǴVX S`Q#Bi 2biBK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